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GEHERAL INTRODUCTION A.4D SUÌ4MARY 
The contents of this thesis is a study of the application of the 
so called infinite momentum frame (I.M.F.) method in renormalizable 
field theories. It is based on tine ordered perturbation (Т.О.P.) 
theory, which has been devellopped toßether with relativistic quantum 
mechanics in the thirties. Although time ordered perturbation theory 
is able to calculate electromagnetic processes in lowest order, it is 
extremely difficult to compute radiative corrections in higher order. 
This is because a lot of diagrams appearι and moreover the amplitudes, 
belonging to graphs with internal loops, become very complicated diver­
gent integrals out of which it is inpossible to extract physically 
meaningful results. The calculation of radiative corrections became 
possible after Π.Ρ. Feynman, J. Schwinger and S. Toraanoga discovered 
in 19U8/I9I49 the manifest Lorentz-covariant perturbation theory. It 
turns out, that a feynnan graph, containing η vertices corresponds to 
nl time ordered diagrams. This implies that the new method gives a con­
siderable reduction of the number of graphs to calculate. Moreover the 
amplitudes take a much simpler form than in the time ordered case. The 
great succeatof this new discovery was the calculation of the anomalous 
magnetic moment of the electron and the Lamb shift based on the idea of 
renormalization. Since that time Т.О.?. theory, often called "old fashioned 
perturbation theory", was no longer used in field theory. However in I966 
Ξ. Weinberg made the observation that, if the four momenta of the lines 
in a time ordered graph are parametrized in a reference frame, where all 
three momenta are going to infinity (Ρ-χ"), a large number of graphs vanish. 
This technique is called the infinite momentum frame method, which was 
used for the first time in current algebra by Fubini and Purlan in order 
to derive sum rules. Since the sum of all time ordered graphs, belonging 
to one Реуппяг ^raph, is Lorentz covariant, we can conclude that the 
P*«· limit is also lorentz covariant provided that we have uniform con­
vergence. Since 1966 and in particularly after the discovery of scaling 
in deep inelastic electroproduction in the S.L.A.C.-M.I.T. experiments in 
1968 time ordered perturbation theory caught the interest of a lot of 
? 
physicists. The application of the I.M.F, method in field theory gives 
support to the parton model, which gives an explanation for the sealing 
of the deep inelastic structure functions in the Bjorken limit. 
Another achievement was the computation of radiative corrections; it 
turns out that the calculation in the I.M.F, is sometimes simpler than 
in the manifest covariant way. The contents of this thesis is organized 
аз follows. 
In chapter I an outline is given of the I.M.F. method. The explanation 
will based on simple examples because the systematic method gives less 
3 
insight. First we look at φ theory, which is the simplest case. Then 
we discuss the extra complications which show up in renormalizable 
theories and some methods are given to regularize certain classes of 
diagrams. 
In chapter II we apply these methods to radiative corrections. We show 
that the I.M.F. technique is very useful in calculating weak corrections 
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron and muon respectively. 
For the weak interaction we choose the renormali ζable Yang-Mills field 
theory. We give also example of a graph with an overlapping divergence, 
which in general cannot be regularized with the I.M.F. techniques. 
In chapter III we give an introduction to the parton model as developed 
by R.P. Feynman and S.D. Drell et al. The essence of this model is that 
hadrons are build up out of pointlike constituents, also named partons 
which can be seen as the bare quanta of a field theory. If we describe 
a hadron in an infinite momentum frame the partons behave like free 
moving particles. This follows entirelly from time dilatation and the 
universal transverse momentum cut off. The latter phenomenon is derived 
from the experimental fact that secondaries, produced by colliding ha­
drons at high energies, have in general very low transverse momenta. 
In this thesis two reactions are studied. In the second section of 
chapter III we treat deep inelastic electroproduction e+p •* e+"anything" 
which is measured in the S.L.A.C.-M.I.T. experiments. From these ex­
periments one derives that the structure function W and vW which des­
cribe this process, scale i.e. they become only dependent on ω = — — 
2 . ^ 
if q and ν get assymptotic where ν is the energy loss of the electron 
and q is the momentum transferred to the proton. In this section we 
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show that the porton model, developped above only leads to scale in­
variance for \)W and not for W . It appears that vW is described by 
a product of the amplitude of an elementary process (here forward 
virtual photon-parton scattering) and the probability that a parton 
with a certain fraction of the proton momentum is produced by the 
proton• 
In chapter IV we apply the parton model to massive muon pair produc­
tion p+p • μ μ" + "anything". Here this process is given by two ele­
mentary processes namely by the annihilation of two partons and brems-
strahlung. In both a highly virtual timelike photon is produced which 
subsequently decays into the muon pair. The difference with deep in­
elastic electroproduction is that here the infinite momentum itself 
appears as a scaling variable· In this chapter we show that the Ъгетв-
atrahlunga process is of the same order in F as the annihilation process. 
With the help of these two processes we can rather well explain the data, 
in particularly the "shoulder like" behaviour which appears in the data 
of the differential cross section. 
In chapter V we use the I.M.F. techniques to calculate the anomalous 
thresholds, which appear in the amplitudes of hadron-hadron scattering. 
We shall show that one can make a considerable simplification if the 
external particles of a two-body amplitude are pairwise equal. We derive 
also rules which give these thresholds. It turns out that these rules 
are far simpler than the ones in covariant perturbation theory. 
u 
C H A P T E R I 
THE INFINITE MOMEIÍTUM FRAME 
In this chapter we explain the infinite momentum frame techniques, 
which are applied to (super) renormalizahle field theories. First we 
treat φ theory, which is the simplest case. Then we discuss the extra 
complications, which show up in renormalizable theories like quantum-
electrodynamics, γ meson-spin ì theory etc. Finally we give some 
methods to regularize the amplitudes, which are expressed in the in-
finite momentum frame variables. Our derivations in this chapter will 
be intuitively only. Out of examples, that will illustrate the main 
points, we extrapolate the general formulation. 
1 φ theory. 









where в • (k.+kp) • (k}+k¿) and λ is the coupling eoretant in φ theory. 
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How we calculate the ваше diagram in time ordered perturbation theory 
(T.O.P. theory). Аз із known, every feynman diagram with η verticea із 
equal to n! time ordered graphs. In this example they are ahown in fig. 
1.1.2 
ил,) ц,Ц) 
• * * - . (ω,к) 
Ц,І?2) Н,Ц) 
а) fig. 1.1.2 
Applying the time ordered perturbation rulea (T.O.P. rules) - also 
called "old fashioned" perturbation rules - we obtain for the ampli­
tude (see for the definition of the S-matrix and the normalization of 
states ref. 10 and Appendix I ) : 
M
a
+Mb 'ΊΖ1 ω,+ω,,-ω' + ä 7 ' ω,+ω^ίω^+ώ^+ω'+ω +
Ш2) ' ' d · 1 · 2 ' 
"1 ""2 
Using overall energy conservation we get: 
I 2 1 λ2 1 
M - — [ • ] + -i-r [ • -, 2ω ω.+ω^-ω 201' -ω,-ω^ -ατ 
"Γ "2 "1™2 
(1.1.3) 
/5—5—5 Τ1 
Notice that ω = ω' » '(ρ.+ρ,) + m . 
It is easy to check that M equale expression (1.1.1). 
The differences between covariant perturbation theory (C.P. theory) and 
time ordered perturbation theory are: 
* . . . . 
Our convention is that in all time ordered perturbation graphs the 
time is going from the left to the right. 
Гі 
a) In C.P. theory we have manifest lorentz covariance in contrast to T.O.P, 
theory, where only the sum of all time ordered graphe is covariant. 
b) In C.P, theory the intermediate states are off mass shell but energy-
momentum is conserved across the vertexi in T.O.P. theory the interme­
diate particles are on mass-shell but energy is not conserved across 
the vertex, only momentum is conserved. 
c) In T.O.P. theory all particles are propagating forward in time. 
d) In T.O.P. theory many more graphs must be calculated in comparison 
with C.P. theory. 
So on the first sight C.P. theory has an enormous advantage over 
T.O.P. theory, particularly as far as points a) and d) are concerned. 
However, if we choose a suitable reference frame, we will show that in 
some cases T.O.P. theory can compete with C.P. theory and becomes often 
simpler. 
This reference frame is called the infinite momentum frame (I.M.F.). 
The techniques, connected with this frame, were applied for the first 
time in current algebra, where one uses it for deriving sum rules . 
(2) . . 
S. Weinberg applied it in field theory . He used the trivial proper­
ty that if one adds all time ordered diagrams, belonging to a certain 
feynman graph, one obtains a lorentz invariant result, i.e. indepen­
dent of the frame one chooses. So the aim is to find a frame in which 
all graphs take a very simple form. The infinite momentum frame is 
such a frame and we will see that many time ordered graphs will dis­
appear. 
The procedure goes as follows. Consider an arbitrary time ordered graph, 
and define the infinite momentum frame (I.M.F.) as a frame, in which the 
momenta of all particles are very large. After we have computed numera­
tor and denominator of a given amplitude, we take the limit of these 
momenta to infinity. 
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Let из choose the z-axis as direction of these large momenta. From now 
on we will call ρ (which is large) the longitudinal momentum and the 
ζ 
momentum orthogonal to it the transverse momentum, which is indicated 
We now explain the calculation of a time ordered diagram in this frame. 
In φ theory the amplitude of a certain graph is equal to a product of 




tween the initial and an intermediate state (see fig. 1.1.3) 
f ig . 1.1.3 
Let us choose the following I.M.F. ( f i g . 1.1.3) 
p - ( Р + з д . 3. Ρ) 2Ρ 
2 . _ 2 
i р и + » . 
Pi ' ( l x i l p + 2 |« . |p ' p i i » x i p ) 
1
 l 1 
Three momentum conservation gives Σ χ. = 1, Ç Ρ·ι 
i 1 ι " 
0. 
Our task іэ to find out which diagrams survive in the Ρ •* » limit. 
The energy denominator, which appears in the amplitude, is equal to: 
1 ι 
(1.1.1*) 
In the parametrization of the momenta we have already taken Ρ very 
large with respect to M,m. and p.. . 
8 





 Pil+ mi 
(1.1.5) 
2(1-r|x.I)P +M - Σ 
i г i I »i I 
We diatinguiah сазе A and B: 
A. Direct diagrams. 
They are characterized by the vertices, which have a number of lines 
coining in from the left and lines going out to the right and vice versa 
e.g. fig. I.1.2a. We shall call a diagram "direct diagram" if all its 
vertices have this property. 









 + r ai 
i x í 
(1.1.6) 
I f some x. among the x. are smaller than zero, then: 
D 22 J = - — 2 — (1 .1 .7 ) 
„ „ p.f +m. Р-н. 2ГХ.Р 
j J i Ιχ,Ι 
fl, Z-diagrama. 
They can be characterized by vertices, which have a number of lines 
coming in from the left but no lines are going out to the right or vice 
versa. An example is: fig. I.1.2b. We shall call a diagram "Z-diagram" 
if at least one vertex has this property. 
Because of momentum conservation across the vertex, there is at least 
9 
one momentum in the opposite direction with reapeet to the other ones. 
Hence one of the fractions x. is negative. So D gets the ваше form as 
expression (1.1.7). 
So ve see that only the direct diagram, where the time ordening is posi­
tive and all x. > 0, survives in the Ρ •* » limit. In the future we will 
call denominators which are of order P, "bad denominators". 
As an example take e.g. the graphs in fig. 1.1.2: 
Expression (1.1.2) becomes: 
M
- t f p, 2 1 2 — : *°ΦΆ <i-'.a> k.+m, k. +ra- 2 s-m 
1 1 . -L 2 in_ 
2xP 2(1-x)P " 2P 
where we have used the I.M.F. parametrization: 
k i+m1 
k1 - ( s P + - 2 3 ? - ' V X p ) 
, 2^ 2 
k l + m 2 k 2 » ( ( l - x ) P + 2 { l _ ^ p , -t^ (1-x)P) 
2 
к » (Ρ + | p , 5, Ρ) with 0 < χ < 1 
I f we have integrations over internal momenta, the phase space integral: 
d3D áxi\ 
•^- i s replaced by: g i i 
and for the three momenta 5-function we obtain: 
63(.Σρ.-£)- ¿ ί( Σ x . - l ) í 2 ^ î . . -ρ. ) . 
^ І
1 р
 і-1 1 1=1 
Every в appearing before a ä-function i s cancelled by a Ρ in the numera­
tor of D. 
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So for t theory we can derive the following rules for the computation 
of the amplitudee using time ordered perturbation theory in the inf inite 
momentum frame (Т.О.P. =>). 
a) Draw a l l the direct diagrams (Z-diagrams do not contribute!) belonging 
to a certain Feynman diagram. „, . 
b) For each internal line we have: . . 
2(2n)Jxi 
c) For each vertex, except the left most, include a factor 
(2π) S(uEx.) i (ДГр..) (Δ denotes the difference in the sums before 
and after the interaction). 
ρ 
d) For every intermediate state include a factor — — — where s.= ΣΗ. e.-s. ^ i i j 
ι int J 
( i n i t i a l state) and a. . = Ç H! (interaediate state) with int j ì 
2 ^ 2 . 2^ ,2 
pii Ші pîl mì 
H. = ι ι and Η! • ι | ι , which are the subenergies of the 
external and internal particle respectively. 
e) Integrate the product of all these factors over all internal p.', ,x! · 
Now we have gained a lot of simplification. Firstly all intermediate 
particles are on mqse shell and in the Ρ •*• " limit the energy differ­
ence across the vertex goes to zero. The second advantage is that in 
the Ρ •» « limit we can confine ourselves to the calculation of a few 
diagrams, which have sometimes a simpler parametrization in the inter­
nal variables than in the feynman сазе. For example the one loop ver­
tex feynamn graph (fig. 1.1.Ό is equal to six time ordered diagrams. 
If we choose one external momentum purely transverse (which is always 
possible) then we are left with only one diagram, namely the one corres­
ponding to fig. І.іЛа). 
If the Ρ -• » limit is uniform, which means that a matrix element or 
amplitude is uniformly convergent for Ρ ·* », then the final result is 
lorentz covariant and is the same аз obtained by C.P. theory. This is 
3 
the case for φ theory. 
11 
f ig . 1.1. Il 
Further we know t h a t in C.P. theory some loop diagrams are divergent . 
The вагае happena h e r e , where the i n f i n i t i e s are coming fron the i n t e ­
g r a t i o n over t h e i n t e r n a l t r a n s v e r s e momenta. Then we must r e g u l a r i z e 
and renorraalize. We s h a l l come back t o t h i s point l a t e r a f t e r we have 
discussed the renorraalizahle t h e o r i e s . 
? Renoraalizable theories. 
In renormalizahle theories the computation of diagrams in the I .M.F. 
i s not so e i - p l e because of the presence of vertex f a c t o r s . 
As an i l l u s t r a t i o n l e t us choose the following example: 
Consider forvard pseudo scalar-spin J scatter ing ( f i g . 1.2.1) 




m tpj^ ^ 
P 2 - P , - (JP+ — p — . Pj^. sP) 
2^ 2 
m +р. 
к . " 11,= ( J P + — j — , . ρ
χ
, JP) 1 
ρ - (Ρ • fp . 3. Ρ) 
ρ - (Ρ • fp . fl,-P> 








« • f c 5 ( P 2 ) - 2 — Γ Γ Τ ^ ι 1 
m +2)i +чр, 
(1.2.1) 
The T.O.P. rules, applied to the direct graph give: 
2 _ -Jm 2-2p i
2 
M
a - | ; u ( P 2 ) 2 , 2 , 2 U (»1 ) («β· I.2.U) 
m +2u +l»p, 
(1.2.2) 
The Z-graph gives the contribution: 
\ - - Ь ^ 2 ) "'Pi1 (fig. 1.2.1Ъ) (1.2.3) 
π 
The sum of both contributions Μ , M. give again Μ ( Ι . 2 · 1 ) . 
So we see that amplitudes in pseudo scalar-spin i theory, vhich have a 
bad denominator, do not vanish for Ρ -» «. The same a lso holds for quan­
tum electrodynamics (4.E.D.) and other renormalizable theor ies . Tabel I 
and II shove that t h i s i s due to the fact , that a vertex can become pro­
portional to Ρ for certain x. of the incoming and outgoing fermions. 
1
 (3) 




- -- ι - u — 5 • ζ ¡α- χ «β [ " , ( * 2 І " 1 Г г і 1 ) " , , ю З ( 1 " 1 Г ) , х г 
b) S ( x 1 P * i r u , . ) Y 5 Y t X g P ^ . r ) - - / ^ χ * Ι ( Η ^ ) » * σ 3 . ? . ΐ ί α ^ -о3аЛл]хг 
c) S (¿x 1 P>k u , e )Y 5 u(+ χ^Ϊ^,τ) » + 2 /χ,χ^ Ρ χ* σ 3 χ Γ 
d) ΰ(+ x 1 P*k l i ,e )Y 5 ν(+ ХдР+к^.г) - 2 /х^г'? xg x r 
With 1 ve denote the transversal components x,y. The other matrixelemente 
can be derived from the above ones by charge conjugation· 
From t h i s tab le , ve can conclude that the vertex i s of order one i f the 
product of both longitudinal momenta are pos i t ive and the vertex i s of 
order Ρ i f t h i s product i s negative. 
The properties of the electraoagnetic vertex are: 
All x. ore assumed to be p o s i t i v e . 
1U 
TABLE I I 
b) u(x 1 P+k 1 i , s )Y i uUgP+k^.r ) = 0(1) 




d) S ( i x 1 P + k u , 8 ) { γ 0 } u(+ x ^ + k ^ . r ) » 0(1) 
e) S(+ х ^ + к ц . з ) (
γ
0 } v(+ XgP+k^.r) -0(1) 
f) S(+ χ , Ρ + ^ , β ) ^ v(+ x ^ + k ^ . r ) = 2 / x ^ Ρ χ* σ 1 χ Γ + 0(1) 
In the electromagnetic case we get: 
μ»0,3 The vertex ^Р i f the product of both longitudinal momenta i s pos i t ive 
" " " negative 
" "
 n
















Further ve see that the transversal conponente behave in the зале way as 
in the pseudo scalar-spin \ theory· 
We can now make the following statements: 
a) For the direct diagram; a bad denominator can only survive in the Ρ • » 
l imit i f the longitudinal momentum of the fermion, which разэез the two 
v e r t i c e s , successively reverses i t s sign twice. 
b) For the Z-diagram two big vert ices can compensate one bad denominator i f 
the negative time ordening extends over one time interval (see f ig . I . 2 . 2 a ) . 
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If it extenda more thon one time interval then ve have two big verticea 
but more than one bad denominator, which is not sufficient to survive in 
the I.M.F. (see fig. I.2.2b). 
*7> *5>Ч>*2>*3>*1 
fig. 1.2.2 
t7>4> t5> t4> t1> t2> t3 
b) 
With the help of theae pover counting rules ve can decide which diagrams 
survive in the Ρ ·* » l i m i t . 
Let us new give the T.O.F. <•> rules for quantum electrodynamics and pseudo 
scalar-fermion theory. 
a) For each Feynman graph, draw a l l time ordered graphs. Apply power count­
ing in Ρ t o decide which diagrams survive in the Ρ •» "· l imi t . 
b) Attach on each internal and external l ine a momentum ρ and paramatrize i t 
in the i n f i n i t e momentum frame variables: x, p. . 




d) For each vertex except the left most include a factor (2π) ί(ΔΣχ.)δ (ΔΣ?.·)· 
e) For each intermediate state include a factor 
s. •* Zìi. represents the initial state and s. . • ΓΗ. the intermediate 
ι j int j 
state (see point d) in φ theory). 
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f) Attach On each vertex βγ or gy . 
g) A factor u(p,s) and (р,з) for each incoming electron and positron and 
ΰ(Ρ|β), νίρ,β) for each outgoing electron and positron. Further we have 
a factor e (Χ,λ) for an incoming or outgoing photon· 
h) For each internal electron line a factor l и(р,з)й(р,в) » ¿+m and for 
a _ 
each internal positron line a factor - Σ v(p,s)v(pte) • -^+m. Further 
β 
we choose the feymnan gauge for an internal photon line i.e. 
I %(k.A)e
v
(k.X> • «uv 
i) Integrate the product of all these factors over all internal p..,χ.. 
j) Sum over all time ordered graphs. 
We can simplify point a) and j) by using a trick, found Ъу S.J. Brodaky, 
Ik) 
R. Roskies and R. Suaya . The simplification goes as follows. Consider 
an internal line of a feynman graph between vertex T.. and V- (fig. 1.2.3) 
which can be decomposed in positive and negative (Z graph)time ordening. 
7 ^Л. 
fig. 1.2.3 
The intermediate states in fig. 1.2.3 give the contribution: 
2P(¿+m) ^ 
s.-s. . 
ι int -2xP 
(1.2.1.) 
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2 ^ 2 
Pi * m •* 
where: ρ - (xP +
 2 χ ρ , Pj^ , xP) χ > О 
2
 ж 2 
Pi + m 
and ρ'» (xP +
 g j | p ,-%,-xP) x > О 
So ve can write for I . 2 Л 
З
і "int -ЬхР2 1»хР2 З і S i n t 2 Р 
The second term in I i 2 , 5 goes t o zero for Ρ -• «· because ρ has the same 
direction as the momentum of the fermion, which enters vertex V or 
leaves vertex Vp. The l a s t term however gives an extra factor P, because 
i t i s sandwiched between two fermions which are going in the same di­
rection (see tabel I I ) · 
We can now rewrite expression 1.2.5 as: 
2P { Ì * ш } (1 .2 .6 ) 
л, •* 
where: ρ • ρ 
а.-в. . 
. Λ, ι i n t 
«Bd P 0 - P 0 • - г ? 
For more details and canments see réf. U. We are then able to replace 
point a) and h) by: 
a') For each feynman graph, draw all direct graphs. 
h') For each internal electron or positron line use a factor p+m reep. -p+m. 
Before finishing this part we want to show another property, which only 
appears in renormaliгable gauge field theories like Q.E.D.. Let us take 
for example the one loop vertex correction. Choosing the external photon-
momentum purely transverse, then power counting gives us the following 
result (see fig. Ι.2.Ό: 








f i g . 1.2.1t 
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So for the u • 0,3 (longitudinal) componente the same diagram i . e . I.2.Ua 
contributes in leading order in Ρ aa in φ theory (see f ig .1.1.U).This v i 
be important for the electromagnetic form factors, which can he extracted 
from Г Ъу eh 00: 
and i s given by 
l i 
b
Γ by c oosing the μ » 0,3 components· Γ i s the renomalized vertex 
» io a 
However for the u = 1,2 (transversal) components, we see that three dia­
grams are contributing i . e . 1.2.Ua,b,c. So in order t o calculate the ver­
tex graphs i t i s better to choose the longitudinal componente. 
This simularity between Φ and ft.E.D. graphs, aa far aa the longitudinal 
components are concerned, leads us to the def in i t ion, often used in the 
l i t t éra ture ' , that the longitudinal components are "good" and the 
transversal ones are "bad".Likewise j 0 , are the "good" currents and 
j , are the "bad" ones. About the meaning of these currents we come back 
in chapter I I I . 
3 Renormalization. 
Now we w i l l give a number of ways to regularize a diagram in the 
I.M.F. We want t o remark that the methods to render a diagram f i n i t e are 
larger in number, more complicated, and l e s s standard than for feynman 
graphs. To f a c i l i t a t e the discussion we divide the Т.О.P. » graphs into 
four c l a s s e s , with a r i s ing degree of d i f f icu l ty : 
I one loop diagrams 
II шалу loop diagrams without overlapping divergences 
III loop diagrams with overlapping divergences 
IV The case that one feynman graph i s decomposed in too many time ordered 
graphe which survive in the Ρ -• « lirait. 
?0 
Graphe belonging t o c lass I are very easy to regularize, c lass II i s 
more d i f f i cu l t to handle, because of vertex insert ions . Class III i s 
extremely d i f f i cu l t except for seme specia l cases as e .g . the s e l f -
It 
energy graph in φ theory. Class IV diagrams pract ica l ly are not manag-
able. 
In this chapter and the next one ve will give some examples of these 
four classes and the way to render them finite if possible. Before 
(U) doing this ve determine first the degree of divergence of a graph . 
Because of the simularity of the integration over k,,x in Т.О.P. · 
theory and the four momentum к and the feynman parameter α in C.P. 
theory one can see that the divergence of a Т.О.P. <· graph is caused 
by the integration over k., vhich is two dimensional. 
Let us first introduce the following definitions: 
N is the number of internal lines, V is the number of vertices, B. and 
В is the number of internal reap, external boson lines. F. and F is 
e
 r
 1 e 
the number of internal resp. external fermion lines. D is the degree of 
divergence. 
φ theory: 
2N - 2(V-1) - 2(V-1)= 2(N+2-2V) (1.3.1) 
N is the number of integrations over the internal momenta k. 
V-1 is the number of denominators 
V-1 is the number of momentum conservating S functions. 
?1 
Spin ì q.E.D. and pseudo scalar-spin ì interaction ( i f φ interactions 
are omitted in the graphs) 
D - 2(B.+F.) - (F.+F /2) - 2(V-1) - 2(T-1) (1.3.2) 
1 1 ι e 
F - В 
e e 
В. + F. is the number of integration over k, , F.+F /2 indicates the power 
of k, in the numerator,V-1 is the number of energy denominators,7-1 is 
F the number of momentum conservating S-functions. The term e shows only 
(Ό T" 
up in the fermion self energy graph . 
For the other graphs this term must be emitted. 
For spin 0 Q.E.D. we have: 
D » 2В
А
 + V - 2(V-1) - 2(T-1) » U-2B (1.3.3) 
B. i s the number of integrations over к., V i s the power of k· in the 
numerator,V-1 i s the number of energy denominators and Y-l i s again the 
number of momentum conservating {-functions. 
В i s the number of external photon and boson l i n e s . 
We sha l l now treat three methods to regularize diagrams of Class I . 
These methods are also applicable to c lass II graphs, which i s shown in 
the next chapter. 
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a) The alternate denominator method · 
3 Let us take e.g. the self energy graph in φ theory, which in C.P. 
theory is given Ъу: 
Π(β) » -i—г S d\ 
(2ιτ)4 1 [(^,-ρ)2-!!2]!^2] 





Let us take the external momentum ρ off mass s h e l l : s • s • ρ . 
To regularize the feynman graph 1.3.1a ve expand 1 1 ( B ) in a Taylor ser ies 
о 
around the point э ( e . g . s = m ) 
α α 
ІІ(в) - Π ( · ) + (s-s ) 3 2 ^ i | + Π (.) (1.3.5) 
α α ds ' reg 
In renormalizahle theories these diagrams diverge quadratically, H ( s ) 
ia then f i n i t e . This implies that ve add counter terms in the lagrangian 




< 8 > = 
ΤΤ(β) 1-2 - 1 
f i g . 1.3.2 
?3 
* / - TT(s ) and 1-Z:1 = Snsl | . 
α 2 ds ' 3=s 
α 
In the i n f i n i t e momentum frame graph 1.3.1 Ъ i s given Ъу the expression: 
,2 1 dx d 2 ] ^ 
П ( э ) =• ., ƒ - π — г 
2 ( 2 π ) 3 ο χ ( 1 - χ ) а о - 3 1 
(1 .3 .6 ) 
s . i s the sum of the subenergies in the intermediate s t a t e ; s . = Σ Η*.. 
So H (s ) Ъесошеэ then: 
reg 
,2 1 dx d2*, (s -s V 
λ





- : ^ ϊ Í г^таг reg - 2(г У о ^ а " · ! 1 ^ о - і ' 
(1 .3 .7 ) 
where s 
2 2 
kf + га 
1 * x ( 1 - x ) ' 
Substituting в. into expression 1.3.Τ one sees that the integral is con­
vergent · 
The analogen of C.P. theory which is depicted in fig. 1.3.2, is given in 






"' m в) 
a« в.. 
f ig. 1.3.3 
where I denotes : 
Let us now take a many loop graph in which graph 1.3.1 i s imbedded, see 
f i g . 1.3."* . 
2lt 
% = Χ 1 ( ΐ - Χ 2 » + Ϊ ϊ - δ 2 1 
The amplitude і з given Ъу: 
f ig . 1.3.1» 
r
(2h ,_, A2_,2 , d V 2 k U te2d^2l_ T T ( 2 V ΐ»ί X , f 1 11  21 ¡ ,
τ
 , д . 
!(£)* *^-*') X.X.(I-»,H..-,»..-BJ<..-,) ( Ι · 3 · 8 ) 
1. 2 ж 2 k l l * m 
where з , 8,=
 > i ( l _ X ì ) . з 2 -
Γ Γ 2 ι 
•*• •* 2 2 
'
k 2 l " X 2 k l l ' ™^ 
x^gd-Xg) 
о l o 2 о Г 
к,f 2 
+ I l + _m 
χ , ί ι - χ ^ 1-х, 
The aubdivergence is coming from the factor —— · And we regularize this 
in the same way we did in C.P. theory nl. Ъу Subtracting diagram I.3.1*, in 
which the subgraph is replaced by the first two terms of the taylor series. 
This boils down to the prescription that we replace the expression of the 
subdiagram by its renormalized one. Proceeding analogously in Т.О.Ρ « 








s 2) (so-s2) 
(here в =8, (1.3.9) 
ι о) 







2 j dx 1d 2k l i dx2d2k2j_ 
X1 ( l- X1 ) X1 X2 ( 1- X2 ) (s,-sj2(s -sj 
(1.3.10) 
1 2' о 2' 
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The integral is convergent with respect to k.. and к . · 
This expression can be depicted in fig· I.3.5> 
=йі "'• 
fig. 1.3.5 
The generalization to renormalizable theories is straightfozvard· 
b) Mostly the calculation of the numerator in the I.M.F. is equally difficult 
aa in C.F. theory. But in some cases ve can use a simple trick, which is 
only applicable to fermion self energy graphs and vertex graphs. The con­
dition is that the numerator must be linear in the momenta. Moreover for 
the vertex graph we need the extra condition that both electrons must be 
on mass shell. 
In practice it will turn out that we can apply this method to lowest order 
diagrams and to those higher order diagrams, which contain only self energy 
insertions. Moreover, this method is only applicable to form factor F and 
not to F (see appendix II). 
Let us give the prescription of this method: 
Replace the internal fermion momentum ρ , adjacent to the external fermion 
momentum ρ (fig. 1.3.6) by xp+k with к = (0,k.,0). The difference between 
p. and xp+k goes to zero like s . If the numerator was not linear but 
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quadratic in the momenta then inner producta appear. In this case the re­
placement is not allowed e.g. p.p. Φ p.(xp+k), because inner products 
1 . . . 
terras of order jjr are multiplied with terms of order P. 
Example : Selfenergy graph of the electron in Q.E.D. (fig. 1.3.6) 
(1-х)?-Й
х 
The self energy is given by the expression 1(a): 
(s) = г ƒ d x d ^ —— 
2(2π) k^+m2(1-χ)+χλ2-βχ(1-х) 
(e»pd) (1.3.11) 
We see that the difference between p1 and xp+k i s of the order of— . 
So we neglect t h i s term and subst i tute xp+k for ρ in I ( s ) : 
I t s ) 
2 ( 2 π ) -








We can regularize th i s expression by making again a taylor expansion: 
I ( s ) = ím+d-Zg )(¿-m) + ï r e g ( 3 ) ( 1 . 3 . 1 3 ) 
? 2 
4m. к ^ ) . _ _ /axa
 k i - ^т- dog - j + ¿) 2(2π) k|+ra ( l-xJ^+xX 
(1.3.11») 
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Different methods to compute im are given in ref. Ъ,к,5,6 . 
с) In the case that the numerator has a tensorial character ve cao do the 
following: take e.g. the vacuumpolarization graph fig. 1.3.7 
(1-x)?-fii 
fig. 1.3.7 
TT e 2 ,„
 Л
2 ^ и Р а у + Ч у Р г и - Ч у ^ У 1 » 2 )
 4 + . w 
Π μ ν » j /dxd kj^  = —-—= ь-^  + contribuì. Z-graph k^+m -x(1-x)il 
(1.3.15) 
Because of gauge invariance and lorentz covariance we can vrite: 
"„У "
 {Vv - W2™*2) ( Ι · 3 · 1 6 ) 
Taking on the left and the right side the big components i.e. u"v"0,3 
... 2 













This expression is similar to the one ve found in C.P, theory (see ref. 
10). We see also that the Ζ-diagram does not contribute because it is of 
2 
order one and vanishes after dividing by Ρ . 
We can generalize this method to all other expressions, where the numera­
tor is a tensor: e.g. in the vertex graph ve can extract the form factors 
?э 
F. and F , , as shown in the next s e c t i o n . With t h i s procedure we can a l s o 
obtain W , the wel l known deep i n e l a s t i c s t r u c t u r e function (see chapter 
I I I ) . This method f a i l s i f the s t r u c t u r e functions are m u l t i p l i e d with 
2 
d i f f e r e n t powers of Ρ . In t h i s case we can only obtain t h e s t r u c t u r e 
funct ion, which goes with the h ighest power i n P. For more d e t a i l s see 
chapter I I I and re f . 9· 
In the previous discuaaion we have i m p l i c i t l y assumed t h a t we can i n t e r ­
change the l i m i t Ρ •* «> and the loop i n t e g r a l s · This i s only allowed i f 
we have uniform convergence of the i n t e g r a n d · Counter examples are the 
s e l f energy diagrams in Q.E.D. and in pseudo s c a l a r - s p i n i t h e o r y . 
Consider e .g . the s e l f energy of a spin zero-boson ( f i g . Ι .3.Θ) 
O-xtt-tf j. 
a )
 fig. 1.3.8 b ) 
The s e l f mass i s given by: 
1 dxd 2^ k^+m 2(l+x) ? 
(1.3.18) 
k^+E^O-xjSxX 
direct graph z- graph 
The integral is not defined for x=1 and x=0, and one is not allowed to 
d ^ d x d 2 ^ dxd 2 !^ 
replace - — i . ., „ by — - — . 






We regularize expression 1.3.8 by subtraction of the same expression, 
where λ is replaced by a big mass Λ. 
2У 
From the direct graph we obtain 
2 dxd2*, kf+m 2 (l+x) 2 
«m = — S _ _ ƒ _ — - L { - | _ - - ( X * A ) } ( 1 . 3 . 1 9 ) 
a
 2 ( 2 π ) 3 X kf+m2(l-x)2+x\2 
The Ζ-graph gives the contribution: 
-
2
 Ρ ι 
«ÖL = , /dxd^k. { ι И HI - (λ+Α)} (1.3.20) 
^ 2(2,) 3 i / '-^^ 
/ ( 1 - х ) 2 + ^ -
Ρ
2 
We use then the following two identies: 
Ρ ρ
 k i + x 2 
lim { r · ) г - In - £ — j «(χ) (1.3.21) 
/ ( χ Ρ ) 2 ^ + Χ 2 ' /(хР) 2 + 1 1 і 2 +Л 2 ' к 1 + Л 
In 4—? Ξ / dx { * ~ 2 Ш ^ " ^ - (λ-Λ)} (1.3.22) 
к^ +Л о к£+(1-х) m S x * * 
Substitute (1.3.21) and (1.3.22) into ( 1 . 3 . 2 0 ) . After addition of 1.3.19 
and 1.3.20 we obtain: 
2 1 2 
ím=ím +ím.- e . ƒ dxd^. { - ^ ^1*X^ 5 - (λ-Λ)} (1.3.23) 
a
 ^ 2 ( 2 π ) 3 o k£+(1-x) m +xX¿ 
This method to render a diagram finite can be found in réf. U, In ref. 6 
another va/ to calculate the self mass is given. 
Before finishing this section let us summarize the advantages and dis-
advantages of the I.M.F. method. 
The advantages are: 
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1 A зітріег expression for the numerator as well аз for the denominator in 
one loop graphs. 
2 In Т.О.Ρ о theory we have less denominators in a given amplitude than in 
C.P. theory. For example the sixth order ladder vertex graph in fig. 
1.2.2 will give six denominators, whereas the feynman graph leads to 
nine denominators. 
3 The denominators are manifestly regular, so that the integrations over 
2 . . 
k, and χ in renormalized amplitudes are well behaved at the end points 
of integration and are suitable for numerical evaluation. This is very 
important if we compute higher order graphs like in fig. 1.2.2. The 
numerical integration in C.P. theory is not so easy because the deno­
minator is not manifestly regular and causes instabilities in numeric»! 
integrations. For more details see ref. U l7. 
ι U 
U Instead of a four dimensional integral d к we have a three dimensional 
one: dxd κ. . So we have to perform less integrations. For instance the 
graph in fig. 1.2.2. leads to 9 integrations in Т.О.P. <· whereas for 
the feynman graph one has to perform 12 integrations apart from inte­
grations over the feynman parameters. 
5 Another advantage is the calculation of amplitudes in high energy pro­
cesses. Examples are the rung diagrams in deep inelastic electroproduc-
tion and the multitower graphs in Q.E.D. which lead to regge 
behaviour. Apart from computational advantages the infinite momentum 
frame parametrization gives a better insight and a deeper physical un­
derstanding than the C.P. approach. 
One of the most recent examples that Т.О.P. ~ is competitive with C.P. 
Ik) 
is given by S.J. Brodsky, R. Roskies and R. Suaya , who have suc­
ceeded incalculating the anamalous magnetic moment of the electron up 
to fourth order in e. Moreover they have computed the sixth order ladder 
vertex graphs (fig. 1.2.2). The numerical result is in good agreement 
with the one determined by C.P. theory.Their gain in computer time is a 
factor of twenty. 
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The drawbacks are: 
1 Manifest lorentz covariance ia lost, which also can give troubles for 
gauge invariance· 
2 Class III graphs are very difficult to regularize because we cannot dis­
entangle the subdivergences. For a simple case we can regularize such a 
graph (see example U in the next chapter). 
3 If we go to higher order in perturbation theory, the number of time 
ordered diagrams is increasing. A notorious exemple is the vertex graph 
in fig. 1.3.9, which belongs to class IV. Here we have already to deal 
with ten direct graphs, z— graphs not included. 
Our conclusion is that the I.M.F. techniques are competitive with the 
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C H A P T E R II 
RADIATIVE CORBECTIOHS 
In th i s chapter we shal l give some applications of the I.MiF. method, 
which we formulated in the f i r s t chapter. 
This chapter i s organized as follows: a vertex graph in QiE.D. i s calcul­
ated in fourth order. This example i s an i l l u s t r a t i o n of method a and Ъ 
(see chapter I , sect ion 3 ) . 
In sect ion 2 we compute the pauli dirac form factors F and F of the 
electron in lowest order. For F we cannot use method b; we have to use 
method с We present the calculation of F here because i t turns out 
that the formulation of the I.M.F. method, as given in chapter I , i s 
l e s s arabigeous for the computations of radiative corrections than the 
related l ightcone quantization technique . The use of th i s l a s t method 
in the calculation of F led t o the wrong answer. 
In sect ion 3 we present a better example of method b than the one in the 
f i r s t sect ion . Here we compute the contribution to the magnetic moment 
of the muon due to weak interact ions, which are based on renormalizable 
non abelian gauge f i e l d theor ies . The numerators in t h i s case are more 
complicated than in Q.E.D., espec ia l ly for graphs in which Yang-Mills 
bosons appear. We show that tr ick b makes a considerable s impli f ication 
as compared with more conventional ways of calculation because i t allows 
us to extract that part of the numerator, which i s relevant for the ano­
malous magnetic moment F ( 0 ) . 
¿
 I, 
In sect ion U we treat the lowest order s e l f energy graph in φ theory, 
which i s an example of an overlapping divergence. As we mentioned already 
in the f i r s t chapter we get now troubles with Т.О.P. theory. The familiar 
method in C.P. theory of s ingl ing out the subdivergences no longer works 
here. 
In C.P. theory, the three propagators are factorized and by taking two 
of them together by Feynman parameters, we can extract the corresponding 
subdivergence. This procedure would not work i f one combines d irect ly the 
three propagators. But in Т.О.P. theory, one obtains one energy denomina­
tor .which i s comparible with the case of combining the three propagatore 
directly.The only way out i s to find another trick,which i s unfortunately 
not general. 
3k 
1 Contribution of the vacuum polarization insertion to the anomalous 
laagnetic moment of the electron (muon). 
The time ordered diagrams, which contribute in the I.M.F. are de­
picted in fig. 11.1.1 provided one has chosen the external photon momen­
tum purely transverse. 
The most general form for the electromagnetic vertex is: 
Г^Р.Р') • Y^U^+FgU 2)]- ^ Η Fg(q
2) (q»p--p) (II.1.1) 
We denote the contribution of each graph in fig. II. 1.1 to Γ by: 





 -~2P · "} V P) 
U *t q, 
P'» (P *
 2P · Í 11· p) 
p," ((l-x)P+ 2(λ-χ)? * k11 " * V ( 1- x ) P ) 
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μ 2 +(Ϊ 2 ΐ -} ti)2 + 
ρ 2 =• ((ι-χ)ρ+ гПГГІР— · k u + i < ΐ ι . ( 1 - χ ) ρ ) 
га + к 2 І _„ 
р
з '
 ( у х Р
 * SëT · -Ч·ухР) 
2 /-• + \2 
ш '
: + ( к 2 І - к и ) ' г .^ ^ 
PU - ( < 1 - ? ) * р + 2 Х ( І -
У
) Р • Ч г г к ц . О - у ) * * ) 
к
і 0= ш і, Р І 0=Е І and р 0-Е, p¿=E· (Ε·=Ε) 
After application of the T.O.P· « rules we obtain: 
" (2π) 3 (2n) 3 ^  
I« 















, % d κ,, d к-, , 
g






The factors in the numerator are given Ъу: 
P A 0 •
T r
 V * 3 + m ) V m - « V 
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F irs t ve regularize the vacuum polarization graph· For that purpose one 
can use the alternating denominator method (method a)· However because of 
gauge invariance, i t i s better to follow method c· 
(a) 
Let us s tart with Γ . The piece due to the vacuum polarization i s de­
pendent on kj. and y. I t i s given by: 
г d ^ x d y !> 
" ^ 3 S (2Е3Н2Ец) (E-E1-E3-EU)(E-E2-E3-EU) ( I I . 1 . 5 ) 
Expression ( I I . 1 . 5 ) can be written as: 
1
—Τ Τ"
1?- &№ ( 1 ) - " і ^ ( 1 , ) } (n.1.6) 
(2i i ) 3 E 1 " E 2 λ σ λ σ 




, . , 2 d^ -.xdy P. 
n ^ d M ' - S - ^ / - ^
Е Ы
 - _ , U ° - - ( I I . 1 . θ ) 
λ σ
 ( г * ) 3 2 Е з 2 Ε ι · (Е-Ег-^г'*^ Е з Eu 
2 2 
1 - (xP •
 2j¿ , - К
и
, х Р ) 
i - (rf + 4 3 P — · -ku· ^ 
1 and 1' are chosen such that the following identities hold: 
i2 = ( M , ) 2 - - т—у l (Іц-х ^)2+х2мг1 - ».,(«,-,) 
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l· 2 ï (p'-P2)2- - j ^ j I (k1i*x J ^ ) 2 ^ 2 ] - 2ω2(Ε-Ε2-ω2) 
So 1 »J-p, and 1' » p'-Pp 
From the substitution of Ε-Ε,-ω. = -^— into (II. 1.7) we infer that 
(1) 
Π* (1) is effectively represented by fig. II.1.2. 
f i g . I I . 1 . 2 
The same holds for XT, ( I 1 ) . 
АО 
Because of gauge invariance we can write in leading order in P: 
Л
і а










Proceeding in analogous way as in chapter I (see sect ion 3, below method 
c) we obtain for the renomali zed part 
2 1 2 
Tlllhl2) - hiS-- ƒ ay y(i-y)log {i-y(l-y) ^ } 
r e n
 ( г * ) 3 о m2 
( I I . 1 . 1 0 ) 
Substituting y = I + } η into ( I I . 1.10) and integrating by parts: 
(1) 2 πβ2 ' П 2 ( 1 - 4 п 2 ) 1 2 
Ï W 1 > - ^ ' d n 2 2 2 
Г е П
 ( 2 π ) 3 -1 Um 2 -( l-n 2 ) l 2 
( I I . 1 . 1 1 ) 
We can apply the same procedure to: 
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n ^ d · ) = (li 1· -g. 1'2)Π(2)(1'2) (II.1.12) 
λ(Τ А О АО 
and obtain for the renormalized part: 
,,,, - 2 1 n ^ l - l n 2 ) ! ' 2 
[izJd.a, . =22—
 ; dii _ ^ — ц — _ (il.1.13) 
r e n
 (2n) 3 -1 l.ra2.(1-n2)l'2 
ones riven Replacing I l ^ ' d ) and Il . ' d ' ) in(ll.1.6)by their renormalized 
λο Ко 
by expresaione (II.1.9), (II.1.11) respectively (II.1.12), (II.1.13), 
(a) 
we obtain for Г 
μ 
U
 ( 2 l T )3
J
 U x2 (2Ε1)(2Ε2)(Ε-Ε1.ω1)(Ε-Ε2-ω2)(Ε1-Ε2) 
[ι 2 π ( 1 )(ι 2)-ι , 2π ( 2 )(ι' 2)] (II.1.11t) 
ren ren 
Because of gauge invariance the terrae 1,1 and l,'l' in Π , (l) гезр. (2) i, *• α λ α λσ 
Π , 'd') do not contribute . 
λσ 
Proceeding in the same way for fj, and П. we obtain: 
r
(b) , _ _£_ , Ù2gL ^НІ-д ^n^d 2) 
μ
 (2n) 3 Ux 2 (2Ε1)(2Ε2)(Ε-Ε1-ω1)
2(Ε-Ε2-ω2)
 Г е П 
(II.1.15) 
2 
/ \ 2 d к, ι dx Τ, , „ ,„, 
r
( = ) * J—iL Ш -Vhl[2\v2) 
μ
 (2π) 3 Ux 2 (2Ε 1)(2Ε 2)(Ε-Ε 1- ω ι)(Ε-Ε 2-ω 2)
2 Г е п 
(ΙΙ.1.16) 
* The internal fermions are on energy shell in the ? •* - limit. This 
implies that they satisfy the Dirac equation. Using this it is very 
easy to show: 1 υ(ρ.)γ u(p) = 0 + 0(—). 
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1· 2-1 2 Using the fact that ω. = ω , which implies » E.-Ep, we obtain 
after addition of Г а ) , Г^Ь^ and И С ' : 
Г - - - ^ — r ƒ d^-.dx 
W




ƒ dn 1 
(1-х)2 -Ί "" (1-n2)
 [ 12 to
2





Application of method Ъ to T. , (see Appendix II) gives us: 
Τ
λ μ λ - 2ux(l-x)(p+p
,)(l • 0 ( Y U ) (ΙΙ.1.1Θ) 
So we obtain for F (q ) ( I I . 1 . 1 ) 
2 2 1 
F-(q2) - Ü-2- ƒ а2к,.ах x 2 ( l - x ) ƒ dn 
2itJ - 1 
I ( 1 - ? Π ) 
( I I . 1 . 1 9 ) 
-L-al 
1-n 1-η 
We can also write F?(q ) in the following form 










Where ρ(σ) is the absorptive part of the vacuum polarization graph 
1 2 ('-J" ) 
ρ(σ) » — ƒ dn n 
-1 1-η 




We can generalize th i s result to a l l graphs containing s e l f energy i n -
sertions (fermions as v e i l as bosons)· The prescription i s to replace 
such a s e l f energy graph by one part ic le with mass a and to multiply the 
whole expression with the spectral function p(o ) . Afterwards one i n t e -
grates the t o t a l expression over a. 
Putting q =0 into expression ( I I · 1 . 1 9 ) we obtain the contribution to the 
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron (muon): 
„ - 1 1 x 2 (1 -x )n 2 (1 -7 n2)u2 
F-(0)= ( V f ax f in - 5 5—3 á τ - ( I I . 1.22) 
2
 " ο ο χ
2 ( ΐ-η 2 )μ Ζ +4(ΐ-χ )πι 2 
The calculation of this expression is very tedious and is given in ref. 2. 
2 Vertex correction in quantum electrodynamics. 
To calculate the vertex corrections it is best to take the photon-





After application of the I.M.F. rules we obtain the expression: 
1*1 
2 
г ( Ρ , . Ρ )- -—S—г / d ^ d x 
M 1 2
 2 ( 2 π ) 3 ± (11.2.1) 
уу^у^ч 
-•• -»• 
K ^ + d - x ) ^ . ) +(1-x)m 2 +xX 2 ][(k 1 -(1-x)^· ) +(l-x)m2+xX2] 
Where Г ( p ^ p ) i s defined in ( I I . 1.2) . 
To extract the Pauli-Dirac form factora ve use method c ) . 
Multiplying expression ( I I . 2 . 1 ) from the l e f t with ¿p+m and from the 
right with ¿.+11, we obtain: 
e 2 2* 
















[(kj^+d-x)^-) +(l-x)2m2+xX2][(k i-(l-x)^) +(l-x)2m2+xX2] 
According to chapter I we have only to consider the good components in 
(II.2.2). Now we take the trace on both sides in expression (II.2.2), 
substitute the I.M.F. variables into the numerator and get in leading 
order in P: 
if . 2 2 8mPl F.- -=— F_] - - = — ? 8mP ƒ dTc, Ox 
1
 Um2 2 (Sir)3 1 (II.2.3) 
^2^_2. 2 2 , 2 ^і ,, 2^ ( 1 -χ ) [ kf ^ ^xm-hmx-^· ( 1 -xc+kx ) ] 
[(kj^+d-x)^) +m2(l.x)2+xX2][(ki-(l-x>p) +m2(l-x)2+xX2] 
If we also multiply expression (II.2.2) with γ , we obtain after taking 
the trace: 




ΤΓ{γ U +m)r (i +ra)} = ^ - ^ ƒ A . dx 





[(kj^+d-x)^) +(l-x)2m2+xX2][(4 i-(l-x)^·) +(1-x)2ra2+xX2l 




Τ, = —S-г; 8P 2 ƒ d2!?, dx 
1
 ( 2 π ) 3 X (И.2.5) 
2 
(l-x)[k2+ra2+m2x2-Uxiii2- ^ (x+1)2] 
[(kj^+d-x)^-) +(1-x)2m2+xX2][(k i-(l-x)j-) +(ΐ-χ)2πι2+χλ21 
After dividing out the tiig momenta we get from expressions ( I I . 2 . 3 ) and 
( I I . 2 . 5 ) 
F (qf) = —S-rr ƒ d ^ . d x 
1
 ^ (2ir)3 L ( I I.2.6) 
^2 
(l-x)[kf+ra2+m2x2-ltra2x- -p (x+1)2] 
t ^ + d - x ) ^ - ) +(1-x)2m2+xX2]t(k i-(1-x)j^) +(l-x)2m2+xX2] 
2 
F 2 (q 2 ) = . - S £ - ^ m 2 ƒ d ^ dx 
( 2 l r )
 ( I I . 2 . 7 ) 
x ( 1 - x ) 2 
[(kj^+d-x)^-) + d - x ) 2 m 2 + x X 2 ] [ ( k i - d - x ) ^ ) +(1-x)2m2+xX2] 
We see that these expressions for the form factors have a much simpler 
structure than in C.P. theory 
There we had a four dimensional integral and two Feynman parameters. 
1*3 
In T.O.P. "> we are left with a three dimensional integral in which the 
integral over the transverse momentum is easy to perform. 
. . * 





 г ? 3 ί 1 о я { Ρ 2 i + ì] Ш.г.И) 
2 я 
for q, = 0 we get the famous anomalous magnetic moment: F (0) * ^ ^-
The calculat ion of F i s a l i t t l e b i t логе d i f f i c u l t ; F. i s logaritl 
divergent and the f i n i t e piece i s not an elementary integral . 
In order to regularize F. we cut off the integral over k. with a big 
mass Л. After performing the two dimensional integral over k. we obtain: 
θπ о ( 1 - х ) m +χλ о 
η
2
 ρ ρ Ц* ρ ä ^ (И.2.9) 
2
- l o g { ^=2J






+ ( l . x ) 2 ^ ^ 2 ) } ] J ( ^ r a 2 + 7 ^ 2 λ 2 ) -l?l 
From expression ( I I . 2 . 9 ) we subtract F.(0) which i s given by: 
2 .2 2 _ 2 , , > 
_ ,„ч e , . / - ч, Λ e , . 2m χ( 1-х) 
F (0) = — ƒ dx(1-x) lo 8 - — /ax 
θπ ( 1 - х ) m +χλ oír ( 1 - х ) m +χλ 
(II.2.10) 
_ ^геп, 2> . 
1 ' ^ і ^ в с 0 1 0 6 3 1 
There i s no infrared divergence in th is expression for F and one can 
2 
safe ly put λ = 0 . 
kh 
η, Чі о 
2 1 ?т х+ — (χ +1) 
F " n ( ^ ) - - A-j / dxl S — 
Απ o q,- J 
.
 l o g { LisiL j } - ^ ^1;»? - ] (и.г. і і) 
( 2 + U m 2 + _ ü x x 2 ) * . | t l ( l - x ) « + x X 
1
 ( i - x ) 2 i 
The вЪо е integral і з not elementary. After a lengthy and tedious calcu­
lat ion ve obtain: 
/q2(qf+l*m2) /q2(qf+l4m2) 
{ - l o g [ ^ ] l o g [ l ( q 2 J - i ( l o g [ l ( q f ï ) 2 + U 2 ( - I ( q f ) ) - L i 2 ( -1 ) + 
log [ l (q2) jLog[ l*I (q 2 ^- 2 - 2 1 ο β[^1) ( I I . 2 . 1 2 ) 
Kqf) = 1 — ( I I . 2 . 1 3 ) 
Vqj^ +Ura + | q i | 
and Li„(y) i s the di log or Spence function , which ia given by: 
U 8 ( y ) - - ƒ dt i2SÜ=JUl = . / d t i S B Ü s t i ( i l . a . i U ) 
о о 
2 
L i 2 (-1 ) - - % (Н.Э.15) 
The aame form for expression (II.2.12) is also obtained in ref. 5i using 
dispersion methods. 
U5 
3 Weak correetiono to the electromagnetic moment of the muon. 
Like in the two previous sections we choose the external photon 
momentum purely transverse. This implies that for each type of weak 
vertex we are l e f t with one diagram. If we assume that the weak i n t e r -
actions are described by a renormalizable non ábelian gauge f i e l d theory 
we have to choose an appropriate Rauge. 
Not e x p l i c i t l y renormalizable gauges l ike the unitari ty gauge introduce 
too many powers of momenta in the numerator, which leads to the appear-
ance of many Z-graphs and t o not well behaved integrands at the end 
points of the χ integrat ion. Compare for instance with the l a s t example 
in Chapter I where we treated the s e l f energy of a spinless part ic le in 
Q.E.D. This a lso holds for certain renormalizable gauges, where terms 
к к 
appear l ike M V , In Т.О.P. » the internal part ic les are on mass s h e l l 
к к к к к * 
and ν.ν· always reduces to μ ^ . So the only gauge, that can prac-
k m 
tically be considered, is the feynman gauge, which we had also chosen in 
Chapter I for Q.E.D. In non abelian gauge field theories, this choice 
implies the introduction of Faddeev Popov ghosts. 
In the last years a lot of field theoretical models for the weak and 
electromagnetic interactions have been considered. In this example we 
will choose the model of S. Weinberg . The vertices belonging to this 
(7) 
model are given in appendix II '. Here wç shall only calculate graphs 
that contribute terms of order μ or ' μ to F (0) and neglect all 
2 2 
"и '4 higher order ones because m «M,,, M„ (see appendix II). 
Application of the Т.О.P.« rules gives us the three graphs of fig. 





2 ι 2 
(P + ^ jT-^· Ì ν Ρ) 
* This is very easy to see if one uses the formulation of the I.M.F, 





f i g . I I . 3 . 1 
Pi = ( ( 1 - χ ) ρ * 2( ι-χ )ρ · k i - Г · ( 1 - χ ) ρ ) 
(ki+î 4.) +M H. Il 
p 2 = ((1-x)P + g t l . x ) p . ^ + ^" . (1-^)p ) 




2xP · " k l · **) 
ч » (о, ^ , 0) 
к' » ( 0 , к., 0) . 
Proceeding in the same way as in the previous sect ions we get after 
application of the T.O.P.» rules: 
1 2 dx u ( p ' ) T u ( p ) 
e«(p· ) r y ( p . p ' ) u ( p ) - - — 5 ƒ d h - ( 2 Ε ι ) ( 2 Ε 2 ) ( Ε . Ε ι - ω ) ( Ε - Ε 2 - ω ) 
(н.з.і) 
Corresponding to the three graphs a, b and с in fig. II.3.1 we can de­
compose Τ into: 
U U U U (II.3.2) 
1*7 
where T^a , т ' Ъ ' and т ' 0 ' are given by: 
•(ι-ρ,^ββ,, + (-4-P2)é β
σ υ
 Ι (и.3.3) 
Т £ Ъ ) • e ( e lVe2YaY5 ) ( i2+ mu ) YU ( l S1+ r au ) e ae ( e11 rß-e2YeY5 ) ( I I - 3 - U ) 
T Î C > = e%~Г^ } βλ Ιί(ι-γ5)ΐίγμΗι-ν+Ηι-Υ5>γμ* id-Yj)! 
(II.3.5) 
Application of method b implies that we replace p. by p-k and p„ by 
p'-k; further we put к = — (p+p')-k' (aee appendix II), 
As in the previous sections we have to choose the good components 
μ = 0,3. Substituting the I.M.F. variables into expressions (II.3.3), 
(II.3.Ό and (II.3.5) and working in leading order in Ρ we obtain: 
T ( a ) = e | - т
и
(і χ + x^tp+p'^ + 0(γ ) (II.3.6) 
Т^
Ъ )





π μ£ (ρ+ρ')μ (11.3.8) 
In the above expressions we have omitted terms containing Ye» Y since 
they don't contribute to F . Also all terms in (II.3.1), linear in к., 
disappear after aymmetrical integration. 
F„(g ) receives contributions from Γ , Г and Г ; so we can write: 
F2(l
2) я F 2 a ) { q 2 ) + F 2 b ) ^ 2 ) • 4 c )(q 2) (II.3.9) 




г^ ь - и Ц / а * 
2 ( 2 π ) 3 
i χ ^ χ 3 ( Π · 3 · 1 0 ) 
[ ( î j^+x^·) + х ' ^ - х ( 1 . х ) г а ^ ] [ ( к
і
- х ^ ) +хМ^-х(1-х)т^ 
2т 2 
2
 2 ( 2 f f ) 3 i 
(10x 2-2x 3-dx)g2 + 2 x 2 ( 1 - x ) g 2 
[ ( І ^ + х у Ч • x V + d - x Ì M ^ I ^ - x ^ ) +х2т2+(1-х)М^] 
ι 2 2 
( I I . 3 . 1 1 ) 
,ί·) ( 42,- H H L / d 2 k idx 
2 ( 2 n ) 3 ( I I . 3 . 1 2 ) * 
2 
χ 
[t f j^x j 4 + x l ^ - x ( 1 - x ) m 2 ] [ ( k i - x ^ ) +xM,2-x(1-x)ra2] 
Since we are interested in the anomalous magnetic moment, we only have to 
calculate F„(0). After a straightforward calculat ion we obtain: 
ra
2 2 h 
F 2 a ) ( 0 ) - Ï2 · - Ц " · " I " * ο ή ' (II.3.13) 16
* «5 «5 





 1^ μ 
m
2
 2 raU 
Г^
с)(0) - J — £_+„ A ) (II.3.15) 
2
 6^2 Μ,2 ί 
М^ » Μ ( s e e appendix I I ) . 
U9 
Using И,,>>т and М„>>ш , we have neglected terms of higher order then 
2 2 
m m 
- | and - | . 
We can rewrite the above expressions by means of the following redef init-
(7) ions of coupling constants : 
0w * -¿ГЦ . ^ - 1 x s. з 2 - ц / 2 4 0ν 
tge - £ • and Γί^  = J X 2 ( g 2 + g ' 2 ) 






 i 6 ( e 2 * g . 2 ) 
We then obtain: 
m
2
 3 mU 
F ^ a ) ( 0 ) - I ^ 5 ^ - + 0(0.. i ) ( I I . 3 . 1 6 ) 
2 3
 8π 2 /2 ' М^  
2 U 
г £ Ъ , ( 0 ) » ¿ l g - 1 - I (3-UcoeO)2-5] + 0(3U 4L log -^) ( I I .3 .17) 
2 3
 8ж2 /2 W м | mw 
m
2
 5 a 
F^ C ) (0) - ^ ¡ ¡ Н - Х * 0 ( Q u - ? ) ( I I . 3 . 1 8 ) 
2
 8π2 /2 W HJj 
One can also derive the same expression for F.(0) using other methods of 
. . (7) 
regularization, as the n-dimensional regulanzat ion method , disper-
sion techniques and the (- l imi t ing procedure, which i s used i f one 
(9) chooses the unitar i ty gauge . 
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1, 
h The lowest order aelf energy graph in Φ theory. 
This graph ia an example of an overlapping divergence. One sees 
that the energy denominator gets a contribution from a three particle 
intermediate state; 
к 2 = з сзг "•'iL-*21 
fig. II.U.1 
i t i s then impossible to extract the subdivergences l ike in covariant 
perturbation theory. Therefore we must find another method to renormalize 
t h i s graph« 
Choosing the I.M.F. variables as indicated in f ig . II.U.1 and applying 
the I.M.F. ru les, we obtain: 
2 
H e ) - λ ¿ S dx.dx.dx, « ( Ι - χ , - χ , - χ . ) ƒ іЧ... d2)^. (II .U.1) 
α Ο π Γ ' 2 3 i ¿ i ix ¿L 
2 2 2 •• -* 2 
I s x ^ x . - r a (x^+XjX + x 1 x 3 ) - x 2 x , l c 1 i - x . l x 3 k 2 i - x 1 x 2 ( k u + k 2 i ) I 
2 
For convenience let us introduce the notation A = m (χ χ +x χ +x.x,)-
зх.ХрХ.. Our regularization procedure is to cut off the integrals with 
2 . . . . . 
a big mass Λ . Substituting the following identity: 
2 Эк.. Эк . 
1 = ¿ . M — ^ - r ^ · } (U.U.2) 
1-1 ЭК1І Эк2і 
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In the integral and integrating by parts ve obtain: 
2 
K B ) - 0(Λ2)+ — - —
r
 /dx.dx.dx, «(Ι-χ,-χ,-χ,) ƒ d^-.d2? . 
U(2n) ¿ ^ ¿ л и- л 
(ІІЛ.З) 
l x 2 x 3 k 1 i + x l x 3 k 2 L + x 1 x 2 ( i i 1 i + i i 2 L ) M ] 
о 
0(Λ ) i s coming from the surface integral and we have checked that i t 2 . does not contain non-local terms; in fact only a const. Λ i s l e f t . 
Replacing k-, by kg^ - k., and subst i tut ing α • ( χ - χ , + χ . ^ , ) ^ 
X X X 1 2 3 2 
and β » ^ ·* к,, into the integral , we obtain: 
x ^ . + x ^ g U a * 
2.2 to dx dx Л2 Л2 
1(9) - 0(Л2) + , f J
v
 ^ 3 « j u x . χ -χ ) ƒ da ƒ dB τ 
U(2n) b Х 1 Х 2 Х 3 J о о la+B+Aj^ 
(II.U.U) 
After integration over α and β we get: 
2 2 ta dx ta .2 
І(в) = 0(Ag)+ ¿ / ¿ * i d - x . - x . - x . ) A log χ - ( U . U . 5 ) 
1»(2πΓ Χ 1 Χ 2 Χ 3 1 2 3 Α 
which g ives: 
2 2 
^ " цІ)* / ^ ^ ^ з «('-«Г^^з5 
2 ( U . U . 6 ) 
(I- log — i } 
m (x^g+XgX,+Χ,ΧJ-x.jXgX^s 





£ ƒ iix? ( 1 - x ^ l o g 
( 1 - х , ) 
1*(2π)0 о 
¿О о 
/(га -ах,)+Um : 
/ га -
log { 
• ( l - X j î - d - X j J X o g f x j t l - x , ) ] * 
/ ρ 2 / ρ 
/(m -зх,)+Um χ , - /m -ex 
- } ( U . U . 7 ) / 2 2 Z*^-
/(m -ax.)+l»m X.+ /m -sx-
In order to obtain I (m ) = 0 we integrate expression (II.It.7) over s ' 
as follows : 
K e ) 
.2,2 2 з 
Λ λ IT , , , ЭІ 6 + ƒ ds' , (JI. lt .8) 
Now subst i tute: /ra - s ' x . » 2т/іГ. s inh* into the integral ( I I . l t . 8 ) . Then 
we obtain after integration over a: 
2 2 1 
K e ) • " ^ ¿ {A2-(a-ni2) ƒ d x . d - x J I log 
и(2п) 0 о 1 1 lm J 
+1 - log χ , ί ΐ - χ , ) ] 
ƒ d x t d - x 1 ) [ m 2 { l o g 
/(m -эх )+ltm χ + Ли -зх. 
/(m -зх )+Un χ - /m -s 
2 
га { log 
^ ( і - х ^ + Ц п Л ^ /d-x^m 2 
^ d - x ^ + U m ^ , - / l - x ^ D i 2 
)·» ^ - / ( m ^ B x ^ ^ l t r a ^ ^ r a ^ s x , ) 
log 
/(m -ax J+ltm χ + »% -ex. 
/(m -ex )+Ura x , - га -вл 
— / d - x , ) 2 m 4 U r a U x , d - x ) 
log 
^ d - x ^ + U m ^ ^ /d-x^ra 2 
i ^! l
2 d-x 1 )+Um 2 x 1 - / ( ΐ-χ, ί ια 2 
+ (3-m¿) ] . ( II . ' t .9) 
The integrand i s defined for X- = 0 because: 
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JTÏ > ι 2 _,. (Ίη2-3) 
/(m -BX,)+Um χ, -• m + ' ,. ' χ, 1 1
 χ,^Ο 2η 1 
/2 V 
1 _ ¿m 
χ,-Ю 
log { } + log χ, 
χ,^Ο 
зо the dangerous terms, which are of order — cancel. 
X 1 
So we are l e f t with an i n t e g r a l which can he a n a l y t i c a l l y performed« 
I (a) i s obtained by removing t h e terms Л and (з-m ) log/f in ex-
p r e s s i o n ( l I « b . 9 )
a
T h e assymptotic behaviour of I ( s) i s : 
^ « ( р 2 ) · - - Û L ρ2 log 4 (β - -ρ2) ( И Л . 10) 
„ 2 , . 8 ( 2 π ) 6 
which i s i n agreement with re f . 10. 
51» 
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C H A P T E R I I I 
THE ΡΛΠΤΟΝ MODEL 
In this chapter we will give a short outline of the parton model аз de-
vellopped by R.P. Feynman and S.D. Drell, D.J. Levy and T.M. Yan . 
We will use this model in the next chapter. Now we devellop as an illus­
tration the model for deep inelastic electroproduction, also because of 
the typical features of this process are shared by massive mu-pair pro­
duction, which will be treated in chapter IV. 
1 Partons. 
At the end of chapter I we have enumerated the advantages of the 
I.M.F. One of them was, that this frame is very useful to understand 
high energy processes. Two of the most beautifull examples are: 
(1 3 1* 5) 
a) High energy hadron-hadron scatter ing ' * ' 
(2) 
b) Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering: e *p •* e +"anything" . 
The application of the I.M.F. technique on these kind of processes is 
called the parton model, a name coined by R.P. Feynman. 
There exist different versions of the parton model; in this chapter we 
follow two lines of approach: 
a) Feynman'a way, as devellopped in the first international conference on 
high energy collisions in Stony Brook · 
b) The second approach is the explicit field theoretical model of S.D. Drell, 
(2) D.J. Levy and T.M. ïan .In this model the partons are represented by 
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bare pione and nucléons, with as interaction harailtonian the paeudoacalar-
femion interact ion , 
HjU) = ig ƒ a3x ψ(χ,ΐ)γ T4{x,t).H{x,t) . ( I I I . 1 . 1 ) 
Feynman іэ very intuitive in his formulation,which uses so called "general 
principles" of field theory. However, for more clarity and definiteness 
we shall take the model of Drell, Levy and Yan (D.L.Ï.) as illustration 
of Feynman'β ideas. 
The Ъазіс assumption of the parton model is that the high energy phenomena 
like regge behaviour and scaling share some "properties" of field theory. 
So our goal is to get some insight in high energy processes as seen from 
field theory. We will then start with perturbation theory using the U— 
matrix formaliem as devellopped in ref. 6; afterwards we abstract from 
it some results, which we will assume to be generally valid for high 
energy processes. 
According to ref 1 we can divide the quanta belonging to a certain field 
theory in two categories: bare or free quanta and dressed or physical 
quanta. 
The bare quanta which are called partons are described by the free la-
grangian 1. and form a complete set in the hilbert apace Jr , The 
free 
physical quanta belong to the lagrangian 1 • 1. + 1. , where 1. . des­
cribes the interactions between the partons. The physical quanta form a 
complete set in a Hilbert space Ж . For example in Quantum electro­
dynamics the partons are bare electrons and photons and the physical e-
lectron is characterized by its anomalous magnetic moment. 
Let 0(x,t) be an operator, working in ïf and o(x,t) an operator 
in 3C a e then there exist a unitary transformation U(t) such that the 
(6 2) following relation holds · : 
0(î,t) =» U"1(t)o(î,t)U(t) (III.1.2) 




U(t) - U(t ,-- ) = T{exp{-i ί άτΗ ( τ ) } } ( I I I . 1 . 3 ) 
(H.(t ) і з the interact ion hamiltonian). 
Define: U = U(o). 
m. ir j. ^ v dreeseci Ъаге 
Then U maps every s ta te in Л onto Λ . 
So i f |N> i s a physical s tate e .g . an hadron and |n> forms a complete 
. .
 v
 bare .. 
set in л then 
U|N> = Σ ant í |n> (III.1.1») 
η 
U ів therefore the operator, which describes the evolution of a physical 
etate at t » -·> to a parton s ta te at t » 0. In momentum space expression 
III.1.1» becomes 
'" n d k . o n ^ + f ^ 
U|p> - Σ π — i 6J(Ç kj-p) r n 4 k 1 . . . k n ) | k 1 . . . k > ( I I I . 1 . 5 ) 
Haï i=1 i 1 * 
where ρ i s the momentum of the physical part ic le and k. the momenta of 
t ì ^ 
the partons and f i s the parton wave function. 
I f we take interaction 1) as an example then we have in lowest order of 
perturbation theory 
, · \σ ά \ d 3 p i я + -• -• ϋ(ρ ,β )γ u(p,s) 
up» - / ζ { ρ * • -Ц-» / -g-1 -^- ^ ( ¡Τ , ^ Ρ , - Ρ ) в1 - 1 .,5 
2
 ( 2 π ) 3 2 ω 1 2 Ε 1 ' λ V i l 
ІРт.к,»} ( I I I . 1 . 6 ) 
Ζ i s the wave renormalization constant and p> and |p..k.» are the 
· (2) 
bare proton resp. bare proton-pion s t a t e . So we obtain for f 
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(с) і в ^ р ΰ(ρ ,з )γ и(р,з) 
fi Чр.,4,) » Ц 1 ; ? (III.1.7) 
Р 1 1
 U ( 2 I T ) 3 Е Г Ш 1 
According to Feynman we abstract from these expressions the result 
f ^ ' d t - . - . k ) л. 3 ( i n . 1 . 8 ) 
p i n η 
E - Γ Η. 
Ρ i»1 ι 
f i s a measure for the probability that a certain parton s ta te appears 
in hadron. This i s related to the Heisenberg uncertaincy re lat ion, which 
says that ΔΕ.Δί < fi; the implication i s that (At) * — . where ΔΕ i s 
max Λ£· 
the energy difference between the hadron and the virtual parton state. 
So (At) is a measure of the "lifetime" of that parton state. 
max * 
now we use this formalism to describe high energy collisions like proton-
proton scattering. The I.M.F. techniques will appear to be very useful, 
because the parton configuration takes a very simple form in momentum 
space. 
We can now choose two infinite momentum frames. The first one is the center 
of mass frame of the two incoming protons; because s is very big: F "fc J /3 
(fig. 111.1.1). The second one is the so called "true infinite momentum 
frame". In the latter all lorentz invariants are independent of the big 
momentum P. Such a frame can be obtained by taking a boost perpendicular 
to the direction of the incoming protons in the CM, frame (fig. III. 1.2). 
In fact as S.D. Drell and T.M. Yan have shown , it makes no difference 
in which frane one works,see chapter IV,section 3. 
The second assumption we make,concerns the momentum distribution of the 
partons. We assume that the momenta of the partons are bounded to very 
low values in the rest frame of the proton. This is supported by the ex­
perimental fact that, in high-energy hadron-hadron collisions, viewed in 





Р ^ ( Ь | у . 0 . Р , * в-4М2) P¿ 
te— 
f i g . Π Ι . 1 . 2 
moraenta |к.|(Κ, і з perpendicular to the c o l l i s i o n a x i s ) . This so cal led 
transverse momentum cut off i s usually taken exponential. One infers t h i s 
exponential behaviour fron the d i f ferent ia l cross sect ion of the inclu­
s ive reaction a+b •» ' c ' + "anything" (8,9) . For example 
·£ (Ρ·4> * * + HanythingN) •»• e" t'-k^ where "t^ i s the transverse 
dt 
momentum of the pion· 
( I I I . 1 . 9 ) 
бо 
Because the secundnriea are directly related to the partons, we deduce 
an exponential transverse momentum cut off for the partons. It appears 
that secundar/ pions have a smaller cut off | k. | < 350 MeV/c than secun-
daries with a larger mass e.g. protons have |k. |^600 MeV/c. For the 
partons we will choose a cut off |k|| < UOO MeV/c. The precise value of 
this cut-off is not very sisnificant. 
Using the I.M.F, parametrization in (Ι·1.3), we obtain for f in 
(III.1.8) 
fi n ) = 5 1 (III.1.10) 
P
 - k?, +m? 
ЬА-ЕУЧ'-ЧЧ!»2 
where: |k.. | << Ρ (transverse momentum cut off!) 
.ix. = 1 and κ. finite 14 ι ι 
,Sk., = 0. Ut U 
Substituting (III.1.10) into (III.1.5) we obtain 
η dx 
u | p > =
 „=,
 /
 .:, ^ d 2 k u 6 ÍF i - , ) 4 <Su ) ? p ^u·"!— V^n» 
1^ 11 ·Χ1 •••••V'V (III.1.11) 
f ( n ) = l f ( n ) . ( I I I . 1 . 1 2 ) 
ρ P p 
I f a l l χ. > 0 then the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a s t a t e I k - , ( x . ; . . . ; к , ,x > 
appears i n lp> i s f i n i t e Cï |x-I = 1) . 
еЛ ι 
However, if there is one parton among the k....k which has a negative χ., 
then (see 1.1.5) the probability that such a state occurs is suppressed 
with a factor —τ with respect to the state, which contains only forward 
Ρ 
(χ. > 0) moving partons. From this follows that an hard parton (parton 
with finite x.), which is rißhtmovinß cannot be emitted by a leftmoving 
proton and vice versa. 
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It is useful to distinguish between three different kinds of partons: 
α) hard partons, which have a finite x. ; they appear in seiii-leptonic in­
teractions like deep inelastic electroproduction and massive nu-pair 
production. 
"eff b) wee partons; х^ 'ν
 p • ; they appear in hadron-hadron collisions leading 
to pionization or a soft component of final particles in the C M . system. 
-,2 
\ 'eff 
c; super wee partons; they have x. -v. — — . Super wee's enter in elastic 
Γ 
processes or those from which a soft final component is excluded. 
This we can illustrate by using the followinjj sinple arguments . Con­
sider a process like proton-proton scattering where one parton is ex­
changed and three particles are produced (fig. III.1.3). In order to des­
cribe this process let us choose the I.M.F. parametrization; which is 
given in fig. III.1.3. 
'Pl-21 
fig. III.1.3 
Overall energy conservation gives 
χ- = }{ /χ-
 +
 _¿._ χ}
 + 0(I_) . 
Ρ Ρ 
M . i s a f i n i t e mass, which i s of the order { Ζ | x ,1 ) 
i=1 | x i l 
( I I I . 1 . 1 3 ) 
η k i i + m . 
è?. 
Now we can distinguish three cases: 
a) If Q is big and of the order of s * Up2, then x' is finite. This occurs 
in massive mu-pair production, where q represents a massive photon which 
decays in a muon pair. Go a hard parton exchange is necessary in order 
to produce a very virtual photon. 
b) Q is of the order of a hadron mass squared and χ is finite, then x'^ —x 
So we have a super wee parton exchange. The same holds if we have pure * 
elastic scattering, where q = 0. 
2 M j. 
c) Q is of the order of a hadron mass squared but χ "ν ° (q is a soft 
4
eff particle) then x' ">. — = — and we have wee parton exchange. 
Before we discuss hard partons, which show up in seni-leptonic processes 
and hadron-hadron scattering at large angles, we want to say something 
about the role of wee and super vee partons. 
Therefore let us return to the elastic process p+p •* p+p. It is very easy 
to see that the net exchange is purely transverse if we impose the uni­
versal transverse momentum cut off. If we have one parton exchange this 
parton is super wee, but if логе partons are exchanged then they can be 
wee,provided Jjc^Oi—) (see fig. Ill. 1 .k) .However .hard parton exchange 
is impossible because it can always be considered as belonging to the 




fig. III. 1.1» 
'•i 
The most important role of wee partons із that they Lead to reçge be-
haviour of the scatterins amplitude· Thia is shown for renomalizable 
field theories in many references, see 3,^,5· Without going into de-
tails we want to illustrate the effect of wee partons on the hadronic 
amplitude with an example from φ theory. 
Consider the two ladders with η ruiiRS in fig. III.1.5. Using C.P. theory 
the authors in ref. 10 have shown, that these graphs give a contribution 
(In s) n-1 to the amplitude Τ . It originates fron the fact that the in­
coming hadrons undergo pionization. 
• * — ι 1 -* -
Pi ^ ^ p 3 
P 2 ί P 4 
- » — I 1—*-
a) fig. III.1.5 
This means that they radiate off particles, which have lower and lower 
energies if one яоез down into the chain. Choosing the I.M.F. parametri-
zation in fig. III.1.6 we obtain 
x,>>x„>>x_>> ... >>x χ^Ο,ν-χ,*! and χ ^І (here the wee partons 
1 ¿ 3 η—1 -^ 1 п 
are radiated off proton P.). 
This implies that a denominator Ώ , which has the form 
»χ- 1-1 
р




А Чіо-Ьі+іо- іо 
1 = 1 
( I I I . I . l U ) 
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í i - (x l _ 1 -x l ) ?+2 i l i<i<n 
?1=(1-х1)?+к11 4- crossed 




і з determined by t h e lowest епегет p a r t i c l e . 
Then adding the contr ibut ions of both graphs we obtain for Τ 
Τ = 
(n-2) 
. ,2n n-2 dx. „ 
-πιλ _ · ι ,2, ,,,?• •* , 
, -, Π / — d i e . . H k . i . q , 
! UP2 2 η - 2 ( 2 π ) 3 η - 3 i-1 X i ^ ΐ 1 L 
ƒ i \ 
Μ
^ „ - 1 1 · 4 ΐ ) 
η - I l 
( I I I . 1 . 1 5 ) 
with 
:i(î.. i l · Ч ' 
[ ( ^
и
- - ^ ) 3 + т г ] [ ( к
и + ^ ) 2 + т ? ] 
( І І І . 1 . 1 6 ) 
ι „ ι , i s a s t a t i s t i c a l fac tor because we assume t h a t D a r t i c l e s k 0 . . . k , (n-2jJ " 2 n-1 
are i d e n t i c a l while k, ,k are the through going p r o t o n s . 
ι η 
Now we see t h a t t h i s expression diverges for x .=0. Go the dominant con­
t r i b u t i o n i s coming fron the wee parton spectrum. This divergence o r i g i -
nates from the replacement: —•$*• •* — which i s only t r u e for hard p a r t o n s . 
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For wee partons we cannot replace l· by xP (see chapter I ) and we iiust put 
E »VíxP) +^+111 , which implies —— * X - 1 . Effec t ive ly i t b o i l s /л±? X
 2 
Ρ II 
eff down that we cut off the integral over χ from below at χ =
 p with 
Ρ = I / s . We obtain for Τ ( s , t ) 
„ n-? 




Τ ( s . t ) " ι — „ ι , t=-q 1 i s the t o t a l nomentum 
η s V η-*; 1 · ι ^ « t r a n s f e r 
( I I I . 1 . 1 7 ) 
with 
2 τ«— ^ - ^ 
n m - ^
2
 f d ^ 1 ,,ί/ * ι χ2 ι
 Ί
 A]i?-t '+/-t ,
τ τ τ




 ? ^ 1 1 ! i l i ) = — ? , s q log - ^ r = = ; — : — . ( i n . L I S ) 
^ (2w) 2 I -^ θ π 2 A í t - l t y 2 ) / ^ Γ - / Τ Γ 
We get the t o t a l e l a s t i c anpl i tude i f we sura over a l l ladder graphs and 
take i n t o account the wee p a r t o n s , which are r a d i a t e d off by proton p ? . 
Then we obtain 
T ^ s . t ) = - ι π λ 2 В Ы э 3 ^ " 1 ( I I I . 1 . 1 9 ) 
From t h i s we conclude: 
a) Wen parton oxchanfl** leads t o re^gn behaviour. For t=0 woe p a r t o r exchange 
suruied i n t o a l l ordnr i of p(»rturb4tion theory ßivpy Lho sftrie τ depencf· t o 
thp amplitude ал one super J P P parton exchange, provided t h a t 4(0) = 1. 
b) Because Г i s Dure mammary , a ( t ) " i3(t)-1 represent s the poneron 
t n j e c t o r y . For λ = 3 ' π^μ ( c r i t i c a l coupling) ci(0) = 1. 
c) If t •* -•»: i •• Ü am' Γ (τ,-™) = Ρ •ν — . Because hard parton exchange 
el 3 1 
gives a c o n t r i b u t i o n t o Γ of the order of — we can conclude t h a t a t large ( 1 1 ) S t h a r l parton exchange becomes dominant . 
# 
. . For more d e t a i l s see ref . ι. 
WW 
Henark that we have pure absorption, because we sun over all inelastic 
channels. 
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d) From the unitarity relation, which is ßiven by 
„el 
Im Τ Ζ < ρ p|T|n >< η|Τ |ρρ> 
η 
we see that Τ (з,0) is related to the inclusive process pp+pp+anything, 
which is given by the amplitude <ρρ|τ|η> (fig. III.1.7)· 
fig. III.1.7 
From analogous calculations as done above we infer that for a(0) = 1 the one 
particle distribution function οίχ,Ι^) Ξ behaves in the region χ * 0 
like 
o(xtk, ) * — / d p . ,4(pi ,k, ) which is the well known feynnan scaling 
in the central region (this is the region around x=0). (III.1.20) 
From this we infer that the multiplicity nis), which is defined by 
n(s) = -f,, dxd kj^  otx.k^) (III.1.21) 
becomes 
n(s) = log —g (III.1.22) 
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2 Deep inelastic scattering. 
In the previous section we have shown the importance of wee and super 
wee partons for hadronic scattering at low monentuni transfer. In particular 
they give an explanation for typical high energy phenomena like regge beha­
viour, constant total cross-sections, feynman scaling etc. In this section 
we will study the role of the hard partons, which did not appear in the a-
Ъо е processes. However, in semi—leptonic processes they dojand lead to one 
of the most important phenomena, discovered in the last years i.e. "Bjorken 
scalinß". In this section we confine ourselves to deep inelastic electro-
production. Massive mu-pair production is treated in the next chapter. In 
contrast to the role of the hard partons in hadronic scattering into the 
forward direction, we will see that the wee partons contribute to the deep 
inelastic structure functions Γ.(ω), which are defined below. In this sec­
tion we will give a short outline of the field theoretical parton model of 
(2) Drell, Levy and Yan * '. 
The process we are considering is 
e + ρ -*• e + "anything" 






A short outline of the kinematics із given in Appendix III, for more de­
tails see ref. 12. 
The structure tensor which describes the hadronic part of the interaction 
is given by 
J (<l2.P<l) = -r- / d ^ p 1 4 " <p|j (x)J (0)|p> * . (111.2.1) 
This can be decomposed in two invariant structure functions 4 and W 
V (v 2 ) 
(III.2.2) 
In 1969 J . 3 . Bjorken suggested on the basis of current algebra in the 
Ι,Μ.Γ. that J and V scale ai follovs 





lir. vi (v, i ? ) = F (ω) (III.2.Η) 
2 
ν,-<ι *» 
ω f i x e d 
? 
wher<» oa = mv and ω = - *_ . 
With the help of ri field theoretical охшпріе we will show that this l in i t 
exists. For that ригчочі· wo take ач partons bare pion·? and nucléons in-
teractini; via th» hn-nltOTÌnn ( I I I .1 .1) . 
Starting n th expression (III.2.1) we undress the current Jj, and 40 to the 
interaction picture with the U iiatrix forraalisn: 
An average over the nuclear spin is 'inderstood. 
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J ^ x ) = ' / - ' ( t J j^xíuCt) ( I I I . 2 . 5 ) 
Лссогаіпі; t o d é f in i t i on ( Ι Ι ΐ . 1 . 3 ) J іэ the fully i n t e r a c t i n g «»Ipctroraafnotic 
current and j і з the соггезтюпаіпч ïrrr or bare cu r ren t · I n s e r t i n g ( І І І . Л 5 ) 
i n t o ( I I I . 2 . 1 ) we obtain 
μν т^тш 
Г < U P ! J ( 0 ) u | n > < n | u " 1 j (0)|'JP>(2iT)UiU(ci+p-P ) . ( I I I . ? . 6 ) 
For the tme Ьеіпд we confine о ігэеі еэ to lowest order perturbation theory 
in the strong coupling constant g; later je extend the discussion to higher 
order graphs, 
In lowest order W is given by the feynman graphs in fig. III.2.2. 
.-~f-
/ / ; 
^—J.. 
7 




ƒ 1 ». 
/ i. \ 
f ig . I I I . 2 . 2 a) 
The s t r u c t u r e functions V and 'rf are given in Appendix I I I . 
In the I m t v,q ^»(Bjorken l i m i t ) we obtain for </ and W r e s p . : 
For a d i f f e r e n t d e r i v a t i o n of expressions I I I . 2 . 7 and I I I . 2 . 3 s<"e ref . l b . 
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^




( — = 3 _) ( I I I . 2 . 7 ) 
32π ω(^-ω)ш, 
v V ^ l ) ( U , q 2 ) = SmiW^' íu .q 2 ) ( I I I . 2 . θ ) 
V/e see t h a t s c a l i n g i s v io la ted for both s t r u c t u r e funct ions . This çe ts even 
ρ 
worse i f we go t o higher order i n g. I t i s easy t o check t h a t the log-q 
term in ( I I I . 2 . 7 ) and ( I I I . ? . 4 ) i s due t o the ladder graph m f i g . I I I . 2 . 2 a . 
From renormal izat ion grojD or Callan-Syinanzik type of argunents one can show 
t h a t in any order in g the leading locjarithra i s coming fron the ladder graph 
of the type in f lg . I I I . 2 . U . This i s e x p l i c i t l y v e r i f i e d in re f . l6 . 
In fact i t appears t h a t a ladder with η pion rungs gives the following con­
t r i b u t i o n 
ƒ d ^ - V ^ ' ^ . q 2 ) = - ^ - { - 2 — 3 . 1 о ; , Г 2 _ } П ( Π Ι . 2 . 9 ) 
o ¿
 П
' Ι6π (n+1)(n+2) ni 
I f we add t o a l l order in n, t h i s exponentiates and ve obtain 
1 . _ ? ,£ 2 (n+1)(n+2) 
ƒ άωωη-\ 4
г
(ы,г?) = {=1-УЬ7' ( I I I . 2 . 1 0 ) 
2 2 
So for -q -χ» (III.0.10) diverges very fast unless g -> 0, which IS the 
(17) 
case in assynptotic free theories . 
Another but more artificial way to remove the divergence is the parton model. 
This we will show below. 
** 
For this, we study the graphs in Т.О.P.« . We choose as I. l.F. the C M . 
Remark that we only consider graphs with one fermion line and η pion rungs 
with the photon coupled to the fei-nion. Other type of diagrams rçive the 
same scaling violating behaviour. 
Remark that this frane is a "true" infinite momentum frame. 
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frame of the electron and proton, 
ρ - ( Р + ^ , 0, Ρ) 
к, = (Р
 + - | , 0 , - Р ) . 
From pq, = mv and (J = (q -q )(q +1·ι'"1ι ч е c a n derive 
q = ( — . ^ 1 0) 
(7) Other s o l u t i o n s for q and q, are a l so poss ib le > Anyhow in t h i s frane q 
i s always purely t r a n s v e r s e . 
low according t o chapter I we choose the "good" conponents of W and work 
i n leading order i n P. see method I I I . So W and W,_ become r e s p . 
' oo 33 ^ 
p2 
, • -g ^ ( I I I . 2 . 1 1 ) 
2 
'rf33 = W, + ^ W2 . ( I I I . 2 . 1 2 ) 
m 
The time ordered diagrams belonging t o f ig . I I I . 2 . 2 are depicted in f ig . 
I I I . 2 . 3 . 
Using Power counting arguments, we immediately see t h a t ./ only gets con­
t r i b u t i o n s fron the d i r e c t diagrams І І І . г . З а . е ^ . п . However '/I., which has 
two powers i n Ρ l e s s gets c o n t r i b u t i o n s from a l l diagrams d i r e c t аз well 
( 1 fl ) 
as Z-graphs , About the meaning of t h i s we come back l a t e r . To d e t e r ­
mine Vi., we choose q = 0. So we are l e f t with 
W22 = W, . ( I I I . 2 . 1 3 ) 
Let us f i r s t discuss W , We have already s a i d t h a t the s c a l i n g breaking 
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/і" і ; ц к — 7 ' ι \^  J 
Τ 
с) 




е) f ) g) h) 
-""К ,' Г\ J L 












. ^ - > 
η ) о ) 
f i g . I I I . 2 . 3 
Ρ) 
piece i s due t o graph I I I . 2 . 2 a reap . I I I . 2 . 3 a . Therefore we w i l l focus our 
a t t e n t i o n t o these diagrams. 
Choosing the following I .M.F. parametr iza t ion 
v2.. 2 
1 -v 
P 1 = ( x P + -2tf~ · *!· x P ) 
k 1 " ( ( 1 - Х ) Р + 2ГІ^ТР ' - 1 , - к . , ( 1 - x ) P ) 
Ρ ; = ( χ ? + 
(kj^+qj^) +m 
2χΡ , к ^ , χΡ) 
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We obtain for W (Appendix I I I ) 
ο 1 
W^1)= 1 2m ƒ d x / d 2 k . « ( k . + d - x j q , )2+(ra2-(if )( 1-х) 2 + 
¿
 2 ( 2 ч ) 3 о 
x ( 1 - x ) 2 ( k f + ( l - x ) 2 m 2 ) 
(<lf-2nwx)(l-x)+xu ) . 5 5-5 ( I I I . 2 . Il») 
J
· U f + m - o - x ^ + x u 2 ] 2 
3 k 2 + ( l - x ) 2 r a 2 
In Φ theory, where t h e fac tor i s not present we can interchange 
by l i m i t and I n t e g r a l , see ref . 7. This i s in c o n t r a s t with renormalizable 
t h e o r i e s , where t h i s interchange i s not poss ib le as we w i l l see below. I f 
q 2 
we do not i n t e r c h a n g e , we see t h a t the log -»5 i n (111.2.8) i s due t o the 
m 
numerator in 111.2.11», which is caused by the spin 3 particle. 
In order to have scaling, we introduce the universal transverse momentum 
cut off of the partons. So in ІІІ.2.1І» we cut off the integral over k, by: 
1 max 
2 . . 2 2 
We make now q. b igger than a l l t ransver se momenta involved i . e . : q^>> k. . 
Wow we can interchange l i m i t and i n t e g r a l with the r e s u l t 
2 
, , , 2 k l m a x „ 1 112 x( 1 - х ) ( k f + ( 1-x) 2 m 2 ) 
2
 2 ( 2 n ) 3 о i 0 qf [ k f + n 2 ( l - x ) 2 + x U 2 ] 2 
( I I I . 2 . 1 5 ) 
1,2,. 2 
_ к 1 +m 
Л е г е 11=^ л. 0 ( — — - ) . 
After i n t e g r a t i o n over k. and χ we obtain 
? ? 2 ? / , , 2 k, +ωμ +(1-ш) m" 
Ρ D/ , ΐ / , \ г, j Inax 2 ( ω ) " *
 2 ω( 1-ω) ( l o g l g 2 
Ібіг ωμ +( 1-ω) m 
2,. 2 
ωμ к, 
. . . _ i m «
 ] } ш ( I I I . 2 . 1 6 ) ρ ρ 2 2 2 2 2 (Jt, +ωυ +( 1-ω) m )(ωμ + ( ΐ - ω ) m ) iraax 
7U 
We зее t h a t υΜ i s exact ясаіе i n v a r i a n t . I t і з i n t e r e a t i n g t o observe 
2 2 2 2 
t h a t i f we take k· <<ωιι +(ΐ-ω) m and neglect the second term i n 111,2,16 
we obtain a r e s u l t s imular аз in Φ theory 
ібтт га (1-ω) +μ'"ω So the i n t r o d u c t i o n of the t ransver se momentum cut off transforms e f fec t ive­
ly a renormalizable theory i n t o a super renormalizable one. We can see t h i s 
even b e t t e r i f we look a t the sum r u l e 
1 F ^ 1 ) ( U ) 2 1 (l-x)(kf+Cl-x)2m2) ƒ du _s = S . /d ¿ k. ƒ dx 5 — . ( I I I . 2 . 1 8 ) 
ο
 ω
 2{2v)i L о [k^+m^d-xJ^+XM^] 
2 -1 For k. •*· the r i g h t hand s ide i s equal t o Z„ - 1 , where Z„ і з the wave Iraax . 2 ' 2 
renormal izat ion constant of the fermion. Z~ -1 і з logar i thmic divergent 
3 3 
i n c o n t r a s t t o φ theory . Before the middle of 19T3 φ was the only theory, 
which s a t i s f i e d s c a l i n g in a n a t u r a l way. 
What about the other diagrams t h a t c o n t r i b u t e t o W 7 
Diagram I I I . 2 . 3 e represents the s e l f energy cor rec t ion t o the parton and 
i s equal t o (Z" -1)* ' , · Where 4 i s given by graph I I I . 2 . 5 , from 
which we obtain 
Γ ^
0 Γ η ) ( ω ) = ί(1-ω) . , ( I I I . 2 . 1 9 ) 
J 
Ss'l-L-
///V ,-K v^\ 
/ / / ' / \ \ » \ \ 
. ' / . ' / / I \ W ι ι TW •' •' •' •' / . ι A i i ! ; 
f i g . I I I . 2 . I t 
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fig. III.2.5 
If we calculate the contributions from graphs III.2.3i,m we find terms of 
order 1 ? . But this contribution to \>W_ is an overestimation because the 2 . 2 2 
transverse momentum cut off is so strong that if q, >>k, the parton, 
which is scattered by the photon, is out off coherence with the unseattered 
partons. Using the exponential transverse cut off, the probability of in­
teraction between the scattered parton and the unseattered ones drops 
exponentially. This implies that the partons are divided in two groups 
A and B, see fig. III.2.6. A is the group of the unseattered partons and 
В is the group emitted by the scattered one. 
We can then completely neglect these diagrama. 
Now we generalize the above statements to higher order graphs. 
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ι) By power counting arguments we i n f e r t h a t , i iagra-n , in -rhich the e l e c t r o ­
magnetic vertex appears in one of the two corners чг between the tz/o cor­
ners of a Z-graph, do not contr ibute to Í Í ? . The sane a lso holds for J i a -
grana in which the electromagnetic ver tex occurs in between two s t rong 
v e r t i c e s where the intermediate s t a t e contains p a r t i c l e s ^ i th negative 
long i tud ina l momenta (see ·Ίκ. 111.2.7) . 
I 
J-
. - — ' • 
\ 
\ 
f i g . I I I . • ' Л 
b) Diagrams, in which i n t e r a c t i o n s occur between the two groups Λ and B, 
2 2 
do not c o n t r i b u t e t o ί for ιι^>> к^ ( f i g . I I I . 2 . 8 ) (incoherence s t a t e ­

















f i » . I I I . 2 . 8 
с) All p a r t i c l e i e x i s t i n g at the instmvt of the v i r t u a l Photon i n t e r a c t i o n 
i . e . U¡n> and u|n> hnve nos i t ive long i tud ina l momenta. The same also 
holds for |n> ( f i g . I I I . 2 . 9 ) . 
Pene-nber t h a t the necton іч mire t r a n s v e r s e . Ίο i t canrot reverse the 
l o n g i t u d i n a l monentui of the nartons at the e lectromagnetic v e r t e x . 
fi;!. III.2.9 
If one of the partons among u|n>> vhich also appears in U|p>, has a nega-
tive longitudinal momentum, then it introduces two bad denominators, which 
cannot be compensated by two biß strong vertices. A particle in |n> with 
negative longitudinal momentum cannot арпеаг because Ε -Ξ * P. This is 
η ρ 
ruled out by the energy conserving i function in (III.2.6). So we have 
iz( W = 0 ( ' ? £ £ ) (III.2.20) 
and 
lim (E.. -E ) = 0(-|ii) 
p-«o n n 
(III.2.21) 
Using (III.2.20) and (III.2.21) we can replace the energy conservating í 
function in (III.2.6) by 
'"eff (III.2.22) 
p . = ( E , , p . ) and ρ ί ' ί Ε Ϊ , ρ ΐ ) are the oomenta of the parton before and a f t e r 
the i n t e r a c t i o n with the photon. 
From (111.2.22) we in fer 
6(2m\>x •q2-Hg {. f) or «(2p ( i + q 2 - : ^ f f ) ( I I I . 2 . 2 3 ) 
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. -к 2 
where p^xp+k, k=(0,k. ,0) and 4
 f f гергечепіз the off energy shell 
effect of the form 
η кц^ш. 
2 2 So for q, >>1I . - , the parton і з on energy s h e l l before and a f t e r the 
scat ter in«; by the photon· Renark t h a t the argument of the Λ function in 
? ? 2 
Ι Ι Ι . 2 · 2 3 can be w r i t t e n аэ (хтз+q) -(xp) -Μ , which i l l u s t r a t e s the 
el 1 
above statement. 
d) Like in lowest order, we can omit all graphs which contain self energies 
of the partons. 'Je can show this on the basis of an example (see fig. 
III.2.10). 
Here we have: |n> = |P 2; k,; k ^ 
U|n> = |p;, k,» 
These states are eigenstates of thp hnmiltonian H i.e.: H|n> = E |n> 
Н|*> = F„ \\Jn>. 1
 υη
1 
Using (III.2.21), u|n> is also an eigenstate with eigenvalue E . 
Because the overall energy conservation leads to energy conservation a-
cross the electromagnetic vertex we have the following relation between 




• ι Кг 
I 
ft l Гг. 




+ (22-1) х 
fig. III.2.10 
'\Г 
Ρ <\/ Ρ, 
Τ 
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This relation ів true because in both graphs the enerinr conaervatini; ί 
functions across the E.M. vertex are the game! So all higher order dia­
grams with self energies are up to a finite constant equal to lower 
order graphs without these corrections. So U|n> ·* |n> . 
a), b ) , c) and d) give us the well known parton picture result for W . 
In the C M . frame of electron and proton, the proton is contracted into 
a thin slab with a diameter of r; which implies that the electromagnetic 
interaction time is 0(—). On the other hand the partons, which have in 
. 1 . . . 
the rest frame a life time of , undergo time dilation and get a 
eff 
lifetime of 0(P) at the instant of the electromagnetic interaction. So 
the partons are essentially free during the scattering by the virtual 
2 2 . . 
photon. If q, >>k|max the scattering process is incoherent and scaling 
results. 
He can formalize the above statement by using expression (III.1.11) and 
( I I I . 2 . 6 ) . Then we have in leading order in Ρ 
m n=l 1=1 ι 
< ? 1 1 . V · · ^ a l ' V · · · ì S a ' X n l y 0 ) j v ( 0 ) , Ì ? 1 1 ' X 1 i · · · i ? a l « V , , ì S i l . » x i i > 
. δ((χ P+q)2-(x P ) 2 ) ^ * ) ' ' « 2 5 k.. ) δ(ΐ- Σ χ.) (ІІІ.2.2І») 
a a i-l i l
 i = 1 ι 
j (0) is one body operator, which picks out one of the partons (here 
called a ) . So W is determined by the incoherent sum over a l l parton-photon 
scattering amplitudes. 
For a spin 3 parton the one parton matrix element is given by 
<k
a




and the spin 0 parton matrix element is equal to 
00 
<k , 3 | j (0).! ( 0 ) | k , з '> = 2 _ ( ? l t • 1 ) (2k +q) λ^ · ( 1 1 1 ^ . 2 6 ) 
a μ y a
 2 u ( ? π ) 3 a u a ν а 
I n s e r t i n g ( Ι Ι Ι . 2 . 0 5 ) or (111.2,26) i n t o (2.2U) and aummnß over a l l з р і п э , 
we obtain 
? * n d x , о on-» n 




 п-1 1=1 Х і ^ 1 = 1 І 1-1 1 а а 
. | f ( n ) ( k
u
, x i ; . . . i ^ . x ^ . . . I S u ^ n
1 ! 2 (III.?.27) 
Defino 
- I k , n d x „ η , Í \ о п ^ 
г (х ) - ƒ — a L f ; τ —i. A .Jd- ι χ ) | f ( n ) ( . . . ) | 2 «dì . , ) 
a a Xa n-1 ««a X i ^ 1=1 l P l a l l i 
(111.2.23) 
Thpn vp have 
Γ„(ω) = Ε λ ? ω Γ (ω) ( I I I . 2 . 2 9 ) 
¿ a a 
í3o the deep i n e l a s t i c s t r u c t u r e function i s described by an e lenentary 
proceso ( v i r t u a l corapton aca t t ennf ; ) mul t ip l i ed by the d i s t r i b u t i o n func-
t i on f (ω), '-/here f (ω) i s the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a Oroton produces a hard 




Using the r e o r e s e n t a t i o n for Γ -η ( I I I . 1 . 1 2 ) and the fact t h a t the 
v i r t u a l photon s c a t t e r s incoherent ly witT the partons we can find a s m p l e 
expression for F (ω) 
Μη) Let us wr i te f in the following form 
Ρ 
f ( n ) f i ? χ • * 
al· V 
F




i . . . 



















. ì?" . .x ) 
ni ' η 9 
к . +m U. 
2 \ 
1 
( I I I . 2 . 3 0 ) 
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Where F represents the effect of a l l partons on the wave function f 
(Henark that F is indeperdent of p ) . 
•*(n) 
According to ref. 19, we define the "core" as the col lect ion of a l l par-
tons , which are not involved in the scat ter ing ( f ig · I I I . 2 . 1 1 ) , The no-
mentura of the core i s gi/en Ъу 
f ig. I I I . 2 . 1 1 
** 
2 2 
η η к , +11 η 
i?a i^a ι ι?0 
( I I I . 2 . 3 1 ) 
and the core mass is p l^ " L·, which i s f i n i t e because of the transverse 
momentum cut off. Using energy raonentJin conservation we obtain 
2 2 2 ? 
η к ,+п к . +'£ 
. X 1-х 
\fB. ι a 
(III.2.32) 
Substitute expression (III.2.30) into (III.2.28) we obtain 
rt 1 1 r^ Г* '
a
< 1 - * a > l « a < g , L . * a > | 2 
' a ^ a '
 =
 ZZ~3 f d k a i ; a x a „ 2 ... ,2 2 ( 2 π ) - 2,2 {k'.+x i +(l-x )m -x (1-х )m ) 
al a χ a a a a 
( I I I . 2 . 3 3 ) 
Where 
i/a ι 1=1 
1
 11 ' 1 al ' a ni ' η (ІІІ.2.3І*) 
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Let из define ф(к^ t* ) as the wave function for a proton build up out off 
a parton "a" and a core X by 
*a
(k





L' xa ) 
(III.2.35) 
p p o p 
fî . , ,2 i tL* ( i-». )Ч^л (III.2.36) 




After insert ion of expression III .2 .37 into I I I . 2 . 2 9 we see that F (ω) i s 
e f fec t i ve ly represented by a lowest order diagram ( f i g . I I I . 2 . 1 1 ) , where 
the proton-parton-core coupling i s Φ ( k ^ , x ) . Looking at f ig . I I I . 2 . 1 2 , 
we see that Φ represents the one part ic le distr ibution function p(k , ,χ ) 
defined in expression I I I . 1 . 2 0 . 
fig. III.2.12 
The inclusion of spin is very trivial at least for spin J. For later use 





Abstracting from perturbation theory, one can consider ψ (к . ,χ ) as a 
(19) a al a 
bound state function of a parton and a core . 
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For a. sp in 0 core and spin J partem we have 





The corresponding function F (ω) becomes respectively 
, , , Ι*(^,ω)| 2 ω 2 
F5(u)= Σ λ"/ d^ k л— — — spin 0 parton 
г ^ Г a
 α
 ^[κ^+ιη^ΐ-ωΐ+ωΐ^-ωίΐ-ωίιη2]^ (Щ.гЛО) 
!
 2 г (»(ί^,ω^^ίΐ-ω) 
F (ω)= =• Σ λ ƒ a к . — = τ-— spin J parton 
гСгтт)-3 a a ^[к^+т^О-шКи^-шО-ыЬп 2] 2 (III.2.1.1) 
From the behaviour of F ve can infer the behaviour of Φ and vice versa. 
Assuming that we deal with spin j partons we get fron the experimental 
form for F (x), roughly given by 
Fp(x) •v (1-х) χ " (οΞα(Ο) is the regge trajectory in t=0) 
(III.2.U2) 
that 
,2. (1-х)2 pik^.x) -= И к ^ . х ) ! ^ ^=f- (III.2.из) 
χ 
which is a typical behaviour for inclusive interactions ' • 
The factor — in expression (ІІІ.Р.^З) is a term coming froO the wee par-
tons as we have seen in expression 111,1.20 where a»1 (pomeron exchange). 
iìo we see that wee partons contribute to the structure function F-(x). 
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In the preceding we have derived scaling for Ч изіпд general field 
theoretical argumenta. However, this derivation із not valied for 4 
because W gets contributions from Ζ graphs, for which the parton, which 
is hit by the virtual photon, is far off energy shqll. This invalidates 
a lot of arguments, which we used in deriving icaling for W_. In parti­
cular it invalidates our final conclusion that in the I.M.F. the proton 
is an assemblage of free moving particles which interact with the photon· 
Let us see what happens with W. in lowest order of perturbation theory. 
Taking into account the Gharp transverse momentum cut off and neglecting 
self energy insertions we are left with diagrams lil.2.3a,b,c,d. We ob­
tain 
„(.), 2, ш ) «Ч'та» . ^ Ч 2 т а х ^ 1 - ' ) 
m Wi ^»ч ' ~5Г Π ? ' з ? : ? о -
1 2 ω
 U(2»)V XXIllax*ü.y2+(1-¿)2m3 












ίκ -\ ο eakf ,, %a 2,. 2 kf +(1-ω)^2+ωμ2 
,,(b,c)/ 2ν_ Imax г , 11-ω; m tuu , , Imax , 

















,q2) ЦаЗ * . (m.2.U6) 
1
 8(2ir)Z(1-U)q¿ 
We see that the Ζ graphe give only terms of order —— · Further we observe 
4 
that, in contrast to W„, also the direct graph give contributions of 
0(-^) to W1 . 
г 
If we do not introduce the universal transverse momentum cut off the 
omitted diagrams e-p give contributions of 0{—z)t see appendix III. 
4 
Θ5 
I t і з еаэу t o check t h a t t h i s p e r s i s t a in higher or-ier. Because W has no 
cor rec t ions of 0(—^) the approach t o s c a l i n g i s b e t t e r than for W , This 
l'" 
i s confirmed by experiraentt We want t o emphasize t h a t Z-^rapha show up in 
r e n o m a l i z a b l e t h e o r i e s and the cor rec t ions t o s c a l i n g are very model de­
pendent· 
The fact t h a t W does not sca le properly i s connected with a well known 
fact in current a lgebra . Using P-» techniques i t was impossible t o derive 
sum r u l e s for Vi in c o n t r a s t t o W . The reason here i s again the c o n t r i ­
but ion of Z-graphs. I t was a l s o impossible t o wr i te unsubtracted d i s p e r ­
sion r e l a t i o n in υ for W whereas W s a t i s f i e s an unsubtracted d i spers ion 
r e l a t i o n · VÍ growes two powers of \> f a s t e r than W , which can be read off 
immediately from the s t r u c t u r e tensor in ( Ι Ι Ι · 2 . 2 ) . This ia connected with 
the fact t h a t 4' c a r r i e s two factors of Ρ more than W 
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C H A P T E H IV 
MASSIVE LEPTON PAIR PRODUCTION IN HADRON-HADRON 
COLLISIONS AT HIGH ENEROY 
1 Kinematics. 
In this section we shall give α complete description of the kine­
matics which is relevant for an understanding of the process• First ve 
calculate the cross section, which is a standard exercise in quantum 
electrodynamics. Then we derive the kineaatical boundaries of the reac­
tion, which are very important for an understanding of subsequent sec­
tions· 
We consider the process: 
H1 + H 2 ч. (l,,^) + "anything" (IV. 1.1) 
where (11. ,Η.) representa a colliding hadron pair or (γ,ρ), and (1.,!-) is 
a lepton pair: (μ ,p~), (e ,e") f (υ,υ), (e,ν), "anything" is an unobserved 
hadronic state. 
Here we shall confine ourselves to the process, where Η and H_ are pro­
tons and the lepton pair is μ μ". The rauon pair is coupled to an electro­
magnetic current. 
So far as electroraagnetisni is concerned, we work in lowest order of per­
turbation theory. In the one photon approximation the process 
ρ + ρ -• (μ*μ") + "anything" (IV. 1.2) 
is related to the inclusive reaction 
It is better to speak of inclusive experiment. 
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ρ + ρ + 'γ' + "anything" (IV.1.3) 
where 'γ' is a timelike photon (fig. IV.1.1). 
FQ (anything) 
f i g . IV.1.1 
The resulta here obtained can be e a s i l y generalized to a process where 
M II 
the lepton pair i s coupled to a wealt current e .g . p+p •* μν + anything. 
In t h i s case the v irtual photon ia replaced by a weak boson i f we vork 
in an intermediate boson theory. 
The scatter ing amplitude of process (IV.1.2) i s given by 
M = i e 2 j -L < Ρ , c | j , , ( 0 ) | p 1 , B 1 · , p 2 , s 2 > , (IV.1.U) 
q out in 
where: 
j i s the leptonic current: й(к.,а )y V(ÌI„,<J^Ì 
J" i s the hadronic current, 
ρ.β , Ρρβρ are the momenta and spins of the incoming protons P J * ( E . , p . ) 
Κ,,σ,, k 2 , o 2 " " " " " " " outgoing leptons k ^ t c ^ . i ^ ) 
Ρ i s the t o t a l momentum of the unobserved f inal hadronic s ta te and ζ 
η 
characterizes a l l the other quantum numbers involved. 
о 
1 ie the momentum of the virtual photon (q > 0). 
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In the relevant experiments (for details see later) one only observes the 
momenta of the outgoing leptons. Therefore the cross section is calculated 
by sunming over all final spins; averaging over the initial spins and 
summing over all final hadronic states. 
* 
Squaring the amplitude and performing the above steps we obtain 
| ; i | 2 = ek \ттШ
:












> . (IV.1.5) 
The cross section is found to be 
ι ι ι
 d 3 ki d 3 k 5 d 3 p
n
 о 
' V V 2 E1 2"2 2
ω ι
(2π) 3 2ω 0(2π)
3
 η 2E (2ir)3 
(IV.1.6) 
(air)1* íl'(p1+p2-k1-k2-Pn) . 
We sha l l calculate our cross sect ion in the CM. frame of the tvo i n -
coming protons. In th i s frane the momenta of the protons are given by 
P, = ( в
с м
. P) , 
p 2 " (ECM· " p ' · 
with E
c
,1 = l з , 
Рд, ИРІ - » Λ-UM2', 
в Ξ (p^Pj ) · 
The re lat ive ve loc i ty l^ . - í - l i s equal to 2 / l - -^— . 
and ρ,+Ρρ) 
In future we shal l for convenience onit the indices "out" and "in". 
yi 
So from б) above we obtain 
1 1 U 1 1 ,Л „ ι i,,WV, 2 > do = Г r e — τ - j- /d (i Π (q)W (q, , s , p q , p q ) 
2
 ( 2 π ) 6 M s - U M 2 ) ] * qU W V 1 2
 ( I V i 1 i 7 ) 




,,v(42.a,p1q,p2q)- Ι ι f J— I2*)h Λρ,+Ρρ-q-Pj 
η ( 2π ) •'гк 
η 




Tr {(jí1*m)Yij(lí2-m)Yv} (IV.1.9) 
Conservation of the leptonic current implies that 
% Π
μν(,) = П^Ысц, . 
so that we can write 
V> (,l) " 4*« - Bvi/ ) P ( , l 2 )· 
2 
The calculation of P(q ) is standard and is found in many textbooks on 
quantum electrodynamics . 
The result is 
P U 2 ) = ψ (1 + 3f-)(l - ^ §-) (o is the lepton mass) . 
ρ 
We recognize that P(q ) is nothing but the decay probability of a virtual 
photon into a lepton pair or the absorptive part of the vacuum polarizat­
ion amplitude, calculated in lowest order. 
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Conservation of the hadronic current implies that 
V U V - »UV % - o. 
so that in the summation over μ and ν only the g part of Π contri-
μν μ\ι 
butes· 
The cross sect ion becomes 
a« - T — 4 e U Ц — Γ 2 ? <-> /4 l ,4P(» 2)w' , , ,(4 2.».P 1<i.p 2q) 
2
 (2л) Ь [s is-UM 2 )]* <I2 1 2 
(IV.1.10) 
Il h 2 2 2 
because q ^ 0 we can write: ƒ d q = /d q. dq e(q )5(q -Q ). 
о 
After subst i tut ing P(q ) in 10) we obtain 
2 2 2 5 da _ ίίπλ ,, an
 w
. ifm.* 1 ,,,„2 , ,T,, . ,, > 
— τ = — s - (1 + -ñ-H1 5-) 5—r W(Q ,3), (IV.1.11) 
dq2 3Q2 a2 Q2 [э(в-ЦМ2)]* 
with 
W(Q2,s) » Ц- ƒ dUq e(qn)«(q2-Q2)rf,lll(q2,3,p1q,p„q) (IV.1.12) 
(2Ж)4 0 1 2 
Using completeness of the states |P ,Ç> and translation invariance we can 
rewrite expression (IV.1.8) as 
Vvv = /dSc e-i(lx<plP2|Jw(x)Jv(0)|p1p2> (IV.1.13) 
where we have used the convention that, when we omit the зріп variable 
s ,3 for a two proton state, we Bum and average over spins. 
It is important to investigate the constraints on the kinematical varia­
bles involved in this proces. 
The constraints are: 
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2 2 2 
le To produce a mu-pair we need q = (k.+kp) > Um « 
p 2 _ _ . „2 
1 = (Чосмі Чад) in the CM. frame. 
2e The missing maoa ia given b y X E P = 3 + Q - 2 va' Cl -M with 
_. η OLM 
3e Because of conaervation of baryon number, the lowest mass s ta te in which 
2 2 
Ρ can appear ia a two proton s ta te i . e . Χ Ξ Ρ > UM . 
η η 
This has the following implications for the kinematic variables 
le X < s - km/T+ km2 
2 e
 l^ail < рсм a n d ^осм < Есм· w h e r e I Sail *** %cn a r e e i v e n Ъ у 
' ^ ' 2/? ' 0 C M 2/Г 
Because XCs.Q 2^) < X(s,Q2,UM2) and Q 2 > 0, point 2 follows. 
3e Q 2 < a + UM2 - k /sM 2 
Ue I f q2 > M2 , 0 < |Q, . | < P, . and Q . . < E. . . 
^ * ' lab ' lab olab lab 




- can only reach the threshold value 1 if a -*••». We shall come back 
this point in section 5. 
* 2 2 2 
X(x,y,z) = κ +y +z -2xy-2xz-2yz. 
qU 
2 Experimental r e s u l t a . 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we s h a l l discuss the p r i n c i p a l experimental r e ­
s u l t s , which are p r e s e n t l y a v a i l a b l e . 
In f a c t , two experiments have Ъееп performed, the f i r s t by J . 4 . C h r i s t e n -
(2) 
son a t a l ; the second by a C.E.H.N., Columbia, Rockefel ler I . S . R . 
c o l l a b o r a t i o n • 
From the second experiment, which observed the r e a c t i o n p+p •* (e e~) + 
" a n y t h i n g " , only prel iminary r e s u l t s are known. 
This experiment i s done i n t h e CE.R.N. i n t e r s e c t i n g s torage r ing ( I . S . R . ) 
ρ 
where protons c o l l i d e a t a center off mass energy squared of 2850 GeV . 
F i g . IV.2.1 shows a p l o t of -r- versus m, which i s the mass of the e e " 
p a i r . Curve 3 gives an experimental upper l i m i t with 95Í confidence l e v e l . 
Curve 2 i s a t h e o r e t i c a l es t imate of the d i f f e r e n t i a l lepton p a i r produc-
t i o n cross sec t ion with a 2γ in termedia te s t a t e ( f i g . I V , 2 . 2 ) . The l a t t e r 
process c o n t r i b u t e s s t rongly t o t h e amplitude i f t h e outgoing hadrons 
emerge i n the forward d i r e c t i o n , because t h e v i r t u a l photons are almost 
r e a l ( i . e . the denominators of the photon propagator approach z e r o ) . 
However, t h i s e f fect seems t o be suppressed by a f a c t o r of 100 with r e s ­
pect t o t h e Drell-Yan model es t imate (curve 1) . 
I t i s very well known t h a t i n proton-proton c o l l i s i o n s an abundant number 
of pions are produced. I t turns out t h a t the muon flux comes mainly from the 
decay of these pions.We s h a l l f ind t h a t t h e s e muons s e r i o u s l y contaminate 
t h e sample in which we are i n t e r e s t e d , i . e . those produced by r e a c t i o n 
I V . 1 . 3 . 
Because no fur ther data are a v a i l a b l e , we s h a l l not analyze t h i s e x p e r i ­
ment any f u r t h e r . 
(2) Turning t o the experiment of C h n s t e n s o n e t a l , the r e a c t i o n 
p+p •* (u μ") + anything i s observed. Here, the t a r g e t proton i s bound in 





 i r П 
Φ ORELL-YAN SCALING MODEL m l / C ' 
© ESTIMATE OF LEPTON PAIR PRODUCTION 
WITH Ζ γ INTERMEDIATE STATE 
© EXPERIMENT UPPER LIMIT 9 5 7 . C.L. 
f i g . IV.2.1 
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The inc ident proton Ъеша і з produced by an a l ternat inf ; gradient synchroton 
(A.3 .G.) . The l a b . energy of the incoming proton beam waa var ied between 
22 and 29.5 3eV. The maximun dirauon maas squared (m =4 ) ranged up t o 
UO 3eV at an i n c i d e n t energy of 29·5 3eV. 
The t a r g e t was arrounded by an i ron and concrete s h i e l d t o suppress t h e 
overwhelming flux of nonmuonic background (mainly pions and kaons).This 
s h i e l d a l s o absorbed muons with monenta l e s s than 5 OeV/c. Although most 
pions and kaone were absorbed i n t h e very dense t a r g e t , t h e i r high i n ­
t e n s i t y produced a large rauon flux which penetra ted the s h i e l d . 
To pl iminate t h i s unwanted background, the apparatus included severa l 
arrays of s c i n t i l l a t i o n counters (coincidence and ant ico inc idence c i r -
c u i t s ) . With t h i s qystem the background of the a c c i d e n t a l coincidences 
coming from pion and kaon decay was renoved. A t r u e coincidence represen­
ted an event where a μ and a μ" were produced simultaneously a t the same 
i n t e r a c t i o n p o i n t . 
X1 (anything) 
X2 (anything) 
f i g . IV.2.2 
Besides the r e a c t i o n I V . 1 . 3 , t h e r e are other processes t h a t can produce 
muon o a i r a . >fe have a lready mentioned the one, depicted in f ig . IV.2.2, 
(2) 
another i s iiuon p a i r production from r e a l photons. I t has been shown 
t h a t both processes are negl igable in t h e mass and momentum i n t e r v a l con­
s idered h e r e . 
For d e t a i l s see ref . 
У7 
In this experiment the гаачч and momentu-T of the di-nuon (virtual photon) 
are neasured. Because of the removal of background rauonà, зяте limita­
tions were made on тазз and raomentun, see below. 
We l i s t the following results froii ref. 2: 
Data vere taken at incident proton energies of 22, 25, ?8.5 and 29.5 3eV 
see table Ι . Л cut аэ applied to dinuon masses lower than 1 GeV, 
Table I 










" t o t | c m ? l 
(6.0 ± 0 . 6 ) . 1 0 " 3 U 
(1 .2 ± 0 . 1 ) . I O - 3 3 
(2 .6 ± 0 . 3 ) . I O " 3 3 







The cross section as a function of the dimuon nass: -β- is plotted in fie. 
dm 
IV.2.3 at E l a b = 29.5 GeV. Data at proton energies of 22,25 and 28.5 GeV 
show a dependence on m consistent with the 29.5 GeV data. Table I shows 
that the tota l сгочз section integrated over a l l m uses monotonically by 
a factor of 5 as the incident proton energy increases from 22 to ?9.5 
Ge/. 
Lot us now concentrate on the data at "
Ί
 . = 29.5 GeV. 
lab 
Results are exposed in fig. IV,?,h for dmuon laboratorium momenta above 
12 GeV/c and for θ analler than 65 mrad (cos Θ, . > Ο.998). Θ,
 L i s 
-La0 l a b l a b 
t h e a n g l e b e t w e e n t h e l a b o r a t o r y n o n e n t u n of t h e dimuon ( v i r t u a l p h o t o n ) 
о 
and t h e d i r e c t i o n o f t h e i n c o m i n g p r o t o n . The n e a s u r e d q l i e s b e t w e e n 
1 and I40 GeV . The l a s t v a l u e l i e s above t h e k i n e n a t i c a l l i m i t 3 2 . 2 8 
2 
GeV a s g i v e n i n t a b l e I a b o v e . T h i s 13 b e c a u s e t h e F e m i m o t i o n o f t h e 
t a r g e t p r o t o n i n t h e ' J r a n i u n n u c l e u s g i v e s s u f f i c i e n t c e n t e r o f mass 
e n e r g y t o c r e a t e muon p a i r s above 5.7 GeV/c. 
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1Ζ 16 20 Zi, 2Θ 32 
Qi [GeV/c] 
f i g . IV.2.It 
TOO 
In f ig . IV.2.3 -г" decreases approximately аз m through seven orders of 
magnitude from ra = 1 t o 6 GeV/c. The steep fa l l -o f f above U 3eV/c i s 
attributed to the rapid reduction of available phase space. 
The distr ibution in transverse momentum of the dimuon i s f l a t out to 1 
GeV/c and then f a l l s sharply. 
The distr ibution in 0 , the photon decay angle in the muon pair center 
of nass frame,was not measured, because the spat ia l resolution vas too 
small. This i s unfortunate because the observation of a distr ibution be-
o it ρ * 
having as sin θ (longitudinally polarized photon) or 1 ·•• cos θ 
(transversally polarized photon) could indicate the mechanism that i s res­
ponsible for the production of the muon pairs. 
3 Parton-parton interaction via annihilation and bremstrahlung. 
From the preceding chapter we have learned that the proton has a 
point l ike behaviour. We shal l assume, that t h i s does not only show up 
in deep i n e l a s t i c scatter ing, where the v irtual photon i s spacel ike, 
but a lso appears in processes where i t i s t imelike as in massive mu-
pair production. 
The parton model i s useful in describing t h i s point l ike behaviour and 
from now on we sha l l use i t to explain the data. Other models w i l l be 
br ief ly discussed in sect ion 6. In particular we want to show that the 
о 
structure function W(Q ,з) s c a l e s , i . e . 







As in the previous chapter we shall give two versions of the parton model 
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in order t o demonstrate t h a t W(Q ,s) con s c a l e . The f i r s t i s Feynman's, 
which i s the more i n t u i t i v e of the two and uses general p r i n c i p l e s of 
f i e l d theory . This vers ion w i l l be described below. In order t o get a 
ρ 
s u i t a b l e expression for W(Q ,з) we have t o make some model dependent 
s t a t e m e n t s . Therefore i t i s useful to take the second vers ion of S.D. 
D r e l l e t a l , which we presented in s e c t i o n 2 of chapter I I I . This 
version w i l l be fur ther t r e a t e d in the next s e c t i o n . 
According t o the parton model we describe the proces in an i n f i n i t e 
momentum frame. Here we choose the center of mass frame of the two 
incoming p r o t o n s , because э i s very large and Ρ = } V s . As we know from 
high energy hadron-hadron c o l l i s i o n s , most outgoing hadrons have low 
t r a n s v e r s e momenta. This implies t h a t the fa s t moving hadrons are divided 
in r i g h t and left-moving j e t s . In order t o produce a photon with large 
2 time l i k e q t o g e t h e r with other hadrons we need a large l o n g i t u d i n a l 
momentum exchange between the two incoming hadrons. 
The momenta ρ and ρ of t h e , r e s p e c t i v e l y , r i g h t and l e f t moving i n ­
coming protons are given by (see f ig . IV.3.1) 
f ig . IV.3.1 
p, - (P • jjjï . δ . Ρ), 
, 2 
P 2 = (P + ' °·"Ρ )· Where 
Ρ = Ì /s-Ull2 * Ì / Γ (s » K 2). 
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The momentum of the outgoing right- and left moving hadron jete are, res-
pectively 
k.^+m·2 
P' = (P' *
 2pl , îf. P') 
and 
k;,2-fin"2 
p" = (P" * gpM , ÎJ,-P"). 
The virtual photon momentum is given Ъу 
q= (IQ2*(ÍÍ{+Í];)2*(P ,-P")2)Í,-5ÍÍ-ÍC¡;1P«-P·) Ι^Ι,Ι^Ι«?',?" . 
(IV.3.2) 
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from which follows 
Q 2 - MP'-P)(P"-P) + 0(M2 „) , (IV.3.IO 
wh 
eff' 
2 2 2 ere M is of the type I k-.+m.. eff . il ι 
ι 
I f q -v. 0(e) then P' j* Ρ and Ρ" ^ Ρ ( l a r g e l o n g i t u d i n a l momentum exchange!) . 
This d i f f e r s from other processes such aa e l a s t i c proton-proton s c a t t e r i n g , 
in which we only have t r a n s v e r s e momentum exchange. In t h i s сазе we have 
il = 0 and P' » Ρ, Ρ" = Ρ (see a l s o chapter I I I , s e c t i o n 1) . 
O2 
In the l i m i t , t h a t we are cons ider ing, s •* <· * • • τ f ixed, a large longi­
t u d i n a l momentum exchange i s necessary . There are two mechanisms, t h a t can 
s a t i s f y t h i s condit ion i . e . p a r t o n - a n t i p a r t o n a n n i h i l a t i o n and b r e m s s t r a h l -
ung. The two mechanisms are depicted in f ig . IV.3.2 and I V . 3 . 3 . We claim 
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that these mechanians exolain the observed сгозз section -г" аз яі еп in 
Hm ' 
fig. IV.2.3 in particular the shoulder in the data between m * 3 and 
1* leV. 
fig. IV.3.3 
The annihilation process has been described by S.D. Drell and T.M. Yan 
in ref. 6. However this proces is not able to explain the "shoulder". 
Therefore we want to show that the bremsstrahlungsmechanism is a good 
lOU 
candidate for renoving t h e discrepancy between theory and d a t a . More­
over, i t і з the only process except for a n n i h i l a t i o n , which i s allowed 
by the parton model. 
Before we t r e a t bremsstrahlung we s h a l l a l so summarise the a n n i h i l a t i o n 
process in order t o make t h i s s e c t i o n s e l f contained. 
The discuss ion below w i l l be baaed on the t h r e e b a s i s p r i n c i p l e s of the 
parton model. They are 
a) The irapuls approximation i . e . use of the I . M . F . , 
b) A u n i v e r s a l t r a n s v e r s e momentum cut off, and 
c) A o o i n t l i k e i n t e r a c t i o n between photon and p a r t o n s . 
A) Mu-pair production v ia p a r t o n - a n t i p a r t o n a n n i h i l a t i o n . 
Using the parton model arguments of the previous c h a p t e r , the following 
p i c t u r e emerges. 
Two incoming protons each d i s s o c i a t e i n t o clouds of hard p a r t o n s . These 
partons can be divided in two groups: r i g h t movers and l e f t movers. We 
can show t h a t the r i g h t moving proton can only c r e a t e r i g h t movers and 
the l e f t moving proton only l e f t movers. So t h e p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t r i g h t 
movers appear i n a l e f t moving proton i s suppressed and vice v e r s a . 
This statereent implies t h a t a l l partons are on the energy s h e l l (on mass 
s h e l l ) . F i n a l l y a l e f t moving parton ( a n t i p a r t o n ) a n n i h i l a t e s a r i g h t 
moving a n t i p a r t o n ( p a r t o n ) , producing a large q t i rael ike photon. The 
i n t e r a c t i o n i s p o i n t l i k e because the partons are bare p a r t i c l e s . This 
p i c t u r e leads t o s c a l i n g for W((l , s ) . 
In order t o show, t h a t only the above conf igurat ion of partons appears 
we follow the method analogous t o chapter I I I , s e c t i o n 2. 
The wave function of η partons i n a proton i s 
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4 n , ( 5 l i . x l i . . . ; i t r u , x n ) = - — £ , (III.1.10) 




 ì = 1 aixjl « ι (IV.3.5) 
and u | p > becomes 
«α j^ dx. 
u|p> = J: / π —- a2)!., «с£х.-і)«гЛіі.| ) 1 
. , χ. LL isl i ui i l „ , 2 . 2 




, x 1 ; . . . · , K
>
l l i.xn> · ( I I I . 1 . 1 1 ) (IV.3.6) 
a) I f a l l χ. > 0, the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a s t a t e |k , , x . ; . . . j к , ,χ > 
appears in |p> i s f i n i t e . C l | x . ¡ = 1 ) . 
b) I f one parton has a negative χ . , the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t such a s t a t e appears 
i s suppressed by a fac tor - ^ (P -» ~) with respect t o the s t a t e which eon-
t a i n s only forward moving partons (χ. > 0 ) . Now t h e r e are some renorma-
l i z a b l e f ie ld t h e o r i e s , which provide us with an e x t r a fac tor Ρ in the 
numerator of f . This і з because the v e r t e x , with two spin h a l f p a r t -
P * 
i c l e s going i n opposite d i r e c t i o n s , i s of order (P) ( s t rong v e r t e x ) . 
But even t h i s cannot he lp us because the amplitude i s s t i l l suppressed 
by ·= . This implies t h a t a hard exchange l i k e in f ig . IV.З.1* i s imposs ible, 
because the exchanged hard parton can always be considered as a c o n s t i ­
t u e n t of t h e opposi te moving hadron. 
c) Besides the partons which go forward in time t h e r e are a l so ones, going 
backward in t ime. According t o chapter I they are represented by t h e so 
c a l l e d Z-diagrams and t h e i r wave function i s given by 
г
і
п , ( ?






Т і Г £ Т ^ (vith .««
 v
o ) (IV.3.T) 
See chapter I . 
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iîubstitutiniî this into tho гхргезяіоп for ')|p> лЬо п, w« nçc timi., 
irrespective of whether the fractions x. are positive or negative, these 
states are suppressed by —x with respect to the positive energy states 
with positive fractions. Also a strong vertex of order Ρ cannot remedy 
this· 
d) Another possibility is that the exchanRe parton к is wee. Using the 
I.n.F. parametrization in fig. IV.3.1* and noticing that 
(/x^P^+kf+M^ , ϊ ^ , χ Ρ ) , because χ ^ , / 2 2 2 F
1
 •* ' eff 
= /χ Ρ +кГ+и 
f ig . IV.3.!» 
?«:(0,0,P) 
The wave function becomes 
^^(Ϊ.,,χ.;...^,»; . . . ^ . X ^ Î ^ C S / Л л' y, (".3.8) 
ρ 11 1 1 ni η ^1-£.1 ω χ ρ_ / x2 p2 + k2 + g¿ 
3ο the probability that a wee parton appears, is suppressed by a factor 
Ρ with respect to the contribution of the hard partons with all fractions 
positive. From the viewpoint of perturbation theory we know that the con­
tribution of wee partons is unimportant in each order of perturbation theory. 
However the wee partons become prominent if we sum their contributions to 
all orders. See chapter III and ref. 3,9. This effect gives rise to a 
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poneron dominated amplitude. The contr ibut ion of the poraeron t o т а з з і е 
U-pair production 13 t r e a t e d in ref . 10. In our model we s h a l l oni t t h i s 
c o n t r i b u t i o n because i t i s only important for very small Q (vQ ^I.T^eV), 
whereas our goal i s t o explain tne data above V Q = 1.7 GeV. 
e) The l a s t p o n i b i l i t y і з t h a t the parton ( a n t i p a r t o n ) , which couples t o 
the v i r t u a l photon, i s moviniç opposite (contra-то іпя) t o the parent p r o ­
ton and in the чате d i r e c t i o n as the ant ipar ton (parton) of the other 
proton. Vow we can argue t h a t the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t t h i s occurs i s f i n i t e 
with respect t o s i t u a t i o n a ) , because besides the s t rong vertex of order 
P, we a l s o have a fac tor ? from the zeroth or t h i r d components of the 
bare e lectromagnet ic c u r r e n t , 
U ( x 1 P + k 1 i , s 1 ) { Y } ν ( χ 2 Ρ + ^ , 3 ? ) = a n P / â y Ç Xs Xs ( IV.3.9) 
These two fac tors Ρ can compensate for one bad denominator coming from 
t h e contra-movinR p a r t o n . However the parton ( a n t i p a r t o n ) which i s moving 
i n the same d i r e c t i o n as the parent proton, has no suppression (no bad 
denominator and the s t rong vertex i s u n i t y ) . Moreover we get an e x t r a 
f a c t o r Ρ from the t r a n s v e r s e components of the bare current 
Ü(x1P+ii l i ,a1)Y i(-x ?P+it ? j_,a2) = ImP/TJxJ X a σ ^ ( І .З .Ю) 
Thus the c o n t r i b u t i o n of the contra-moving partons t o the amplitude i s 
suppressed by a factor Ρ = J / T with respect t o the co-moving ones. This 
j u s t i f i e s our statercent a t the beginning of p a r t A. 
о 
With the help of this statement, we can show that W(Q ,з) scales. 
(Ve use the U matrix formalism stated in chapter III, section I). 
W(Q2,3) 13 given in (IV.1.12) by 
,V(q2,3)= Ц - fd'q. i ( q 2 - Q 2 ) /dSc e - i q X < p , p J j (x )J U (0) Ιρ,ρ,» 
( P u ) ¿ W ¿ 
( I V . 3 . 1 1 ) 
ιοβ 
Inserting a complete set of intermediate atatea, ve can a lso write t h i s 
as 
W(Q2,s)= -/dUq « ( q W ) ^ i U ( p 1 + P 2 - q - P n ) < P 1 P 2 l ^ ( 0 ) |n><n| J U (0) Ι ρ , ρ ^ 
η 
(IV.3.12) 
"Undressing" the physical states and currents we obtain (see III.1.2 and 
III.1.1*) 
W(Q2,3)= -/dUq i(q2-q2)i « Ν Ρ , + Ρ ^ Ρ -qbutp,,? )|j (0)|Uh> 
η 
<ito|ju(o)|u(p1,p2)> (IV.3.13) 
where u|p1,p2> Ξ \\]{^^,^2)> is given by 
υΙρ,.Ρρ«-^ Σ Σ / Π Π —Í-Íd2ki,d2kí^(x.)B(jr,)íAx..l) 
Ρ η=1 m=1 i=1 j-1 xi yi " J J 1= 1 1 
^Vr1)^u)i2¥jx)fp":^ii^'"-V.x„^u^i^··^.-^ 
|Ϊ11.χ1»... V . ^ ^ u . - y r - ^ ' - V (і .з.И) 
In an analogy to deep inelastic electroproduction , we obtain 
Ρ i l " " n m i i > t i d y ï ? ? 
W(q¿,s) Ц--ІТ· Σ Σ ƒ Π Π — i - J . d ^ d ' T t ^ e t x J e t y ) 
(2π) Ρ η=1 m=1 i=1 j=1 ι yj "• J*- i J 
<к1і,х1;... ¡ ^ . к^.-Ут!... ^.-y m|j u(x)j M(0)|k 1 ix 1;,,, ,хп'' 
Ííi'-S···· ÍÍL'-3r»> (IV.3.15) 
u|n> represents a complete set of intermediate states and U|n> •* |n> 
(see chapter III, section 2). P·*» 
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j is a one particle operator. The evaluation of (IV,3.15) reduces to 
the calculation of an elementary process in which a parton (antiparton) 
from the set (k,·,x.;.·. к ,,x ) annihilates with an antiparton (parton) 
11·Α1···· "ni· η 
• -ν î' 
1· уі···· V 
from the set (k',-y.,... к",,-y 
Let (atb) Ъе the parton-antiparton pair; the elementary process is given 







x e - ^ î ^ . x ^ . - y j j ^ x i j » ! 
( 2 I T ) 
^ a i ^ a ^ l ' - V (IV.3.16) 
For spin zero partons expression (IV.3.16) is equal to 
í(Ci2-(Vk¿)2)x2(ka-k¿)vj(ka-k¿)U . (IV.3.1T) 
Taking the l i m i t 3 •* ", t f ixed , (IV.3.17) becomes 
λ
2
 í ( x y . - τ ) . (IV.3.18) 
a a ö 
For зріп J partons, expression (І .З.іб) becomea 
í(Cl2-(ka+k¿)2) u(ka,sa)Yiiv(k¿,sb)v(k¿,sl3)Y,,u(ka,sa) . (IV.3.19) 
Summing over a l l s p i n s , we obtain ( a f t e r takinR the l i m i t s + « , τ fixed) 
λ
2
 i ( x у ,-т) . (IV.3.20) 
α a b 
Substituting (IV.3.1(3) or (IV.3.20) into expression (IV.3.15) and inte­




we obtain for W(Q ,s) 
V/O2.*) = Σ λ2 J-^-JT «(Vb"0 S ( W B ) ' (IV.3.21) 
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vhere 





. з ) = Ι Τ. f Π Π — Ì - J - A ^ J A ' d ^ d210 8(х.) (у ) 
1 i^a j?fb X i y j u- JJ- »1 Di ι J 
(IV.3.22) 
n=1 m= 
«(bi-D^Srj-'^SijL)«2^!)!^^' 2 , and 
? n , " ) ( P 1 . P , ) - i 5 f i n , ° > (-ее 111.1.12) (IV.3.23) 
1 2 P I ' 2 
I f we assume t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s α l i m i t i n g behaviour for g(x >У
Ч
|Э). i . e . 




, з ) = g ( x
a
, x b ) , (IV.3.2U) 
2 
we get scaling for W(Q ,3) of the form 
dx dy 
lim W(CÍ¿t8) = W(T) Ξ ϊ x f / — S — S . í(x y -τ)β(χ
η




 yb а Ь a ° 
τ fixed 
As in deep inelastic electroproduction the scaling ie a result of the fact 
that the hard partons which interact with the photon are on their energy 
shells. So far we have neglected the contribution of wee parton exchange 
between the protons although they contribute if we sum to all order of 
perturbation theory. Ue can show that scaling is not violated even if we 
take this into account. 
Using the parametrization of fig. IV.3.I4, we see that, outside the region 
where wee partons are present, energy is conserved in the P-*» limit: 
E 1 + E 2 -
 Eï + E2 + % 
Ό 
πι 
Пиз imlioa that 
j—Γ 
+ x„ -2x = / ( x , - x j + 
— T 1 
1 - 2 ' ' ^ ' 
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 «... ef f Because χ = „ we have χ.Χρ'τ , This neans t h a t the argument of the 
4 function in (IV.3.21) i s not changed in the presence of wee partons so 
t h a t s c a l i n g i s not v i o l a t e d . Further we s e e , i f τ i s f i n i t e x. and χ 
can never be wee. 
I f we only deal with hard p a r t o n s , then because hard parton exchange i s 
imposs ible, we have f a c t o r i z a t i o n 
J | p 1 , p ? > -• |Up1>|b'p2> . (IV.3.26) 
no wee's 
Tins implies t h a t 
^ . P g ^ l l ' V " · îra 'xn i îU»-y1 Î-" i î lÎL'-yra ) = 
f p ^ U ' V · · V - V ^ U ' " ^ · · · ^ « - V (IV.3.27) 
Substituting (IV.3.26) into (IV.3.22), and using the definition of (III.2.28), 
we obtain 
a tvv 3 ) - W W - ^ v V ' (IV,:,-28) 
We see tha t condit ion (IV.3.2U) i s automatical ly s a t i s f i e d i f no wee parton 
exchange i s p resen t . 
From (IV. 3 .25) , ( І .3.2Г) and t i l l .2.?3)we i n f e r t h a t 
1 dx 1 dy 
rfd)«—V Ι -Γ f ν 6 ( V b - T ) F 2 ( x a ) F 2 { y b ) (IV.3.29) 
l У о а o *b 
a 
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In the derivation of expression (IV.3.29) we have assumed that f (χ) is 
* . . . 
independent of parton a . After we have described the annihilation 
process rather detailed we can now very easy explain the hremsstrahlung 
mechanism. 
B) :lu-pair production v ia bremsatrahlung. 
We consider t h e following mechanism: proton p ? ( p . ) emits hard partons 
and on«· of then c o l l i d e s with the on-coming proton p . t p « ) · This parton h i t s 
a parton or mult i parton s t a t e of proton P . ÍPpJi before or a f t e r a v i r t u a l 
photon of la rge q > 0 i s produced ( f i g . IV.3.5) 
F * - З-х^+Ч.^-^ 
ψ
Λ
^ ^=o->c^fr/ нД-х-х·)? 
Ύ^τ 
f ^ f /Ì?c-(|-X')?+ÌtM+tL 
- - x ' P - k t i 
a) 
|?Іх'-і)Р+Чы. p 2 = - ? ρ=Ιχ·-ν)?
 + Λνι. 
f i g . IV.3.5 Ъ) 
At the beginning of t h i s sect ion we mentioned t h a t a large l o n g i t u d i n a l 
momentum t r a n s f e r i s necessary in order t o produce such a v i r t u a l photon 
via bremsstrahlung (see a l s o I I I . 1 . 1 3 ) . From expression І .З .Ь and the 
I.M.F. parametr izat ion of f ig . IV.3.5 we w r i t e 
х*йі -•*. 0 < x , < 1 , 0 < 1 - x , - x < 1 , 0<x<1 (IV.3.30) 
Because τ i s f i n i t e , χ' can be never wee. 
However a large q t imel ike photon can never be produced by purely t r a n s ­
verse parton exchanfte. To see t h i s l e t us take i n t o account the t ransver se 
momenta. 
This assumption is always made in every Kindergarten parton model. 
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Overall energy conservation іярііеэ that 
,2 к
2
,^? , 2 j . 2 
¡SM. f = Ρ / 7 ^ 7 ^ d-x-x ' ÌP ^
 2 ^ . x : x , ) p *(i-x ')P * ^ГТГур . 
( iv . з . з і ) 
I f the momentum exchan/je i s purely t r a n s v e r s e , i . e . x' = 0, i t i s im­
poss ib le t o s a t i s f y equation (IV.3.31) with a large t ransver se momentum 
| к . | ( t = -^e i ) because 
Ух
?+Іл'. •x ?" -
? ? 2 2 
k
a l + n a Ν,1 + η 
"UUP ?P 
(IV.3.32) 
( the l e f t handsirle іч g r e a t e r than zero, the r i g h t hand s ide i s always 
s m a l l e r ) . I f vre describe the bremsstrahlungs mechanism by feynnan dia­
grams, they f a l l i n t o two types ( f i g . IV.3.6) 
,<4 
P2 
a ) f i g . IV.3.6 
Pi 
b) 
A k . 
Je s h a l l show t h a t rlia^rams of the type seen in f ig . IV.3.6b contr ibute 
t o the same order of з as the a n n i h i l a t i o n proces . At f i r s t s ight we 
should expect t h a t such a contr ibut ion from hard parton exchange i s 
suppressed by a fac tor -ту with respect t o the a n n i h i l a t i o n process . 
Ρ 
However, t h a t i s not the case because t h e v i r t u a l photon i s very far 
off mass s h e l l . 
Therefore l e t us study the two time ordered diagrama obtained from f ig . 
IV.3 .6, which are re levant for our c a l c u l a t i o n (see f ig . I V . 3 . 7 ) . For 
Ill» 
the moment we are only intereated in the upper part of these diaBraina 
f i e . IV.3.7 
Let из calculate the wave function of one photon and a parton produced 
by p1 (see f i«. IV.3.7) 
riy**K 
k





 / ί ι 
I (l-xb/xN-lu+H+OO) 
, 2 ^ 2 k-l+ra. 
0(1) i s of the form Σ „ι | p . 
^ і
1 
YX + U T — Χ 
Using overall energy conservation, which implies that x'» g · w e 
obtain 
t , a ) •
 2Х'РІ0(1) + (2-2x'-2x)P-K)h)- = 2x'( 1 - i - x ' U t 1 ) ' ( I V ' 3 ' 3 U ) 
1




We could a lso obtain expression (І .З.ЗІ») from 1.1 .U-1.1.8. The amplitude 
receives only contributions to order in Ρ - only from the l e f t movers in 
the direct diagram and from the right movers in the Z-diagrao. Неге, k^ 
i s a l e f t mover with respect t o p1 in diagram IV.3.7a and k^ a right mover 
with respect to p. in f ig . IV.3.7b. 
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Solving (IV.3.30) for a ve obtain: χ =• χ s ^-r - χ'. 
o x ' 
Substituting χ in (IV.3.3U) we get 
, « -2(1-x )P 
f
r, ' * 1 - 3 · (IV.3.35) 





2 n k i i + m i 
Where M », s t ι 1 13 f i n i t e because of the transverse momentum 
e f f
 i=i lxil 
cut off. 
We can do the same for diagram IV.3.6a. In this case ve obtain 
f ( Y , a ) ^ 2(1-,'?P t ( І # 3 # з 6 ) 
pi i*x'pW f f 
Before we proceed further, we must say something about the diagrams of 
fig. IV.3.6. For simplicity we have assumed that there is only one parton 
propagates between the electromagnetic and the strong vertex. But we can 
also take into account an η parton intermediate state (fig. IV.3.8a). 
Because of the transverse momentum cut off (Σ к.) is finite. Therefore, 
i?<c 1 
the probability amplitude that this state contributes, ia simular to the 
expressions (IV.3.35) and (IV.3.36). In fact, these partons are contained 
о 
in the term M ... Л second assumption is that the photon in fig. IV,3.6 
emerges directly from the proton p., but we can also allow for a photon 
that is radiated off a hard parton that is in turn produced by the proton 
p. (see fig. IV.3.8b). The probability amplitude that such a parton d 
with fraction ζ is produced, is equal to d . p(z) (see III.2.U3)· 
The total probability amplitude that a virtual photon is produced by a 
proton via hard parton emission is 
,
v o l P,U) -2z(1-x ) 
С '7 * -^Z ^ 5 («raph І .З.ВЬ) (IV.3.37) 
P i » d ,a 1.Г,>,_
Т
\Р2*Ч2 1 , u z" IUX'Z-TJPN-M 
eff 
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An analogous formula exist for (IV.3.36). Because p d(z) ia smooth in z, 
it makes no difference in the final answer if we do not include parton 
bremsstrahlung. Therefore, we shall unit it in our subaequent discussion. 
To sum up the Ρ dependence in the denominator of (IV.3.35) is wholly de­
termined by the fact that parton с is off-shell. All the other forward 
ρ 
moving partons are contained in the term M . (fig. IV.3.8a) or in the 
factor Pd^ z ) (fig. І .З. Ъ). 
fig. І .З.Э 
Let ua now return to expression (IV.3.35). Neglecting wee parton exchange 
as in the annihilation process (χ' φ 0) , there is a fraction χ' = τ 
( γ a) (0<т<1) for which the probability amplitude f · is large. We see that 
this is only true for the mechanism in fig. IV.3.6b and i t originates 
from the Z-graph in fig. І .З.ТЬ. 
The difference between the suppression of hard parton exchange in the 
annihilation process and the present situation, where no suppression 
occurs, can we see as follows: in the annihilation process, hard parton 
exchange can only occur between hard partons which are on the energy-
shell before they collide with the contra-moving partons. This collision 
contributes a factor ^ to the amplitude. However, in the bremsstrahlungs 
process, one of the hard partons is taken off energy-shell by the radia­
tion of a large timelike photon. If this hard parton collides with the 
contra-moving parton, i t produces a hard on shell parton. The probabili­
ty that this process occurs is suppressed by a factor of •% · However, 
for a certain fraction x' » τ , this probability becomes equal to P. The 
l a t t e r will be very important (see IV.3.1*9). 
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What w i l l happen i f 9 i s small? In t h i s case , we parametrize q as 
(xP 2xP ΐχ.χΡ) (IV.3.38) 
We have energy conservation across the electromagnetic vertex p,„-K -q ч· ΪΓ · 
~
 r10 со ο Ρ 
Hence к is on its energy-shell and k, mst be off shell (к -к, -к = -гх'Р). 
с
 ы
 ь ао Do со 
This is in contrast with the high Q case where к is off shell and k. is 
off-shell. So for low Q , hard parton exchange leads to a bad denominator, 
which cannot become small unless χ' = 0(·ρ). We know that wee parton ex­
changes add up to a finite contributioné The conclusion is that for low 
2 
q only wee parton exchange can contribute. We shall come back to this 
point in section 6. 
Finally, we remark that multiple exchange of hard partons can also occur, 
provided that they appear after the photon emission (fig. IV.3.9)· Here, 
parton e introduces an extra factor 1»(χ,-τ)Ρ into the denominator of 
(IV.3.35). 
fig. IV.3.9 
The first assumption that we wish to make is that two contra-moving spin 
J partons introduce a strong vertex of 0(P) as in γ,- theory (see 1.1, 
tabel I). 
With the help of the above statements, we can show that the bremsstrahlungs 
ρ 
mechanism leads to scaling in W(Q ,з). Furthermore, we want to show that 
the contribution to scaling comes from expression (IV.3,35), 
ρ 
To obtain a use full expression for W(c; ,a) we make the same assumptions as 
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in the case of the annihilation processi i . e . factorization and the 
omission of vee partons· (This w i l l be i l l u s t r a t e d by our model in the 
following s e c t i o n ) . Factorization w i l l mean that the amplitude i s the 
product of the wave function that proton p. producing a hard parton'b, 
multiplied by the wave function for a parton'a'produced v ia brems Strahlung· 
Thus 
u|p1p2> » Ujp^ U|p2> (IV.3.39) 
where U|P> i s defined in ( I I I . 1 . 1 1 ) . 
о 
Inserting (IV.3.39) into W(Cl ,s ) from (IV.3.11), we can proceed in the 
same way as with annihilation 
. - - η ra dx. dy. 
W ( 3 , s ) - —r Σ Σ / Π Π —=•—J-dTc.dTt ' .etx. )e(y . ) 
( 2 π Γ n-1 m=1 i=1 j - l x i y j " J i 1 J 
| λ
η
, χ 1 . . . ^ . « „ . Í J i - y , г ^ - (І .ЗЛО) 
j i s a one-particle operator so we have t o calculate an expression l ike 
ƒ d \ i (q 2-ft 2) / d^x е- І < 1 Х < l ^ , p 1 | j ( i ( O ) l p 3 > < P 3 | j , J ( 0 ) | k b , p 1 > . 
(IV.S.Ul) 
This describes the case of a hard parton k. coming from p p co l l id ing with 
proton p. , which in i t s turn undergoes bremsstrahlung into a v irtual photon. 
For spin-zero partons, (IV.З.1·!) becomes 
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λ^  «(Q-(?1+чъ-ка) г)(?р1-і) (г^-а)1 1 (и.зЛг) 
For srun s partons rfp have· t o takp i n t o account Oarton 'c' in f Ърсаиэе 
P 1 
i t 19 off i t s ener-y s l e l l in t i e '•«> l i m i t . This leads t o on a-inlitude 
of tho form 
λ^ 6(q 2 -(p 1 +k b -4 a ) ' : ' ) l(p 1 )Y i j CK c +Ti)r и(к а )1(к а )Г(Я с +п)у у иСр 1 ) (IV.3.1*3) 
Γ i s a s t rong v e r t e x , vnich provides JS J i t h an e x t r a f a c t o r P. 
b u b s t i t u t i n g (IV.3.h¿) or (IV.3.43) in to (IV.3.1*0) and i n t e g r a t i n g over 
a l l f rac t ions and parton raonenta, Jhich are not involved in the oroduc-
t i o n of the v i r t u a l photon, we obtain 
/ ( q 2 , s ) = T\? /d ? k .dxdx' « ( τ - χ ^ - χ χ ' ) χ ' f. ( x O h ^ ' ^ x . x ' . s ) . 
a al о p . w " 
(IV. 3.1» 't) 





а ) ( х , х '
і 3 ) = Σ ƒ Π - i i d ' k . mix - l ) i ( î . ) 0 ( χ ) | f C n ) | 2 
ρ 1 η=1 i^a χ ι ^ ' 1 1 ρ 1 
(ΐν.3.1»5) 
From ОыГ discussion of tiaijrans IV.3 . fa ,b , we i n f e r t h a t f has the same 
fv /il * fv я) p i 
form as r^' ' in ( IV.3 .35) ; so hK, · ' ( x , x ' ,s) becones 
p1 Pl 
h^^'tx.x'.s) « S _ _ . (IV.3.1*6) 
P1 Ix'tl-x-xMs+M^.,]" 
el I 
Usini; the relation between F (χ') and f. (x') (see III.2.29) we obtain 
с D 
for (IJ.З·'*1*) an equation of the form 
Expression І .З.Зб does not contribute to scaling as we shall see later. 
We o^ iit all irrelevant constants like Z\ , Σλ etc. 
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iV(q2,3) = ƒ ^Ц- d 2 ^ Γ2(χ')α(χ',3,τ) , (IV.3.UT) 
Τ 
where ^(χ',β,τ) is given by 





We want to notice that 0 is model independent. It is important to realize 
that for a certain fraction of the exchanged parton b x'3!, parton с is 
on its energy shell at the same time. This fraction is endpoint of the 
integration region in (І .ЗЛ7) because l-x-x'>0. AB in the annihilation 
process, we havo aaauned that f is independent of the nature of parton 
Ъ 
2 
For з>>И , (IV.3.'»S) becomes, t o leading order in в, 
w(Q2.s) = ƒ i i l d 2 k f t l F 2 ( x · ) 2—— (IV.3.U9) 
M
e f f (x'-t) s 
Fptx') is a smooth function in x'. If we cut off the integral over к , 
2 2 
at к , = M .. we obtain 
aj. eli 
lim W(<Ì2,B) = f(T) * (IV.3.50) 
3-хя 
τ fixed 
.low we see why the amplitude in (І .З.Зб) does not contribute to scaling. 
For in this case we have 
Statement (IV.3.50) also holds, if we replace factor 
(х'-т^з 
І .З.^Э by — — — — (n>2). Such a factor can come from multiple hard 
Κχ'-τΗ" 
parton exchange as in fig. IV.3.9· 
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M(Q 2 , 3 ) ( 2 ) = ƒ
 г
 ¿ | l d 2 k a L F 2 (x · ) - ^ •>< 0(1) (IV.3.51) 
: r x ' 9 s-*» 
Even the in te r fe rence t e m between (IV.3>35) and ( ΐν .3 ·36) does not con­
t r i b u t e because 
, , / „ 2 4 Ì n t , d x ' .? , „ , , > 1 . 1 . з 
W ( C i
 ·
3 ) = /
 Ρ —
 d k
a i V х ' х ' ( х ' -
Т






In t h i s sec t ion we have 9hown t h a t both mechanism out l ined above 
c o n t r i b u t e t o the same order in s t o muon-pair production for high s and 
2 Q . Furthermore, we have seen t h a t both c o n t r i b u t i o n lead t o s c a l i n g of 
о 
Г(Ч , s ) . The cross sec t ion becomes 
% = Í 2 V T Í ' ^ ) + W B ( T ) } . (IV.3.53) 
VC 3 ( q ¿ r 
Before we conclude t h i s sec t ion l e t us make the follcrwin»; remarks: 
a) As have assumed t h a t the i n t e r a c t i o n of the v i r t u a l photon with the pa r -
tons i s p o i n t l i k e . This assumption can be proven for the bremestrahlungs 
( 12) 
mechanism. Using the Vard-Takahanki i d e n t i t y for the proper proton-
photon ver tex rtM2 , Q2 , k2) (see f i g . IV.3.1*) and the D.G.S. 
p resen ta t ion , one can show t h a t : 
( i3) 
lira Г(М2, CI2, к 2 ) л, 0(1) . (IV.3.51*) 
2 2 
^ = fixed 
к 
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It is obvious that wo have a pointlike interaction between the photon 
and the colliding partons in the annihilation process, because a form 
factor would imply that there is a parton exchange between the two 
contra-moving protons, and this is forbidden as we have seen. In this 
respect we do not agree with the authors in ref. 31, who claim that a 
form factor can appear. 
b) In deriving expression (IV.3.53) we have assumed that there is no inter­
ference between the annihilation and bremsstrahlung processes in the 
s-*· limit. In the next section we shall show that this is true in a cer­
tain model. 
c) Our claim that bremsstrahlung gives a contribution of the same order in 
s as annihilation is not in agreement with the conclusions of ref. 6, 
where the first process is studied in a true infinite momentum frame 
(fig. III.1.2). In this frame the exchanged parton has a very large 
transverse momentum i.e. k. = x'vT. The transverse momentum cut off 
argument would then imply x V ? = M .., i.e. x' is wee; but wee parton 
exchange can never produce a large q virtual photon. The conclusion 
in ref. 6 is therefore that bremsstrahlung is ruled out. Our counter 
argument is that if we also describe the annihilation process in the 
true I.M.F. both partons have large transverse momenta. Consequently 
the universal transverse momentum cut off also rules out this proceas 
because both partons become wee, and χ ,y. = ^ - implies that Q should 
be small. So their arguments are not consistent. Our second objection 
is that the universal transverse momentum cut off is frame-dependent 
and can only be employed in the C M . frame of both colliding particles 
(pp or e ρ ) because only in this frame the cut off phenomenon is ob-
. (Iß,22) 
served · . 
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1» Mu-pair production in γ pseudo зса іаг-зр іп ; theoryi 
In t h i s sect ion we s h a l l introduce an exanple t o i l l u s t r a t e t h e 
statements t h a t were made in the previous s e c t i o n : t h i s i s the model 
of J r e l l , Levy and Yan , where partons are represented by bare piona 
and nucléons, t h a t i n t e r a c t v ia the pseudo-scalar fernion i n t e r a c t i o n 
harailtonian 
Hj-tt) = ig ƒ d3x } ( x , t ) Υ5τ « ( î , t ) . î ( x , t ) (І .Ц.1) 
Although we could have used other examples such as quantura e lectrodyna­
mics, the above model i s a b e t t e r one for our purposes because i t shows 
such features as a good t h r e s h o l d behaviour for F (ω) (ω-Μ) and f a c t o r i ­
za t ion in our bremsstrahlungs process [which i s not the сазе with Q.E.D.). 
In t h i s p e r t u r b a t i v e f i e l d theory the s t r u c t u r e function W(Q ,3) i s given 
by 
π m *" 
W(3 2 t s)= - fd q. Ä(q 2 -q 2 )e(q 0 ) Г « Ч р . + р , - Σ к . - Ζ k !-q)T Ти , 
n,m
 J
 i = 1 j = l J 1J 
(IV.U.2) 
where Τ i s the i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g amplitude of two protons producing 
a v i r t u a l photon plus n+ra partons i . e . 
Τ = < P . f P j J ( 0 ) | k 1 . . . k . k ! . . . ^ > . ( І .І4.3) 
μ * 1 " 2 1 u ' 1 n" 1 m 
For the annihilation process, Τ T w is represented by the feynman diagram 
in fig. IV.U.Ia, while the bremsstrahlungs diagram is depicted in fig. 
IV.l4.lb. 
A graph such аз fig. IV.U.Ia is calculated in ref. 1U). In fact we can 
simplify this and simular calculations by keeping only the main features 
12lt 
4i. JL 
' I t k2 






























of the amplitude belonging to auch a diagram. In the last section we 
learned that, to calculate W(Q ,a), we should integrate over all parton 
momenta к., k! not coupled to the virtual photon. 
Therefore, proceeding aa in chapter III, we replace the partons к., к! 
Ъу two cores X and Ϊ which have momenta I k . I 4! respectively. The 
invariant masses of the cores {VL = (Ik.*2 and M 2 = (Ek!) ), are finite 
because of the transverse momentum cut off. 
Thus instead of a wave function, in which the proton consiats of η par-
tona, we have one that describes a proton consisting of one core and 
one parton. The parton interacts with a parton coming from the other 
proton to produce a virtual photon. Therefore we can replace diagrams 
IV.U.Ia.b by IV.U.Sa.b. 
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fig. IV.U.2 
Аз outlined in chapter III, we assume that the wave function of a proton 
consisting of a core X and a parton a is given by 
Φί^,χ) = — 
хО-хЖІ^.х) 
ГГх( 1-x)-( 1-x),l2-xll£-k^  
(IV.U.U) 
with the following I.M.F. parametrization 
2 
ρ = (Ρ + -h . δ. p> . 2? 
Ρ ? 
ν"* ^ С = ((1-х)? + ?(і-х)Р ' "^і-' ( 1- х ) р ) · 
2 2 
к 1 + М 
and р
а
 = (хР +
 2 х р
а
 , к^.хР) . 






( p . p
x
) 2 . M 2
a 
(IV.U.5) 
The inclusion of spin is a trivial matter (see III.2.38, III.2.39). As we 
have pointed out in chapter III, * describes those partons that are not 
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directly involved in the interaction with the virtual photon· If parton 
ρ is on mass shell, ψ and Φ are related to the deep inelastic structure 
function F (χ) (see ехргечзіопз III.2.U0 and ІІІ.2Л\). 
However, if we have to deal with an off mass shell parton such аз с in 
fig· IV.4.2b, there is no such relation to a measured structure function. 
From section III we only know that the hard partons that belong to the 
core çive no extra factor Ρ either in the denominator or in the numerator; 
thus, Φ is independent of P. Hence we assume that, if the core is coupled 
to an off иачз shell parton, we can replace Φ by an effective constant g. 
This implies that for the bremsstrahlungs process we can omit the core in 
the upper part of the diagram IV.I*.2b. The coupling of the proton with 
partons b and с is t-iven by this effective coupling constant g. 
In fact, for the study of the annihilation and the bremsatrahlung mecha­
nism, it is sufficient to calculate diagrams in lowest order perturbation 
theory. Let us define the amplitude for mu-pair production 
\ = <P 1.P 2|JJ?3.P 1 I> . (І .І4.6) 
Because of gauge invariance, Τ is given by the five elementary diagrams 
in fig. IV.U.3. As we have seen, the coupling between the proton and an 
off mass shell parton is g, whereas the coupling with an off mass shell 
parton is given by ф.(к·, , χ · ) , where i refers to parton i. 
о 
Че shall now compute W(q ,β) from the five diagrams in fig. І .Н.З, 
ρ , p„ are the momenta of the protons, ρ,, p. the momenta of the cores 
(which have spin 3), a and b are pseudo scalar partons and с , с' ; d , 
i' are spin J partons . 
Each graph in fig. І .Ц.З, labelled i (i = 1,5), gives a contribution 
A. to the total amplitude Τ in (IV.U.6) so that 
5 
Τ = Г A. . (IV.U.7) 
11
 i-1 1 μ 
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Д ^ £2- », ìr > £ f г, У$* , fi 
\Ч i 
тг^  п- т^ Т~ "£ ^ 
1) 2) 3) 
Pt Ρ , PJ ?J_ 
ΗΪ-ι ^
2
 — ? г - > -
• ι 
\\ kaj 
4 ! *\ \ К ^ ^ ''4 
4) 5) 
f i« . IV.U.3 
о 
The structure function 4(4 ,з) becomes 
ι η о





п /i!n2-a?-)ñ(r, 1 / ¿ ƒ =-WCT.s) = ¡ /d4q ít^ CTMcj ) ƒ 
and 
0











 = Σ Σ A. AT =• Σ M. . , (IV.U.9) 
where M. . = Α. Α " , and M. . = A. A'Í • A. AV for i У j. 
l i ιμ ι ' i j ιμ J JW i J 
Since Z-graphs give a very important contribution to the breraastrahlung 
process, we should use covariant instead of time-ordered perturbation 
theory to calculate Τ . 
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* 
fhe f ive amplitudes are 
(ρ,-Рз) -μ 
1
 2 Ü ( P U ) Y U ( P 2 ) (IV.U.10) 
(Р 2-Рц) -w 
A2w = Хс в ФЪ U ( P 3 ) ( - I T ) i J g 2 Ϊ 5 ^ ( Ρ 1 ) J-Z u(pu)Y u(p ) 




4 = Xc'e*b "(Рз^з1 Τ Т^2 t-^gbtp,) -g-j uíp^Y и(р?) 







 λ<ί8*& » ( Р Ц ) « - І Т )ι -г·-? YjutPa) -TS ^T^y^W 
(Рц+Ч) -м ( р і " р з ' " μ 
(IV.U.13) 
Su = Xd'«*a " ( P u b j i 3 - 2 ( - ^
У
Ь ( Р 2 ) - _ u ( p )γ u ( P l ) 
(Pj-l ) - ч l p l " p 3 J " w 
(IV.U.Il*) 
Before computatinfî 11 i t s e l f , we should make some s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s . F i r s t 
we can equate a l l ferraion -nasses because f i n i t e maaaes do not play any 
e s s e n t i a l ro l e in the theory . The seme i s t r u e for boson masses. Fur ther -
more, some diagrams in f i g . І .Ц.З vanish for c e r t a i n values of t h e par-
ton charges. As s-»<=, diagrams 1) , 3) and 5) in f ig . І .Ц.З dominate over 
the o t h e r s . In order t o sinrolify our expressions we s h a l l put λ = λ , 
and λ = λ , a t the end of our c a l c u l a t i o n . Using t h i s s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , 
which i s not e s s e n t i a l , we can very easy add the amplitudes A and A 
t o g e t h e r , and s i m i l a r l y for A, and A_ . 
The computation of II s t ra ight forward . After we have done t h i s we sub­
s t i t u t e the I .M.F. v a r i a b l e s . These are 
* 
λ are the parton charges. 
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2 
q = ( ( х 1 + х 2 ) Р • 2 ( X i ^ g ) p . V (Χ,-Χ-,ΙΡ), 
ρ1 = ( Р + І р , î , Ρ), 
ρ, = ( ρ + ^ . * . - ρ ) . 
2Ρ 
2 2 






- » і '
р +
 гП^ТТр · "i l» < 1 - χ ι ) ρ ) · 
2 2 
k 2 l + M 
p
u
 3 ( ( 1
-
χ 2 ) ρ + 2 ( Ι - Χ 2 ) Ρ · к а · ( 1 - х г ) ? ) . 
Р ^ J /Γ . 
and q, = -It,ι - ^зі · s u c ' 1 that 
О < χ , , x 2 < 1 
«id | k 1 i | , | k 2 L | « P . 
To leading order in P, we obtain 
• " " ^ [ ^ X x ^ d - x ^ l ^ k ^ x ^ ^ ^ a аъ » - - S ) 
λ^ { 1 2 8 x f ( 1 - x 1 ) ( l - x , ) P i , } { k 2 i + M 2 x ^ , . 
Ч .
 с
 , i 3 2 £ 2 - Φ β (IV.U.16) 
2 2
 ( 2 i i ) 6 [ l i x 2 P 2 « 4 f l 2 I k | L * M 2 x 2 * M a ( l - x 2 ) | 2 Ъ 
M λ = ^ ^ 1 - * l " ì - » 2 ) p ' , " ' t l ^ 2 » 2 } 42 2 , T V . 1 7 . 
M „» τ r—r-r—5 5-5— г Ф
ъ
 Я (IV.Ц.IT) 
3 3








X 2 ) ( l - X 1 ) p Ì t ) ( k 1 l t M 2 x i }




 Ζ 2 2 2 2 Γ 2 ~ 2 2 *а β (І .Ц.13) 
** ( 2 π ) 6 [ U x 1 P 2 + ; i i 2 ] 2 [ k 2 i + M 2 x 2 + u 2 ( 1 - X 1 ) ] 2 * 
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\l { Ι 2 θ χ 2 ( 1 - χ 2 ) ( 1 - χ 1 ) ρ 1 * } { ^ 1 + · 1 2 χ 2 } 
( 2 n ) 6 [ U x 1 ( l - x 2 ) ? 2 + 1 ¡ , ] i ^ i + M ' > x ^ M ? ( l - x l ) l 
( І .Ц.19) 
λ&λ { 3 2 х г ( і - х э ) ? ? ) ( Ч ^ Л ^ ) ( к ^ + Ч 2 Х ^ Ф ^ а В 
( 2 w ) 6 { ! . x 2 P 2 + l l f } | к ^ + 1 1 ? х ^ и 2 ( 1-х, )] I k | I + 4 2 x ^ g 2 ( 1 - x 2 ) ] 2 
(IV. l t .^0) 
X a X c · i 3 2 x 2 ( l - x 1 ) ( l - x ? ) T > ? } ( k 2 i + M 2 x 2 ) ( 4 2 i + l 2 x 2 ) Φ ^ β 
(2π)6 [ Ux2( 1-х, J?2*,!2] | к ^ * 12χ2+μ2( 1-х, )] [ k ^ + 12χ2+μ2( l-Xg)] 2 
( І .Ц.21) 
V d < 3 2 х 1 ( 1 - х 1 ) Р 2 К к 2 1 > 1 1 2 х 2 ) ( к 2 ^ М 2 х 2 ) Ф 2 Ф ь В 
( 2 π ) 6 [ Ι ^ , Ρ 2 * î 2 ] Ι к 2
і
+ М 2 х 2 + У
2 ( 1-х, )] 2 [ к ^ + . Л ^ + у 2 ; 1 - x 2 ) ] 
( І Л . 2 2 ) 
X
a
Ad, { 3 ? х , ( 1 - х ? ) ( 1 - х 1 ) Р 2 } ( к 2 1 Л 2 ) ( к | 1 * 1 1 2 х | ) Ф2ФЬІ; 
( P u ) 6 | U x , ( l - x ? ) ^ + ^ ] [ k 2 i + 4 2 x 2 + u 2 ( l - x , ) ] 2 [ k | i + 1 2 x 2 4 . u 2 ( 1 - X 2 ) ] 
[:v.u.?3) 
λ λ { 2 5 б х 2 ( 1 - х ) ( 1 - χ J P ^ t i k ^ + x 2 ! ! 2 } « 2 / ; 2 2 Ч 1 2J. 2 ' b-






 t 3 2 x 1 x g ; i l . k 2 L °
U > ( l - x , ) ( 1 - x 2 ) Ф ^ в 2 




Xd, ( З З х ^ р к 1 1 . к г 1 Р Ц } ( 1 - х 1 ) ( 1 - х 2 ) ФаФь S 2 
(?ιν)6 [ 1 . Χ , ( 1 - Χ ? ) Ρ 2 + Ί [ ] [ U x ? ? ? + H 2 l [ k 2 i + M 2 x 2 + p 2 ( l - x l ) ) [ k 2 i + 4 ? x 2 + p ? ( 1 - x ; ? ) | 
( I V . h . 2 6 ) 
* c -
A d t 3 2 x , x 2 k 1 l . k 2 L P } Ф а Ф ь < 
( 2 π ) 6 [ l»x2( 1-х, ) P 2 + t ' 2 ] [ l * x , P 2 + ' ^ ] | k 2 i + M 2 x 2 + u 2 ( 1-х, )] [ к ^ + 1 2 χ 2 + υ 2 ( l-Xg)] 
( I V . U . 2 7 ) 
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 (2тг)6 [ Ι,χ1 ( 1-х?)Р2 +ч2] Ι Ι*χ2( 1-х, )P2+Il2] [ Ч ^ + і Л ^ + и ^ 1-х, If k 2 i+M 2x 2+u 2{ ι -χ 2 ) ] 
( і .и.г ) 
λ.λ., {25бх?(і-х 1 )Р 1 , }(к? | +:і 2 х?) * 2 g 2 
\ч г: ö~~? 5 ~ ? — 5 — τ " ? г ? (IV.U.29) 
5
 ( 2 π ) 0 [ U x 1 ( l - x 2 ) P 2 + M 2 H l . x 1 P 2 + M f ] f k 2 i + M 2 x ^ ( l - x 1 ) M 2 ] 2 
2 k i i + m i 
Where M. i s of the type ΐ — — — , although i t 3 exact form i s not of in-
i x i
 a 
terest for our calculations· 'ie denote the contribution to W(Q ,в) from 
M.. by W... 
ij * ij 
Collecting terms of W. . and simming over a l l parton charges we obtain 
ι J 
U(2IT) a 
( k 2 I > M 2 x 2 ) ( k | 1 ^ 2 x 2 ) x 1 x 2 Φ2Φ2 





2 ( 1-х, )] 2( k^+M 2 x 2 + i i 2 ( 1-x2)l a 
(IV.U.30) 
W 22 + W 23 + W 33" Г Т Ь ? Σ "=82 ^,ΐχ^,^^ίΐχ,ντ) 
-'-' 4(2π) с 
-, 2 It . 2 ^„2 2 
гэх .х . к0|+М х- -
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 *b · (IV.U.31) 
[ х 2 ( 1-х, ) s+M 2 f f ] 2 [ к^+М 2 х 2 + д 2 ( 1-х2)] 2 * 
where we work to leading order in Ρ in the denominator« This suggests 
that we make the following approximation 
[ Ux2P2+M2][ Ux2( 1-х, )P2+M2] - 1бх2( 1-х, )PU+kMf?2l Xg+Xg-x^jJ 
+ MJ * U s [ x 2 ( l - x , ) e + H 2 f f ] (IV.U.32) 
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We can do the same for the remaining VÍ. . , e . g . 
WI,U*WU5+H55 = TTTTS l ХУ ' ^ 1 d x 2 d
2 l l l i d
a k 2 l e ( x 1 x 2 - T ) 412π J d 
0 h 2 . 2 ^,2 2 
23X1xg l t u W χ ι χ 2 
[ x ^ 1 - x 2 ) 3 + t ^ f f ] 2 [ k 2 i + M 2 x ^ y 2 ( l - x 1 ) ] 2 a 
4(2π) а,с 
2x xjif ( i t ^ + M ^ X k f . + M ^ ) Φ2*,, 
— L S ^ t — Ü i — l i ] — ^ л (IV.U.31*) 
[ х 2 ( 1-x 1 )3+M 2 f f J 2 (k | L +M 2 x 2 + 2 ( 1 - х 2 ) ) 2 ( к 2 і + М 2 х 2 - ( . у 2 ( і - Х і ) ) 
ч(2іі) a,d 
2х χ М, (k-.+rn x-Xk^i+ra х_)Ф Φ. 
1 2 1
 Ü ! 2L 2 _ а Ъ (І .І».35) 
[ X, ( l - x 2 ) s + M 2 f f J 2 ( k 2 i + M 2 x 2 + u 2 ( 1-х, ) ) 2 ( k | i + 4 2 x 2 + u 2 ( 1-χ2) ) 
W8I.W25+W31.+W35" ¿ 7 c!d X c X d e 2 / / d x 1 t a 2 d 2 k 11 d 2 | l 2 l í ( x lV T ) 
( І .Ц.Зб) 
-(2x 2 x 2 3 г 1 і . г а 1 ) ФаФь 
[ x 2 ( 1-х, ) 3 + 4 2 f f ] [ χ, ( 1-x 2 )3+M 2 f f ] [ k 2 i +ra 2 x 2 +w 2 ( 1-х, )] [ ^ + ι ι ι 2 χ 2 + μ 2 ( 1-x2)] 
The following expressions ore f i n i t e i n t h e l i m i t s-*», τ fixed 
W l T W 2 2 + W 2 3 + W 3 3 a n d V + W U 5 + W 5 5 · 
Also, W 1 2
+ W
n
 and W ,+W . behave l i k e — for s-», and W2l|+W +7 ,+W = 0 
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because of symmetrical integration over к , or к . . We conclude that the 
interference terms between the three groups of diagrams l), (2,3) and 
('t,5) in fig. 1.T vanish. 
Further, we have checked that 
1 1 TS 
W22· Wlil» ^  77 · w h e r e a 3 W2jt 71,5 * ~ 1 ο β ~2~ ( f o r a'*m a n d τ finite). 
M
eff 
Therefore, only W , W and W survive in the в*" linit. However, if τ 
is small i.e. Q -v- 0(M2 ), W , W,, and V , W.,- are of the same order 
in s as W , W - and W . Therefore we take them into account in order to 
have a smooth connection between low and high τ in W(Q ,s). 
2 2 
We shall assume that for Q ъ 0(M „.) the interference terms between the 
e n 
annihilation and the bremsstrahlungs amplitudes (i.e. W.., W , W , and 
W ) are negligible in comparison with the above amplitudes. 
After integrating over the delta function, we obtain for the annihilation 
diagram 
ίΛτ) = W^tx) - — — % / - ^ F 2 ( X 2 ) F 2 ( T / X 2 ) , (І .Ц.37) 
τ
 ξ




H 2x 2)»2 
where F (χ) = ., Ε λ" ƒ dTt. — is the deep in-
2
 2(2π)3 a a i [ kf+M2x2+u2(1-х)]2 
elastic structure function for spin 0 partons (see 111.2.1*0). 
Moreover we have made the assumption that the function φ (k,,χ) does not 
depend on the nature of the parton, so that we can put 4 = 4 . 
Similarly the bremsstrahlung diagrams give 
V V J Í W ^ T H W ^ T H W ^ T H W ^ T H W ^ Í T H W ^ T ) - A ƒ dl2 - ^ - GUJJ.S.T) 
(IV.U.38) 
2 2 
2„2 y λ y χ: 
g к. ϊ с ε d 
where A = „ { — • „ } , к. is the typical transverse momentum 
2(2π) 2 Г λ 2 Σ λ 2 i m a X 
Ъ о a a 
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cut off (which we take to be about UOO HeV/c), and 
2 s t
2 
α ( χ 2 , 3 , τ ) — 5 £ . (І .Ц.39) [ x 2 ( x 2 - T ) e + M e f f l 
From (IV,U.37) and (IV.U.38) we obtain f ina l ly the cross sect ion for mu-
pair production 
a E - . i î g î i / t T ) • W B { T ) ] . (iv.U.Uo) 
äH 34 в 
We have derived an expression for —rr which i s moreover, factorizable. 
dQ This implies that the cross sect ion (IV.h.ko) i s given by the product of 
three terms: a point l ike cross sect ion and a pair of structure functions. 
This i s a character ist ic of many parton models, see e .g . ref. 15. 
Before concluding th i s sect ion we must aay something about the polarizat­
ion of the rauon pair. 
For the annihi lation process the determination of the polarization i s very 
simple because the annihilation partons are on mass s h e l l . 
Let us therefore return to expressions IT) and 18) of sect ion 3 . 
For spin-zero partons we have the photon vertex-factor 
(k - < ) . (IV.U.ltl) 
a o p 
The large components of the vertex are μ • 0,3, whereas the transverse 
components are small, so the cross section receives only (to leading 
order in P) contributions from the longitudinal component. 
The opposite is true for spin J partons: here we have the vertex 
v(k¿)Y u(ka), with k a - -k^ . (IV.lt.1*2) 
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In t h i s сазе the transverse components are large and the longitudinal 
ones are small. The cross-sect ion receives i t s main contribution from 
the transverse components. Thus spin-zero partons produce longitudinally-
polarized photons, whereas spin j partons produce transversal ly pola­
rized photons. 
(27) Deep i n e l a s t i c electroproduction experiments at S.L.A.C. indicate 
that most partons are spin-J p a r t i c l e s ; from th is we infer that the anni­
h i la t ion process produces transversal ly polarized photons. 
2 * This implies that the distr ihution of the decay muons varies as 1+cos θ , 
* 
where θ i s the decay angle in the CM. frame of the muon pair. According­
l y , we sha l l only see t h i s in our model for / q < 2 GeV(see sect ion 5 ) . 
For the bremastrahlung process we do not expect our predicted polarizat­
ion to Ъе аз r e a l i s t i c , because parton с ( f i g . IV.U.3) i s far off mass 
s h e l l (off energy s h e l l ) . 
I f the v irtual photon i s emitted by a apin zero-parton, the v irtual photon 
i s longitudinal ly polarized as in the annihilation process, see IV,1»,1+1. 
The case of spin-] partons, і з more complicated because fermion k„ i s off 
mass s h e l l , so we cannot use the simple expressions introduced in IV.U.U2. 
We must study the complete expression as given in IV.3.29, in particular, 
we must compute the values of 
3(p3)Yu(¿3+)í+ra)ru(p1) and (IV.1».U3) 
U(P3) r^-ii+mW^ u i p , ) , (IV.U.UU) 
where Г » 1, γ,.. 
We can distinguish two cases 
I The longitudinal components of p. and p. are parallel, whereas those of 
k. and p. are antiparallel. 
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He obtain 
μ=0,3: ΰ ( ρ 3 , Γ ) γ 0 3 (^ 3 +іі+т)Ги(р 1 ,з ) = Οίρ) 
S(p3 , r)r( í1-) í+ra)Y0 gUCp^s) = 0(ρ) (IV.lt. 1*5) 
u=1: u t P j . r J v j ^ + i i + n O r u í p ^ s ) = ltix2 / П х ^ Ρ 2 X ^ X g 
ü f p j . r j r í í ^ i í + m ^ u í p ^ s ) = U i x 2 / l - x 1 ' Ρ 2 X * ^ . (IV.U.Ug) 
In t h i s сазе the dominant c o n t r i b u t i o n to the сгоэз sec t ion cones from the 
t ransver se components; here too the v i r t u a l photon i s t r a n a v e r e a l l y pola­
r i z e d . 
I I The l o n g i t u d i n a l components of ρ and p , are a n t i p a r a l l e l whereas those of 
k. and ρ are p a r a l l e l . 
We obtain 
g»0: и(р 3 , г )у о ()а 3 +4+п)Ги(р 1 , з ) =· х^' Ρ Xr α x g , 
_ "4/2 2 + 
у=3: и(р 3 , г)у 3 (^ 3 *й+га)Ги(р 1 ,8) » - β χ ^ ' Ρ x r о х в , 
u=0,3: u(p3 , r )r(¿1- i í+m)Y0 j u t p ^ s ) = U/x^ ( ΐ - χ , ΐ Ρ x r α х з , 
(IV.li.U7) 
and 
11*1 ütpg.rJYj^í^+ií+mírufp^s) = 0 ( P ) , 
3 ( p 3 , r ) r ( í 1 - á + m ) Y i u ( p l , s ) »0(P) , (IV.U.U8) 
with o =» σ, i f Γ » γ . and 
α » 1 i f Γ » 1. 
If the exchanged parton (p,) has spin J, the longitudinal components are 
large.which implies that the photon is longitudinally polarized.In this case 
the amplitudes have the behaviour 
13T 
:ip2 •>• o(p
2), :{ -ν oil·2), and :i23 л, x^i-x^p 1* 
Ноге the interferonce terra ia dominanti We know, however, that this tern 
does not give из an extra factor s after integration over x,, but only 
1 1 
— log 3. './„., ^  — log 3 for з-~>. 
3 23 a 
Therefore we conclude t h a t t o have sca l ing i we requi re сазе I in which 
bremsstrahlung produces t r a n s v e r s a l l y polar ized Dhotons.However, we can­
not t o t a l l y r u l e out сазе I I · I t і з poss ib le t h a t such a mechanism could 
dominate for low s and be suppressed at higher e n e r g i e s . 
In the following sec t ion we s h a l l assume t h a t a l l partons are quarks so 
t h a t , for i n s t a n c e , pions and nucléons are ba re : we can imagine t h a t the 
pion i s a qq s t a t e which i n t e r a c t s with other quarks via γ_ coupling· 
Because these quarks have spin J , we i n f e r , t h a t they a n n i h i l a t e t o pro­
duce transvereally p o l a r i z e d photons.This a l so holds for the bremsstrahlung 
process in сазе I above. So the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of the muon p a i r w i l l 
2 * , . ι 
behaves l i k e 1+cos θ (see sec t ion I D . 
5 F i t on the B.N.L. d a t a and d i s c u s s i o n . 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we s h a l l analyse and discuss recent experimental data in 
the l i g h t of the expressions IV.U.37, IV.lt.38 and IV.U.UO. But f i r s t l y we 
should say something about the nature of the p a r t o n s . Also we have t o i n ­
clude in these expressions our formalism the l o n g i t u d i n a l momentum cut 
for the v i r t u a l photon (see sec t ion 2 ) . 
F i n a l l y , we s h a l l study the i n c l u s i v e c r o s s - s e c t i o n i n order t o compare 
i t with those processes in which the detected p a r t i c l e i s a hadron. 
( 48) We assume t h a t partons are the well-known Geli-Mann Zweig SU(3) quarte . 
So t h a t baryons are b u i l d of t h r e e quarks and mesons of α quark-antiquark 
p a i r . We c a l l these "valence quarks" . 
Notice t h a t the quark-parton model d i f fer s from the ordinary quark models 
in t h a t hadrons cons i s t not of velence quarks alone but a l s o of an i n f i n i t e 
" s e e " of quark-antiquark p a i r s . This was f i r s t suggested by Bjorken and 
13В 
They showed that, on the Ъазіз of a model for F (ω), it is impossible 
to describe deep inelastic electro production data including only va­
lence quarks (in which сазе Γρίω) -* 0 if ω-»·»»). The "sea" plus valence 
quark idea leads to a qualitative description of the data i.e· F (ω)->ο^0 
for ω-»·" (For more refined models see also ref· 16). 
The presence of the quark "sea" also affects the annihilation process 
(quark-antiquark collisions). So the annihilation mechanism is impossible 
if the proton only consists of valence quarks. 
Following the procedure of ref. 15, l6 and 17, we can split F (χ) (x= —) 
into two parts 
F2(x) = C(x) + V(x) . (IV.5.1) 
c(x) and v(x) are the contributions to F (χ) from the "sea" and valence 
quarks respectively. We similarly decompose Fp(x) in two terms 
F (x) = P(x) + P(x) . (IV.5.2) 
P(x) and P(x) are the distribution functions of the quarks and the anti 
quarks reap. Assuming that the sea of qq pairs consists of an equal mixture 
of quarks of all types (i.e.: ρ,η,λ, ρ, ñ, λ ) , we have, for the proton 
P(x) = J C(x) + V(x) 
(IV.5.3) 
and P(x) = Ì C(x) . 
Λ parametrization for C(x) and V(x), which gives an approximate fit to the 
electro production data , is 
C(x) = 0.30 ( 1 - x ) T / 2 and (IV.5.h) 
V(x) = 1.1 /x (1-х) 3 . (IV.5.5) 
One of the features of all quark parton modela is that the valence quarks 
contribute mainly to the threshold behaviour of F (x) (x * 1), and the 
sea to the Resse region (χ ^ 0) (see expressions IV.5·'» and IV.5.5) 
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Using the above d e f i n i t i o n s , ve may wr i te the ann ih i l a t ion cross sec t ion 
as 
. A , 2 , 
dtì2 3(Q 2 ) 2 1 2 ' 2 Ï λ 2 1 2 ' 2 
b Ъ
 (IV.5.6) 
(ΐν.5·6) is an improvement of (IV,1*.37) because it shows explicitly that 
only the anti parton part of F (χ) can contribute to annihilation. 
We do not need the above procedure to describe bremsstrahlun?; instead 
we substitute the following parametrizrvtion for F (χ) into expression 
(IV.5.38) ( 1 9 ) 
F2(x) = (1-x)
3[ 1.27b + 0.5989 (l-x)-1.675 (1-х)2] . (IV.5.7) 
In order to conpare (IV.U.37) and (IV. 1(,33) with experiment, we must take 
the longitudinal momentum cut into account, аз in section 2 
I al lab > гцич = 12 Те /с . 
This puts bounds on the x« integration, .ie distinguish two cases 
a) proton 1 in in roqt, 
P i l = І Xp3 + 0(1) in CM. frame, 
p.q = It q. i n l a b . frame, 
so t h a t χ > 
2 М
^ач 
b) protop 2 is in rest, 
pp<l = ] χ s + 0 ( 1 ) in C U . f rane, 
p ? q = 'A q in l a b . frame, 
lUO 
and, in t h i s с а з е , χ, > ——— or χ- < „,, . 
These c o n s t r a i n t s cfin be expressed by int roducing a s tep function i n t o 
(IV.5.ß) 
A 2 
^-ô = • ! i : : V ô " d x . d x , « ( χ , χ , - τ ) - V { P t x J P Í x - í + P í x J P C x , ) } 
dQ2 3 (Q 2 ) 3 ' 2 1 2 Σλ2 2 2 
J[ (х 2 bSSD + eCx, Ь£1)1 . (IV.5.B) 
Doing the same for the bremsstrahlung cross s e c t i o n , we obtain 
der чтга , , , j . , . _ , v., Mini LMIM. 
— 5 = 5-5 //dx dx 6 ( X , X „ - T ) F (x )0(x ,з ,т)а[ в(х ) + 
d42 з(сГ)2 ι г ι ? 2 г г г s 
2 М 1· и™ 
(χ, f S i ) ] . (IV.5.9) 
Comparing our p r e d i c t i o n s with experiment, we are faced with the d i f f i -
2 . 
cu l ty t h a t only data a t s = 57.12 Зе i s p r e s e n t l y a v a i l a b l e . As men-
2 t ioned m s e c t i o n 1, Q cannot be equal t o s because the f i n a l s t a t e 
' max * 
contains a t l e a s t two protons . This i s r e f l e c t e d in the value for τ 
max 
a t d i f f e r e n t energies (see t a b l e 1) . Now, we have always put τ =1 i n 
the upper bound of previous i n t e g r a l s over x ? , but t h i s i s only c o r r e c t 
о 
for very high s ( i n fact for з-χ»; Q •* s ) . To take t h i s f i n a l s t a t e 
e f fect i n t o account we must change our s c a l i n g var iab le τ . I f we do n o t , 
2 2 
the cross s e c t i o n w i l l vanish for Q near s= 57.12 (JeV ( i . e . far out­
s ide the phys ical r e g i o n ) . The region where t h e cross sec t ion decreases 
¿2. = η «+. m= / 0 2 " very r a p i d l y s t a r t s a t m = 1J.5 GeV; in order t o get — = 0 a t m=/Q' , 
we introduce a new s c a l i n g v a r i a b l e for ra > I+.5 GeV, v i z . 
, _ \Л(з. Q2. ί.Ί2)' (IV.5.10) 
where Xtx.y.z) was defined in s e c t i o n 1 and UM = 3.52132 GeV . F u r t h e r , 
Ші 
τ' = 1 at m =/ft and τ' + τ for s.Я" >> ЬМ . We must emphasize that 
пах 
the replacement of τ by т' із only justified if the final state is domi­
nated Ъу the two proton ayatem. 
We have verified that at m = U.5 GeV the cross section parametrized in τ 
joins smoothly onto that parametrized in τ'. Our procedure is in con­
trast with ref. 20, where the authors introduce the variable τ' for the 
* 
whole ranee of ra. In fact, for m < U.5 GeV, the missing mass is larger 
than 9.35 3eV , so the assumption that the two proton state dominates be­
comes progressively less valid for decreasing m. 
Including the corrections introduced at the beginning of this section, 
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We must emphasize that a good fit is not possible because of the crudeness 
of the theory (as well as the data itself). Our first aim is to reproduce 
the shoulder in the data between m=3 and h GeV. Fig. IV.5.1 shows that 
this is possible because of the combined effect of annihilation (curve 2) 
and bremsstrahlung (curve 3). The shoulder emerges very clearly. Note 
that the annihilation process alone cannot produce auch an effect; also 
that annihilation dominates for low m, bremaatrahlung for high m. 
In our fit we have excluded all data above m» Ό GeV because a) some of 
see the end of section 1. 
lU2 
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11*3 
2 · 2 
the data has Q values that exceed the kinematical bound Q . b) there 
max 
is uncertaincy in our theoretical description of -r- at threshold 
/~2 ' in = V Q (reflected in the fact that the theoretical cross section 
max 
drops less sharply than the data). 'Ve can explain the steepest descent 
of the experimental curve if we assune that other hadronic states become 
important for m > lt.5 GeV. 
о 
Another explanation is that φ (x.k ), which we have put equal to a con-
^ a 
stant <ç for the bremsstrahlun/î process, can also behave as (1-х) . Such 
a factor could produce the rapid fall off of the observed section be-
cause, if 5 •* s, x. ·* 1 and x» •* 1 (τ = x.Xp). 
We have also cut the data for m < 1.7 Зе . As mentioned above, the theore­
tical cross section in this region is completely determined by the anni­
hilation process. If we introduce the longitudinal momentum cut, our pre­
diction lies far below the experimental data (about three standard devia­
tions). We cannot remedy this with bremsstrahlung contribution without 
also spoiling the fit in the region 1.7 < m < It.5 GeV, because the brems-
strahlung curve would then be too large. 
Therefore, we fit only the twenty data points between 1.7 and U.5 GeV. 
Because the experimentalist have not published error bars for all the data 
2 2 
we cannot compute a χ /data point. Moreover, we have no X to compare 
with, because most fits are extremely bad. Fitting by hand we obtain 
A = 0.116 GeV2 *. 
We can qualitatively understand our theoretical cross section as follows. 
2 
The annihilation mechanism cannot account for the low Q data and we anti­
cipated this from deep inelastic electro production experiments, where 
2 2 
scaling sets m for Q bigger than 2 GeV . Below this value the data can 
better be explained by assuming that the photon is hadronlike (ref. 21). 
2 . . . 
Therefore in the low Q region, we treat the initial photon as a hadron 
and use Regge models or Regge-Mueller theory as has been aplied in in-
(22) . . . 
elusive reactions . We come back to this point in the next section. 
The bremsstrahlung process is highly suppressed with respect to annihi-
p 2 
lation in the low Q region, because of the factor τ in (IV.U.39), The 
2 . . . . . 
opposite is the case at high Q where the annihilation contribution 
For 'Л we have chosen 1 GeV , which is a typical cut off value. 
IUI» 
T/2 3 drops very sharply due to the term (1-х.) . (1-х ) in the integrand 
(if τ -» 1 then x.iXp -»I)· Bremsetrahlung drops less because the inte-
3 Brand behaves like (1-х-) · 
theor 
It is possible to improve our fit: if we look at the curve of — 
dm 
below m=3 GeV, ve see that the experimental data lie below our fit. 
We can correct this by assuming that the partons are not RU(3) quarks but 
(23 ) . 2 10 
so called charmed GU(U) quarks . In this case Ε χ = —— (instead of 
2 b D 9 
rr), and the annihilation contribution is reduced by a factor 0.6. However, 
. . 2 
this worsens the fit at low Q . To prevent this, we can borrow an argument 
from deep inelastic electro production: because of a breakdown of scaling 
2 (2U) . 
at low Q . Bloom and Gilman have introduced a new scaling variable: 
ω' = ω + ì-я (ref. 2), Using this variable they get a better fit for F^tüi'). 
We can usé the sarae argument for x. and x . in (IV.5.8) and ( IV.5 .9 ) , There 
we accounted for the longitudinal momentum cut in such a way that we ne-
1 . . . SMquiIM glected — terms. To correct th i s i t i s reasonable to replace x„> — — -




" 2 — г — 7 
and analogously for x. 
The result of the above replacements is exhibited in fie. TV.5.2 .where 
A-0.133 OeV and 00.296 GeV .The behaviour around m»3 GeV is better repro­
duced than in fig. IV.5.3 · 
The parton model cannot give detailed prediction of the behaviour of the 
cross section „ „ as function of q . We can only say that, because 
dfTd qj. 
of the cut off on parton transverse momenta (|k| |< UOO MeV), the transverse 
momentum of the initial photon is similarly limitedMq, |= Ik.i+k-i |< 800 MeV). 
(2) . ! 
This is in agreement with the B.N.L. experiment : in section 2 we quoted 
that the differential cross section is flat out to |q. | = 1 GeV and drops 
very rapidly for higher transverse momenta (see also ref. 25). 
1U5 
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1U6 
For future interfist, we uigh to invest igate the implications of our model 
at higher energies. Using A = 0.116 lleV ami the SU(3) quark model as in­
put, we exhibit ^- at s = 950 SeV2 in f ig . IV.5.3 and at s = 2850 Зе 2 in 
dm 
f ig. IV.5.1*. 
о 
We have also drawn the curve of 95% confidence leve l at a = 285О OeV 
given in ref. 3« We see that bremsstrahlung dominates for medium and 
high m. Thus we cannot distinguish between proton-proton and proton-
antiproton induced muon pair production ( in contrast with ref. 26). 
In the l a t t e r process in our model, the fast decrease of the annihilation 
cross sect ion i s reduced because an anti quark i s more l ike ly to be found 
in an anti proton than in a proton. But the bremsstrahlung contribution 
at τ * ! i s so high that i t completely overwhelms the annihilation process. 
We see from (IV.5.3) that the annihilation t o t a l cross sect ion σ varies 
аз In s . However, th i s i s not confirmed by the low s data, where the cross 
sect ion r i ses by a factor 5 from s = Ό to 57 GeV (see table I , sect ion 
2 ) . We conclude that the annihilation mechanism gives no good explanation 
for the low Q data (which determines the t o t a l cross s e c t i o n ) . This i s 
a l so ref lected in table I , where the theoret ica l t o t a l cross sect ion i s 
one third of the experimental one. Finally we infer from table I that 
В 1 
the bremsstrahlung cross sect ion a behaves l ike — for assymptotic 3. 
We now turn to a calculation of the inclusive cross sec t ions . 
Introducing the parameter x, which i s the fraction of the incoming proton 











 from which follows 
. χ » /X 2 +1IT . _ v x »UT -Χ 
Χ, = g and x 2 = ψ— . 
From (IV.U.3T) and (І .Ц.38) 
£ - - j - m a x ^ j m . 1 1
 { ρ ( χ ) ? ( - ^ ) p ( ) ) ( I V i 5 i 1 1 ) 
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в Q2„„_ , . . г 
J j a _ . ƒ m «
 dC l
2
 і і 2 | _ - Л ,
 { F ( χ ) 0 ( χ 3 , T ) + F (Χ ) 0 ( Χ ,β,τ) } . 
d X
 1.0 35 a / X 2 + U T 2 2 г 2 1 1 
(IV.5.12) 
The l o n g i t u d i n a l CM. iiomentum of the photon іэ given by Cl,„„ a χ p„., i . e . 
/ « a 3 7 2 ^ . ^ 4oCM . 
»x +UT * whence 
PCtl 
o^CM + q3L'il . QoCM " Q3CM 
x i =
 0 „ and χ = ——*— . 
1 2 PC!1 2 2 РСЧ 
(IV.5.11) becomes 
Φ - = ƒ raaX d42 ^ Р ^ Ц {PU.mxJ+PUJPUJ},* (IV.5.13) 
d ( i3cu 1.0 3 ( q 2 ) 2 4oc:i ς λ 2 1 2 1 2 
b b 
vrhere Q2 = з + UM2 - 2^V^M 2 +Q 2 ... 
max 3CM 
We can now c a l c u l a t e the l a b . croas sec t ion with the help of the l o r e n t z 
t ransformation 
SCM = a i n h u QoWb + C O B h U S l a b ' 
«oCM " < : 0 3 ΐ ΐ ω 4 o l a b + e i n h u Slab· 
a n d
 \m ' \ ΐ ώ ' 
ао t h a t 







Φ / г а а х
 atfïZL——L- - Ι - {Ρ(χ )Ρ(χ )+
Ρ
(χ ) Ρ (
Χ
 )>, (IV.5.1U) 
d 3 31ab 1.0 3 ( q 2 ) 2 S l a b Ι λ 2 1 2 2 1 
4e o m t t h e i n c l u s i v e bremsstrahlung cross s e c t i o n s , which can be derived 
from (IV.5 .12) . 
11*9 




2 ( E l a b + , , ) 2 - 2 t l 3 1 - . - P l e b — ^ 2 - 2 ^ ! * * · 1 » 1 ( Ч 3 1 а Ь - Р і а Ь ) 2 + и м 2 ] ' · 
Final ly, we s ive the rapidity (y = ι logí
 Q^ } ) cross sect ions in the 
'*o™ Я 
C M . frame. 
Because we neglect Q., which is small, we can also write 
y = l o B ( - ^ l , 




C O a h У
СМ· 
SCM = , ^ , " , Й усм· 
a , l d y i a b " C^M* ω · 
-Уп 
„ j-t "cu . _ r i 'см 
= /τ e and x„ = /τ e 
so that: χ г / т е and χ = /т e 
The rapidity cross sect ion becomes 
j A a 2 „ ι 2 
do , max .„2 «ira 1 ^ — = ƒ ' " " dQ" ^2— - I , - Í P t x . J P l O + P í x - i P í x . ) } . (IV.5.15) 
^СМ 1.0 3 ( Q 2 ) 2 Σλ2 1 2 2 1 
b ь 
3.4.L. data ' 2' is only available for ¿jj- at 12<(L<29 GeV/c (i Ξ q ). 
Using the SU(3) q.uark model and A = 0,116 as input, we obtain curve 1 in 
fig. IV.5.5· That this lies below the data is no great surprise, for 
. theor 
— does not fit the low m data that gives the dominant contribution 
dm 
to (IV.5,lU). We assume that our underestimation is due to the overall 
2 * 
normalization constant (e.g. Χ λ ) is smaller than 2/3 ) and multiply 
•зя— by the factor σ,. f = 2.61 (curve 2). This curve also lies below dt^ tot 
theor 
2 . 
Deep inelastic electro production experiment indicates that ÍL is 
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the data (2-3 standard d e v i a t i o n s ) · ./e riu^t conclude t h a t our model i s 
not even able t o give a q u a l i t a t i v e d e s c r i p t i o n of the low в d a t a · 
In f i ç . IV.5.6-IV.5,11 we p lo t the cross s e c t i o n s : - j ^ — (Q.,, = Q,„„) and 
^CM 3 
da ,. , • 
a t severa l ene rg i e s . 
For increas ing s the curves have the shape of a t y p i c a l i nc lus ive hadro-
n ic process such as p+p •* π + anything Cref. 13). The t h r e e features are 




IV.S.11) Ъ ) , a s teep f a l l off i n both fragmentation regions (y e ± y ^ X ) , 
and c) — — at 4„,,=0, behaving as — r . 
dQCM СЛ " ¿ « + 1 1 
We observe t h a t , in con t ras t t o r— , ann ih i l a t ion overwhelmes brerasstrahlung 
. ^ . do3 li 
in these cross aec t iona . From f i g , IV.5.10 we in fe r t h a t : . . "v 3„., 
о * η ^ М ι-Μ. С"
1 
аз Q C H - 0. 
Before concluding this section we make the following remarks. Comparing 
our predictions with experimental data, we are faced with the difficulty 
2 
that data is only available at s = 57.12 QeV . This energy is too low for 
scaling as well as for inclusive reaction effects (compare fig. IV.5.6 
with fig. IV,5.10). A condition for scaling is that s is high enough to 
separate both fragmentation regions by a central region. The typical 
width of the fragmentation region is ûy =2, so, in fig. IV.5,7, the 
fragmentation regions are not separated. Another condition is that τ'+τ 
(IV.5.10) so that the final state does not influence the scaling variable. 
He can only hope that some features, that show up at low energy will aleo 
persist at higher ones i.e. the shoulder and the independence of A on s. 
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6 Comparison of the parton model vith other models. 
In this section we shall compare our model with other recent approachest 
In the limit we are considering (s-*», τ fixed) we discuss first the light 
cone dominance of the matrix element 
<p 1p 2 | Ju(x)j)j(0)|p1p2> (IV.6.1) 
which appears in 
ν μ μ = ƒ d \ e- 1 < 1 X < p 1 , p 2 | J u ( x ) J i i ( 0 ) | p , P 2 > . (IV.6.2) 
We shall also say something about the connection of our model with theories 
of inclusive reactions, and compare our bremsstrahlung model with others 
that are baaed on a field theory * . Before we discuss the light 
cone dominance of matrix element (IV.6.1), we should repeat some arguments 
that lead to the light cone dominance of the one particle deep inelastic 
electro production matrix element 
<p|j (x)J
v
(0)|p> . (IV.6.3) 
* 
The fourier transform of this tensor is 
A
 v




(0)|p> . (IV.6.1») 
Although we can transform the current product (IV.6.h) into a causal commu­
tator using spectrum conditions, this is impossible for W . This implies 
that light cone dominance in deep inelastic electro production is better 
justified than for μ-pair production. 
However, we shall assume that the product of two local operators hbs singu­
larities on the light cone, a condition that is satisfied in all renorma-
(3?) lizable field theories \ 
The argument for li.rçht cone dominance of (IV.6.3) proceeds aa follows: 
neglecting lorentz indices which are irrelevant for our considerations, 
ρ is the proton and 4 is the virtual photon momentum. A concise review 
of the kinenation is given in ref. 27. 
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A(q2,pq) = / A е^* <p|[J(x) J(0)] | р> = ƒ ά*χ e ^ * C(x2,xp) (IV.6.5) 
Here the relevant limit із ι", -н» with α)«-—- fixed (υ • ^ , q < θ). 
q 
I f С(х ,χρ) і з a 3nooth function of χ and xp, the Hieraann-Lebesque t h e o -
(28) 2 2 
ren t e l l s us t h a t for v,q •• "> , ω fixed ' i(q ,pq) -• 0 i . e . t h e rap id ly 
o s c i l l a t o r y fac tor e , which we can w r i t e as 
• \ . M 
B iqx = e i v ( t - Z ; - i - ζ ( p = ( : , i ö ) > ^ ( „ , ο , Ο , υ + H) ) , ( IV.ß.6) 
wipes out all contributions of C(x ,χρ) to Λ, with the exception of the 
region of constant phase çiven by 
It-»I < ¿ . 
and tfz < ττ 
О к О ? ? 
зо that χ < -£ - χ]; (q =-4 ) . 
2 2 2 k 
The matrix element ia zero for χ < 0, во for Q •* «·, 0 < χ. < —ζ , and 
η 
the light cone is dominant, 
о 
The above arguments are no longer valid if C(x ,χρ) is strong oscillatory 
or contains singularities. In this case, the Riemann-Lebesque theorem 8ay9 
that support of the matrix element Λ comes only from that region where 
singularities are present. Field theory tells us that a product of two 
local currents only has singularities on the light cone, 
so we write 
C(x2,x?) , * Í с (x2)f (xp) , (IV.6.7) 
χ
2
- 0 η n n 
where с (x ) is singular for χ ·* 0, and f (xp) is smooth. 
η η 
If these conditions are satisfied, the light cone is still dominant. The 




Let из again choose the rest frame of the proton aa reference frame, i.e. 
Ρ = (M,0). 
Suppose that f (xp) behaves as: e x = e and that M ч. 0(v) e.g. :i = av. 
Ίe have 
i { (1+a) t-z}v- i — ζ 
ί ν ι
ί (χ .ρ) л, e ω (І .6 . ) 
e n . 
The phase of this expression is constant if 
|(l+a)t-z|< - and ζ < Ц , (1+a)t < ^  
ao that (l+a) 2t 2-z 2 < - τ . 
чг 
Using causality we infer that the support of (IV.6.3) only comes from the 
2 
regxon χ > 0. 
« ρ ρ li ι 2 1 
This implies that xf < t -ζ < —-s · + ζ { - -1} , 
1
 Q2 (1+a) 2 ( l + a ) 2 
and for Q2,v - - :xf < z 2 { 1 , -1}< (Ц)г{ '•
 3 -1} v i t h ^ f ixed. 
'
 i
 ( 1 + a ) 2 Q2 ( H a ) 2 Q2 
Therefore, support does not only come from the l ight cone but a lso from 
regions far away. 
However, in the case of a one-particle matrix element where M i s f in i te 
M (a = —), we have no strong osc i l la tory behaviour of the matrix element, 
from which l i ght cone dominance follows. For mu-pair production the s i ­
tuation i s di f ferent. 
The fourier transform of expression (IV.6.1) i s 
W
w u
(q2,9,p1q,p2<i)= /dUx e " l q , X < P 1 P 2 I ^ ( х ) ^ ( 0 ) [ ρ , ρ ^ 
= /d\c e - 1 < l x F ( x 2 , s , x p 1 , x p 2 ) , (IV.6.9) 
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where,beBÌdea the causal commutator,ve are faced with two other differ-
ences between deep inelastic electro production and mu-pair production. 
i) The light cone expansion of the current product can be made in κ аз well 
2 . . . 
as in sx . In the latter case, we cannot distinguish between light cone 
. . . 2 1 2 . 
singularities of different strength, because χ ъ —τ and 4 = та imply 
2 1 
that X s 'v. o(l). Л И models show that the matrix element is bounded in 
b) Because both protons cannot be at rest simultaneously either xp or xp 
are large (see IV,6.8). Therefore, we can expect a highly oscillatory 
behaviour in Γίχρ.,χρρ), which implies that not only the light cone 
but also other regions contribute to the integral. 
We want to show that our model (and in fact every parton model) is an 
example of the latter case. 
. . (29) . 
The annihilation diagram has been analyzed by Jaffe with the re­
sult 
1 1 ^ i i P v 'У 
<p1.p2|J1I(y)Ju(o)|p1p2» - - . I-îj / -J-e χ ι F^x,) 
a λ o 1 
a 
1 dx iP .y 




Ρ - (/x^p+m , 0, χ,Ρ) and 
Ρ
χ
 - (/фЛга2', 0,-x2P) . 
The bremsstrahlung cross section (IV.H.38) is 
Brand, Altarelli and Preparata assume that F(x ,β,χρ.,χρ.) is dominated 
by Regge behaviour · . 
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¿я. = ¿л«! ι








dQ2 3q 2 3 τ x ' [ x ' t x ' - r b + M 2 ^ . ] 2 
(IV.6.11) 
We can rewrite (IV,6.11) in the fona 
2 2 
% = i ï S - I ƒ dx, ƒ dx, «(x.Xp-TÍF.ÍxJ — , 2 -
dii2 332 S о 1 о 2 ' 2 2 2 tx^(1-x,)e+M2 f f ] 
(IV.6.12) 
For convenience, let us define 
D(X 1,X 2,S) = — j 
. 2 2 A.x^.s 
[х^Сі-х^з+М2^]2 
(iv.6.13) 
In the P*· limit, the 5-function in (IV.6.12) becomes 
sU^-t) " f^ / * * A^fx.Q^e X l X 2 (І .б.ІІі) 
and we obtain 
ι 2 , 1 1 _ i(P +P ).y 
á2_ = І Е - J- ƒ dUy / dx ƒ dx2 Д+(у,Ч
2)е χ1 *2
 { F (χ ) 
dQ 3Q ¿ о о * ¿ 
DÍx^Xj.s) + F 2 ( X 1 ) D ( X 2 , X 1 , 3 ) ) (IV.6.15) 
From expressions (IV.1.11)-(IV.1.13) we infer that 
do Una 1 1 ..U ., ч ./ 2 _2i .Л -і<1'У 
dQ 2 3Q2 э (гит)1* 
< p 1 P 2 | J u ( y ) J l l ( o ) | p 1 P a > . (IV.6.16) 
* û j x . m 2 ) = — Ц ƒ d1*? (р ) ä (p 2 -m 2 ) e i p x 
(2ж) 3 0 
ібо 
which can Ъе rewritten 
^ - · ^ 7 h / Λ u+(y,Q2)<P1P2|Jlj(y)Jll(o)|p1p2> . (iv.6.17) 
dq 34 
Comparing (IV.6.17) with (IV.6.15) we obtain finally 
1 1 i(P +P ).y 
«P^slJ (y)JU(0)|p1P2> = -3 ƒ dx / dx e X1 X2 
0 0 
{F2(x1) (x1,x2,3)+F2(x2) (Xj.x^a)) . (IV.6.1B) 
Both matrix elements (IV.6.10) and (IV,6.18) have no eingularitiee on 
i(Ρ +P ). ν 
the light cone. Further, they show the oscillatory factor e x1 x2 , 
which destroys light cone dominance in the relevant limit. 
We have shown that the prediction of the parton model for massive u-pair 
production is different from that of light cone dominance models. This 
is true for annihilation as well as bremastrahlung. However, in deep in­
elastic electro production both models are in agreement with each other 














1 sinP .x 
/ dn
 p 4 • F2(n)) } .where (IV.6.19) 
Ο η" 
Ρ = (/ц2Р2+т2', 0, ηΡ) and йЧх.т 2) » - ^-ζ Д(х,т2) 
. 2 dm 
The singularity in the current correlation function in deep inelastic 
scattering comes from a parton that remains on mass shell before and 
after the scattering by a virtual spacelike photon. This is in contrast 
* Д(х,т2) - — Ц · ;dUp (р )в(р 2-т 2)е і р х . 
(Zw) 3 
Ібі 
with nu-pair production where there із no freely scattered parton either 
in annihilation or breraaatrahlungj a time like virtual photon, with phase 
space factor Δ (/,ί1")! is cancelled between (IV,6.15) and (IV.6· 17). 
The hremsstrahlung can only have light cone singularities if both partons 
b and с in fig. ΙΙΙ.3.Ί are on mass shell (see also ref. 33), but this is 
impossible if we wish to produce a time like photon with large 5 . So the 
expression for the bremsstrahlung mechanism in ref. 29 is only a guess 
because it assumes that this process is dominated by a light cone singu-
larity of the kind that appears in Д(х,т ). This assumption is not support­
ed by our model. 
Other authors · also claim that the bremaetrahlung is light cone 
dominated. Their arguments is as follows: 
Scaling of the deep inelastic scattering structure functions W.,W indi­
cate that the light cone singularities are the same as in free field 
theory. This leads to the ansatz that the hadronic current J behaves 
as if it is free in the deep inelastic limit. Neglecting lorentz in­
dices (which are not essential for our discussion) we obtain, after 









+(х)ф(х) ф*(у)ф(у): . (IV.б.20) 
The f i r s t term in (IV.6.20) i s the t o t a l l y disconnected part that contri­
butes t o e e - annihi lation; the second i s the semi-connected .piece that 
appears in deep i n e l a s t i c scatter ing; the l a s t i s the t o t a l l y connected 
part in massive mu-pair production. 
Jaffe and B.A.P. agree that the bremsstrahlung process i s de­
termined by the second terra. However, whereas Jaffe shows that th i s con­
tr ibution i s neg l ig ib le B.A.P. claim that i t i s very important: they 
* J(x) - : ф+(х)ф(х): 
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therefore make several assumptions among which is that the matrix element 
_< P 1,P 2U
+(x)*(y)|p 1,P 2> o u t 
in 
shows Regge hehaviour in s· 
(IV.ζ.21) 
They claim that an insertion of 0(xiy) 
element 
= Φ (х)ф(у) into the matrix 
_< Р^ рІ у ^ (IV.6.22) 
out 
does not af fect the high energy behaviour (IV.6.22) і э nothing but the 
e l a s t i c proton-proton s c a t t e r i n g a-iiplitude) · 
I f we now represent the matrix element by a mult i p e r i p h e r a l diagram, 
( i . e . f i g . I V . 6 . 1 ) , (VI.6.21) behaves as in re f . 31: 
α(0) , 1 . „ , p 1 ( x - y ) P 2 ( x - y \ ƒ
 d a F ( _ _ , _ _ _ ) . 
But this Regge ansatz is only justified 
j_
a
 provided the rungs are not affected by 
> 2 ? 
the v i r t u a l photon mass q , i . e . q '<< s . 
: : o(x,y) 
f i g . IV.6.1 
This can be checked by e x p l i c i t c a l c u l a ­
t i o n . From chapter I I I we know t h a t Rerçge 
pole dominance i s equivalent t o wee parton 
exchange. But such a mechanism cbnnot 
2 produce a large q time like photon. 
For more comments on the B.A.P. model 
see ref. 37. 
Λ point of resemblance between our model and theirs is that B.A.P. divide 
the amplitude in two pieces: one due to the fragmentation regions of both 
protons and the other due to the pionization region. These regions are 
defined as follows: 
О(хіУ) - Φ (х)Ф(у) is a bilocal operator which is equal to an infinite 
set of local operators. 
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2 . . 
The fragmentation region of proton p.. is q, ,ρ.ι finite and s.p.q -» » 
P 2 " 1 . P 2 4 " " Β,ρ,α -• -II If 
2 . . 
The p i o m z a t i o n region i s defined by q f i n i t e and р,^|Рр1,з-^» with 
э ' 2 
— ^ — = f i n i t e · The p ionizat iona region w i l l dominate a t high q, 
,Ч-Т2Ч 2 
whereas t h e fragmentation region dominates for low q . Both c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
reproduce r a t h e r wel l the shoulder in f i g · IV.5.1 as in our model. How­
ever, t h e i r model contains five free parametere compered t o ours.which 
has only one. 
Another way of gaining an understanding of massive mu-pair production 
i s t o look a t t h e i n c l u s i v e r e a c t i o n 
p+p •* ρ •"anything (IV.6.23) 
which i s r e l a t e d t o the process 
p+p -• γ +"anything . (IV.6.2U) 
ρ 
For low q , we can assume that the intermediate states of the matrix ele­
ment which describes the coupling of the photon to hadronic matter is 
dominated by vector mesons such as Ρ,ω and φ. Neglecting the isoscalar 
component of the photon, we are left with the p. 
In this approximation the cross section of (IV.6.2U) is given by 
2 
- Й І _ , ¿ Ϊ | Ϊ φ 1 «2Ϊ (see réf. 31.). (І .б.25) 
d V q 2 3q2 Ρ (m2-q2)2+m2 г 2 л \ 
Ρ P P 
One looks now for a p a r a n e t r i z a t i o n of the " s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of the p-meson" p(q. ,q, ,q, ) ( I I I . 1 . 2 0 ) defined by 
P( ІЗ- = Ίο -Τ" 0 * (IV.6.26) 
d q. 
I61t 
Other inveetigationa of p(q , ς , , ς ΐ ) are tr ipple Hegge modela and 
the work of Sakurai and Thacker . Аз in the case of large space l ike 
2 . * , . . . . . 
q , where the photon acts i f i t la bare (point l ike interaction with 
hadronic matter) we c learly cannot expect ρ dominance to hold at high q 
2 ( e . g . more vector raeaons can contribute at higher q in such a way that 
'•'(Q ,e í aca l e s ) . 
Let us compare our work with field theoretical models that are constructed 
for low q . 
We know that the annihilation cross section takes i ta maximum value for 
2 2 ? 1 
very low q . For q =* 1 GeV": Χ..*, = τ * — and we have a typical multi 
peripheral process aa in graph IV.U.Ia. \ wel l known property of th is 
do 
mechaniam i s the f lat plateau in the central region of т— Mio the peaking 
of - ^ — around Q




prise us that, for low and high q , f i e ld theoret ica l modela show the 
same features. I t i s very well known that pract ica l ly a l l models show 
both features mentioned above. I t i s therefore more interest ing to inquire 
what the annihilation mechaniam predicts for the fragmentation regions. 
According to equation IV.5.11 the rapidity cross sect ion has the behaviour 
- £ _ Ό (1-х) for χ •+ 1 (χ Ξ — - χ i s the same as defined in 
^ / 3 V . 1 1 ) . 
(IV.6.2T) 
(IV.6.27) goes to zero for χ •* 1 faster than predicted by Regge-Mueller 
** . . . . . 
theory and indicated by a typical hadronic inclusive reaction i . e . 
p+p -•¥ •"anything'.' This leads us to conclude that in extrapolating — -
2 . . . d < 1 
to low q other processes may appear besides annihilation and bremsstrahl-
ung. This may explain the discrepancy between theory and experiment at 2 low q . 
it 2 
For low q the photon has a hadronic behaviour, see ref. 21. 
** The Regge-Mueller prediction i s ( 1-х) 1 " 2 < : , t 0 ' (-J < a(0) < 0 ) . 
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äquivalent to the bremostrahlunK process at high 4 are those at lov/ q' 
which are studied in several papers. We shal l discuss here only the 
approach of Fried and Gaisser . 
They consider process ΐν,6·23 where the р-гаезоп ia soft i . e · the p-meson 
i s treated in the same way as soft photons, radiated away in part ic le-
part ic le scatter ing . The cross sect ion has the typical forra 
4 2 - -v. - /¿Ω ΙM I 2 exp {K} ƒ " X dn - 5 - p(n)V2(k) . (IV.6.28) dx 3 ' o' n+x 
о 
M і з the amplitude for the process in which no vector mesons are radiated 
о \1А"\ 2 
off and /di! l o1 has the form of an e l a s t i c t o t a l cross sect ion 
2 3 
(|Μ I means: average over all spins). 
exp {Kl represents the probability that no vector meson radiation occurs 
a n d
 2 3. . 
( 2 i r )3 2 Ш 3 U 
where V is the amplitude corresponding to the soft photon limit of the 
bremsstrahlung graphs in fig. IV.I*.3. Notice that the partons exchanged 
IM I 2 between the two proton legs are wee i.e. r^ ' o haa the form of an 
a 
e l a s t i c cross sect ion . Here, q i s parametrized aa 
2 ^ 2 
m + q. 
4 - (χ? + - £ 2 r f ~ t\> χ?) · 
In this model, •—• has the same shape аз in our bremsstrahlung model. In 
particular, 
| | л. (l-x) 2 for χ * 1 
and 
-r- * χ for χ + 0 . dx 
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Remember that in our model we have .- ^ Q for Q . •* 0 (see f ig . 
CM 
V.5.10). Also, in ref · 35, interference diagrams between the two groups, 
(2,3) and (U,5), cancel, whereas they vanish in our model by symmetrical 
integration· We want to emphasize that the resemblance i s accidental 
because the approximations made are quite dif ferent. 
Fried and Oaisser concluded, that the bremsstrahlung raechaniem cannot f i t 
the typical inclusive reaction data of ref. 35« They suggested that me­
chanisms such as the multi peripheral one must be introduced to explain 
do 
the central region in — , but that implies that the bremsstrahlung me­
chanism must be t o t a l l y suppressed in order to y ie ld a good behaviour in 
the fragmentation regions ( v i z . peaks of curve 3 in f ig . V.5.10). This i s 
in agreement with our model i . e . annihilation overwhelms bremsstrahlung 
completely. 
Such a model described above cannot be used to explain massive mu-pair 
ІМ~І
2 
production; in t h i s case, the exchanged part on must be hard and , ' o' 
fuit '^ "^ ™" 
s 
is no longer an elastic cross section. Therefore, we do not agree with 
ρ 
the authors of ref. 1U, who used the ваше model for high q without any 
other contributing mechaniem. Further, they used и .(pp •* pp) for 
ι~\2 e i 
' da 
resulting in а — τ which lay far below the measured cross 
ài 
1Í7 
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С II Α Ρ Τ Κ li V 
HüLATÍOa ВЬТ'.Л'.К! Til Ε ΗΛΡΙί)» OK Λ COHPOaifK РДИЧЧСЬК ЛЧР 
AHOmLOUS THHEGIIOLDG Li THE INFINITI; MOMENTUM FRAME 
In this chapter we describe a method to determine anomalous thres­
holds for the trianKle and box diagrams by choosing a suitable infinite 
moaentum frame (I.M.F.). Using this frarae we obtain a relation between 
the radius of a composite particle and the thresholds of the vertex and 
box graphs· Moreover in the case of the box graph, we have to calculate 
only two diagrams instead of the usual six· With the help of this re­
duction, the absorptive parts of the vertex function and the amplitude 
are easy to compute. 
In 1958 Karplus, Gommerfield and Wichmann found the positions of ano­
malous thresholds in the triangle and box graph using covariance pertur­
bation theory. They also determined the conditions for these thresholds 
to appear in the physical sheet. 
(2) Their work waa completed by Landau , who proposed a method to locate 
the singularities of any given Feynman diagram. 
Later Cutkosky gave a prescription to evaluate the discontinuity 
across the cut associated with a given Landau singularity. Unfortunately 
this method gives no information about the Riemann-sheet structure of the 
amplitude at this singularity. 
Ik) . . . 
Mandelatam approached the problem by making a continuation m the 
masses. In practical cases it turns out that his method reproduces what 
is contained in the Landau Cutkosky theory, but also allows for a deter­
mination of the phase, which is ambiguous in Cutkosky's formula. 
Recently Ï.C. Liu aade an observation on the kinematical aspects of 
triangular and box anomalous thresholds using Cutkosky's method. 
We will now show that these rules can be derived from time ordered per-
turbation theory in the infinite momentum frame (I.M.F.). Moreover, we 
shall describe an alternative method to find the anomalous thresholds 
in the box and triangle diagram. The latter method has an advantage 
over the first one because it gives the conditions for these singulari-
ties to occur in the first Riemann sheet. The content of our work is 
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related to the work of J. Kogut and D. Soper and J. Kogut and L. 
Susskind . They showed that field theory in the infinite momentum 
frane reduces to non relativistic quantum mechanics in a two dimensional 
space, vith a tvo dimensional Galilean invariance group» In the vork of 
the latter tvo authors the anomalous thresholds appear as a maximum of 
the radius of a non relativistic bound state. 
We shall show that a threshold appears if the radius of a bound state 
becomes infinite,raeaniniç that it can decay freely in its constituents 
in the case of the normal thresholds or virtually in the case of ano-
malous thresholds· 
To calculate thresholds in this theory, it is very important to choose 
a suitable infinite momentum frame (I.M.F.). 
For simplicity we perform our calculations in φ theory, hovever the 
method is also valid for other theories. This chapter is divided in 
three sections: section 1 shows the relevance of the radius of a bound 
state for the determination of the thresholds; section 2 treats the 
triangle graph; section 3 the box graph. 
In Appendix IV we calculate the absorptive parts of the hyperon-nucleon 
vertex and box graph. 
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1 Homal- and pseudo t h r e s h o l d s . 
In t h i s sec t ion we show how we can find thresholds in the i n f i n i t e 
nomentum frame. An i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s given by making contact with the 
non r e l a t i v i s t i c theory of bound s t a t e s . 
Let us study the p i c t u r e of a p a r t i c l e ( f i g . V.1.1) b u i l d up out of con-
(7) 
s t i t u e n t s (par tons) as proposed by Feynman 
»С 
f i g . V.1.1 
The wave function, giving the amplitude that particle A with energy E-
and particle В with energy E« are found in particle С with energy E, ie 
proportionel to : 
where g gives the strenght of the coupling of particle С with A and B. 
Í B) 
To describe this state in the I.M.F. we use the Drell-Levy-Yan para-
metrization (which is equivalent to the Kogut-Soper one I"') for the 
four momenta 
2 2 
V k i * 
*А~
 ( X 1 P + - 2 ^ P · " " i · ^ ? ) 
IT1* 
2 2 
m 2 + l í l -















Go in th i s frane the vave function looks l ike 
, , t . 2x 1 x 2 (x 1 tx 2 )P (V.1.3) 
ιΊ x^.-k^tx^Xj) - m x o í ^ + x о m2X 1 1 2 
To паке contact v i th non r e l a t i v i s t i c quantum mechanics we make a change 
of variables. 
Define 
V 2 „ ""i „_ M 2 g. = x.P (i-1,2), ν ή ή τ ' 3 ^ ^ - · B° oh. *,. \ (V·1·"·) • З і " 2 ^ · в° гІи^
г
) 
Substituting t h i s in (V.1.3) we get the following equation 
{ 2^ + Β,+Β^Β) ψ ( ^ ) = -g (V.1.5) 
1 2* " І ''l·' -Writing iHk. ) • . ƒ d r e Ψ(Γ) we get corresponding the equa-
1
 (2-02 
tion in position space 
{- ^  2+з1+в2-в} *(r) = -gä2(?) (V.l.6) 
Ехргеззіоп(V,1,6)is a two particle Schrödinger equation in two dimensions, 
written in relative coordinates ; 
μ., μ are the masses and Β , B„ are the internal energies of particles 
A, B. 
μ is the reduced mass and В is the energy of the bound state С 
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The solution of this equation is: іі(т) * - ·§- К (ar) where К is the 
2π ο ο ι 
modified Beseel function of zeroth order and α = {auf-B+B.+B,,)} . 
For r •• «· the radial part of the solution behaves like -— e" , which 
/r 
is a typical bound state asymptotic behaviour. 
The range R of the bound state equals α • 
The "distance" of particle A from the center of the bound state is de­
fined by 
- - ^ - - Я . 
A U^U2 
От 
-ι V"? ι 
Г д - - ^ {2 U (-B+B 1 +B 2 )} i . (V. l .7) 
This expression was also obtained by Kogut and Susskind . 
Their aim was to understand the range r as a function of the mass of the 
bound s tate M впЛ the masses m. of the const i tuents. 
ι 
In fact they wanted to determine the maximum of r,, which is a measure 
for the extension of the bound system. 
To find the maximum we substitute μ. » χ.Ρ (V. 1,1|) into the expression 








where we have taken for simplicity m.=mp and x.+^o * '· 
We maximize r. by differentiating with respect to χ .We can distinguish 
two cases : 
2 U -i 
M 2 > 2m2 then x^l - Щ- (0<x<1) + г
д
-2(им2- ^ ) (V.l.9a) 
M га 
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M2 < 2m2 then χ . = О -» г. = - . ( V . l . 9 b ) 
1 Α Π 
In (V.l.9a) С i s cal led a. loosely bound state,whereas in (V.l.9b) С i s a t ight ly 
bound s t a t e . We know, that in case (V.I,9a) l*r i s the anomalous thres­
hold of the Deuteron which i s always snal ler than the normal threshold 
which occurs in (V. l .9b). 
We can generalize t h i s method to find anomalous thresholds a lso for the 
unequal mass сазе (m ^п ) . The condition for anomalous thresholds to 
2 2 2 . . 
occur i s e a s i l y found to be M > m"+m , which i s wel l known. 
However in general the method described above to determine thresholds, 
normal as well as anomalous ones, does not work: for instance we can­
not apply th i s method to find the anomalous threshold in hyperon-nucleon 
scatter ing; in th i s case more than two part ic les are involved as con­
st i tuents of the Σ (Ν, к, τι, Λ). 
To overcome th is d i f f icu l ty we introduce another method, keeping some of 
the interpretation of the bound s tate picture, sketched before. 
For t h i s , l e t us return to the def init ion of R, given by 
2 2 2 —4 
R=» {m ( l-x. )+пС х 1 - м х Л і - х . ) ) г (where we have chosen x.+x,»! ) 
( V . l . 1 0 ) 
We maximize R in order to obtain the maximum size of our composite state 
and get the result 
..2^ 2 2 
R
m
 =2M{-|M Z-(m 1+mJ 2]|MMm 1-m,n} * for x/ 5 — — (V.l.11) 
пах i fí 1 ¿ 1 _M¿ 
o ρ 
R goes to infinity if M approaches a Ξ (nu+m_) (normal threshold) 
from below or s . = (ra.-n.) from above« Therefore the system becomes 
less bound untili M > s or Π *ί s , for which R is unphysical, 
UT 
which means that our wave function in (V.I.6) does not describe a bound 
state but a system that i s broken up into free par t i c l e s , 
2 m1 . . . At the nonaal threshold ¡1 =s . x. becomes , which implies that 
n' 1 ті + пЦ 
m_ 1 ¿ 
He can generalize this for normal thresholds to the following statement: 
If a particle is composed of η other particles then at normal threshold 
the fractions x. are proportional to the corresponding masses т.: 
х- - - ^ - ( 0 < x . "il). i ¿ m. ι 
ρ 




χ. » > 1 i f т. > пц or x, = - — — < 0 i f m0 > m,. 
ι т.—m„ 1 ¿ 1 т^—т. ¿ ι 
In t h i s case the fractions take values which l i e outside the range 
(0,1) which means that they are unphysical. 
2 Anomalous thresholds of the vertex graph. 
In th i s sect ion we study the thresholds which occur in the tr iangle 
diagram. For the calculations we have in mind, i t i s very important to 
choose a suitable I.i-l.F.. I t i s very well known that Z-diagrams vanish 
in the F-«» l imit in φ theory. If we choose one of the external momenta 
of the tr iangle diagram purely transverse and therefore spacelike then we 
are l e f t with only one diagram (see f ig . V.2.1 and ref. 9 ) . 
However in t h i s sect ion we w i l l take another I.M.F., and for the follow­
ing reasons. First we want to calculate the absorptive part of the ver­
tex function and therefore i t i s natural to choose the momentum q, in 




the absorptive part for q spacelike it becomes very difficult if the 
.lasses of the external particles are not reflection symmetric about the 
axis as drawn in fig. V.2.1. The third one is to make contact with the 
box diagram calculations in section 3· It turns out that the I.M.F, 
described below ді ез
 a
 considerable simplification in the latter case. 
The I.M.F. which we choose has the following parametrization (see fig. 
V.2.2). 
For the external lines 
M1 + pl •* 






 ( ( 1
- Î ' ) P + Ö T W F ' " Γ ι · ( 1 " y ) P ) 
P
c
 = (Ρ + f p , Ο, Ρ) (V.2.1) 
and for the internal lines we have 
kl","a1 -
Э 2 
p 2 = ((1-x)P + 2^_^ . -^, (1-x)P) 
For diagram V.2<2a (y > x) we have 
,? •* \2. 2 
P 3 
(kj^ -Pj^ ) +m ^ ^ 
( ( y
"
x ) ? +
 2(y-x)p' ' ? l " k i · ( У - х ) Р ) 
and for V.2.2b (x > y) 
(к,-р,) *m, .^ .^ 
P 3 • ( ( X ^ ) P + 2(x-y)P ' k l - p l · ( Х - У ) Р ) 
Because Ζ diagrams vanish we can confine ourselves to 0 < χ < 1 and 
0 < у < 1. 
From four nomentun conservation ρ = ρ, + ρ we deduce 
L ч a 
, (pf+H?)(W) * (pf*Mg)y 
2P = 2y(1-y)P 





 * π_J.M2_«2^2_I.-/ л г і_2і іЗ s •Ж -^М; ± { ( s+M'-M^' - l i s í^+pp} ' 
У 1 > 2 g ; ( . 2 . 2 ) 
іЗо 
For later use, this parmnetrization con аізо Ъе obtained by applying a 
booat to particle С (originally at rest) to get the momentum 
P¿ = (/τ; 5, 0) 
and the nomenta of Λ and D becone then 
3+M?-M2 * {(в+М^-м2)2-и(м2+р2)3}' 
(





 2k ' · -PJ.· 27? 
2 ? 











I t i s easy t o check t h a t : 3 ? ' = p
c
, 3 p ' » ρ and В p ' = p B for у = у . . 
One obta ins t h i s invar iance for y i n s t e a d of y i f one interchanges 
? ; and p¿ . 
In order t o ca l cu l a t e the thresholds we use the u n i t a r i t y r e l a t i o n for 
the ver tex function 




) < PA.PB|T+|pn>< Pn|F|pc> (V.2.10 
In this ехалріе |p > is a two particle state: i.e· |p > = [ρ-,ρ«» 
IR! 
í íeglecting coupling constants we have 





 Э Р ' Í P - Ρ ' - Ρ ) ) ( v · 2 · 5 , 
^
Ρ 30 Ι Ρ Β0 Ρ30 Ρ20^ 
From the S function and ρ = - p i 0 «e see t h a t both denominators are 




 ^ c J k o ) 6(pco-pio-P2o) 2 P 3 0 ( P A O - P 3 0 - P 1 0 ) 
(V.2.6) 
After using our I.M.F. parametrization we get the expression 












For simplicity we have chosen ρ, = 0 since we are free to put the trans­
verse momenta equal to zero in the rest frame of C. The integration is 
now trivial and we get 
lm F = - 4 - ƒ dx (зх(і-х)-(і-х)т?-хт2) 





Performing the integration over χ gives 
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I m F =
 Τ^ΓΧΤ
 l 0 g (
 2, Ρ 2. , 2 2
 M 2 U Ш 2 2 .
 ) ( V
-
2 > 9 ) 
4,-зу, у1(з+га1-ііі2)+у1(т3-щ )-М1)+х1(М1-у1а) 
where χ. „ are the roots of the argument of the θ function 
«1,2 " — L - S 2 Г - ^ ( V- 3- 1 0 ) 
We can now substitute x. , (V.2.10) into (V,2.9) and work this out for 
1
 t2 
several cases like e.g. for the Deuteron form factor or the hyperon-
nucleon vertex function (for details see Appendix IV). 
With these results we can easily obtain the thresholds. 
As far as the normal and pseudo thresholds are concerned we recognize 
immediately that the argument of the θ function in ( .2. ) is equal to 
"
R C ' RC і з t h e r a d i u 3 o f particle С (V.l.10)).If R« become· smaller 
than zero then lm F φ 0 which happens for s , > s > s , as we have shown 
in section 1. 
To obtain the anomalous thresholds we evaluate first expression (V.2.9) 
о 
by substituting M • sy.y . Then (V,2.9) becomes 
T , 1 _ J , ^ / ^ - m ^ ^ m ^ - M ^ ^ s t y ^ ) 
Ira F - -rr- .ι
 v
 \ log { 5 — ; p ; , ) (V.2.11 ) 
Ιδπ sTy^y,) yi(e+m2_m2) + ( m 2 _ m 2 _ M 2 ) + v ( y 2 _ y i ) 
Substituting у. _ and χ
 0 in the eurgument of the logarithm, we obtain 1 , ¿ 1,2 
Ira F = 1 h ( . , - i l o g { 6 И + Щш)\1 j
 ( V i 2 i 1 2 ) 
1 ΐ π
 g ( s ) . { « • ) } * 
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h(s) = Ів-Сі^+Мд)2! [s-ÍM^Mg)2] 
g(s) = (в+т2-га2)(з+М2-М2)-2з(М2+га2-т2) 
f(B) = [8-(M1+M2)2] [ з - ( М 1 - ; / І 2 ) 2 ] [ з . ( т 1 + т 2 ) 2 ] [ s - t r n , ^ ) 2 ] . 
2 
We continue lm F belov the threshold a = (Μ,+ìO > з · The argument of 
i ¿ η 
the logarithm gets complex and becomes equal to 
e-
2 i
* with t« φ = -bjffjii (V.2.13) 




















(M 2+m 2-m 2) 
In these two cases ф(з) has a different shape between s < з < (M.+M-) · 
η ρ ι ¿ 
In case (A), the phase φ(β) goes from zero at з = (I1.+M-) to a maximum 
which lies helow — , and then back to φ = 0 at a = s , 2 η 
ρ 
However in ease (Π), the phase ф(в) goes from zero at s = (M.+lO to π/2 
2 
at 3 = s,, э < s, < (M.+M.) and then to φ = π at s = a . 
ι η 1 ι d η 
This means that in the second case the argument of the logarithm builds 
up an extra phase of 2»; the logarithm gets then an extra term 2iti . This 
is the case if anomalous thresholds are present· 
The position of the anomalous threshold із given by the zero in the argu­
ment of the logarithm in (V,2.12) where lm F becomes singular. Putting 
this argument equal to zero we obtain 
2s(M 2+m 2-m 2Ms+m 2-m 2)(s+M 2-M 2) » [ {s-d^+m^Hts-im,-!^) 2} . 
is-(M 1+M 2)
2}{e-(M 1-M 2)
2}] i . (V.2.1U) 
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This expression has a zero i f i n e q u a l i t y (B) i s s a t i s f i e d , s ince the ano­
malous t h r e s h o l d l i e s below the n o m a i threshold s . This i s very easy 
t o check by s u b s t i t u t i n g s = s - ε (ε >0) i n equation ( .2.1І»). Then 
i n e q u a l i t y (B) follows iiranediately. 
We can rewr i te (II) in the well-known form 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
'A -m.-m. Il -m -m 
1, „ 3 * l^l 3 > 0 (V.2.15) 
2m.m, 2 3 
By squaring both sides of equation (V.I, 11») we obtain a quadratic ex­
pression in s 
2 2^ ,,,.2 2 2 W „ 2 2 2, . 2 , 2,. г^ ,,. 2,.,2 ,,2 W 2 2v s m +s. {(M^ra^n^X'^-m^m )-2m3(ml+m2)}+m3(i-îl-M2)(m1-m2) 
+ (m^M2-m^)(ra^-m^+M^-M^) = 0 (V.2.16) 
This equation with the so lu t ion s , s , (anomalous th resholds ) has been 
derived in a s l i g h t l y d i f fe ren t form by Karplus, Sommerfield and Wich-
We want t o e s t a b l i s h now the connection between these thresholds s , s , 
and the radius R, of s t a t e Л. 
Л 
For t h i s , we c a l c u l a t e R. i n the same way we have done i n sec t ion 1; 
we find then 
R" 2 (x) = y" 2 { ra^+xy 1 (m 3 -m^-M^)+ x^l 2 } (V.2.17) 
2 2 
It is now easy to check that, using the relations M = sy y„ and m. » sx x_, 
1 —? 1 —2 
— Π (χ,) equals the denominator and — R. (x„) equals to the numerator 
Χ Μ Λ 1 Х ^ A ¿ 
in the logarithm of ( V . l . 1 1 ) . 
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0 X 1 ·ί И д С х , ) _£>, 
So for з < s < (M,+M_)'" (—) -, ; \ = e where φ i s given in 13). 
η l e : Xp К. ÌX Q J 
From this follows that з , s , are points for which the radius R. becomes 
infinite. 
So by computing the radius of A(3) in fig. V.2.2 we can immediately cal­
culate the anomalous thresholds. Moreover we obtain the conditions that 
_2 
the zero's of R. appear in the physical sheet by looking at the phase 
φ. 







zero (remember that for χ = χ. „: к, = 0) and all internal particles in 
fig. V.2.2 are therefore on the energy shell. 
In the normal threshold case the fractions of the big momenta of the 
particles, which enter the vertex at С are real so that we have a real 
decay of C. However, the fractions of the momenta, which enter the ver­
tex at A are all complex at an anomalous threshold. In the latter case 
we cannot apeak of a real decay but of a virtual one. 
Summarizing the discussion in section 1 and 2, we can give the following 
rules to find the thresholds of the vertex graph: 
1) Express the energy difference across the vertex in the I.M.F. variables. 
2) Put the energy difference equal to zero. 
3) Put the internal transverse momenta equal to zero. 
m. 
1*) To find the nomai thresholds, subst itute x. » rr— in the equation ob-
i Lm. 
tained from 2 ) . j J 
5) To find the anomalous thresholds subst itute the internal and external 
fractions χ , y 1 or x 2 , y^. 
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3 Anomalous thresholds of the box graph. 
In this section we study the thresholds of the box graph (fig. V.3,1), 
A part of this investigation will be the same as for the triangle diagram. 
However we shall also give another method to determine the thresholds, 
that will be analoguous to the Cutkosky rules in covariant perturbation 
theory. The results are the зяте as obtained in a recent paper . In 
order to evaluate the Cutkosky rules in time ordered perturbation theory, 
it is very important to reduce the number of diagrams. Every Feynman 
diagram with η vertices, is equivalent to nJ time ordered diagrams. For 
the box diagram this is 2І». After taking the P·*» limit, only six dia­




In a special сазе we can make a considerable simplification. If M.=M 
and NL = Ид (fig. V.3.3) we can even reduce these six diagrams to two. 
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This simplification is obtained Ъу choosing the same I.H.F. as in section 
2 with the addition of the following pararaetrizations 
P C = (yP + - ^ p - , -vL. у?) nl - м^
 s
 ^  
Pl H2 + 2 2 2 
PD = ((і- У )р + 4 - ^ . Ρ , , (i-y)p) Η ; - » ς = >ς 2yP 
(k^-t-pj^) * m k ^ ^ 
For diagram 6a: (x>y): p¿= ((x-y)P+
 g(x_y.)p ι - ^ ^ ι (x-y)P) 
/ + •* \2 2 
and for 6b: (y>x): p ^ ((y-x)P-t· 2(y-x)'p · " kl" pl· (У- х' рЬ 
PA / »i \ p c 
PB 
a) fig. V.3.3 
The parametrization of ρ
Λ
, ρ and p., p«, p, are the sane as in section 2. 
Since M, = M and IL = !L, particle Λ and С have the sane fraction of the 
infinite momentum just like 3 and D. We can check this if we solve у from 
2 2 
s • (P, + P_) • (Pp + Ρ,,) . The solutions for у are equal to the ones 
Л В L· и o p 
found in section 2 i . e . y1 ? . Further we have t = (Рд-Рс) 3 (Pp-Pg) " = 
-kpf. 
We can immediately see that only diagrams .З.За, b survive in the P-w 
l imit: this follows from the fact that particle A and С have the sane 
fraction of the big momentum Ρ and the same holds for В and D. 
In order to find the thresholds we use the unitarity relation for the 
amplitude Τ describing the process; A + В •* С + D, 
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In Τ = -Ì (ЗиΓ ? Ζ ί ' Рп^ ^ ' ^ I ^ I V ^ n ^ l P A ' V ( V' 3' 1 ) 
In the box graph approximation for T; |p > is a two particle state 
ΙΡ,.??>· 
NeglectinR again coupling constants ue have 
d 3 p d 3 p 0 , 
ι» τ - -1 (2,) ¿ f — - - - = .
 S ( Р
А + Р В - Р Г Р 2 Н ( Х - У ) . 
1 0 20









р2о) ( pD0"P¿0-p20 ) +β (у"х ^^^Т^^Р^ТТІ^^^Г } 
ík) 




 follows that the 
deno-iinators are afjain equal just as in section 2; we can then omit the 
Q function and after integration over ρ we obtain 
m τ = -Н2*Г 2 ;
 ? ?^ 2 p g o «(Рдо^во-Рю-^о' 
^зо-^оЧо^зо-Рю^го^о-Рю' 
( .з.з) 
expressing all enerRies in our It'l.F. variables and taking P*" we obtain 
finally 
In Г = - Л 2 і г ) " ? ƒ dx /d2k. (5(3x( l -x) -kf- ( l -x)n 2 -x in 2 ) . 
о 1 1 2
 ( V i 3 i U ) 
? 2 
^ У і 
- * - - * "
0 2 2 2 2 2 ' * ' - > 2 2 ? 2 2 2 
U y ^ - x p j ^ +у 1 т 1 +х>' 1 (га 3 -га 1 )+х(х-у 1 )М 1 }{(у 1 к і +хр і ) +у 1га 1+ху 1(тц-т 1 )+x(x-y1 )M1} 
To find the thresholds in the box graph we proceed in the same way as for 
t h e t r i a n g l e graph. I t i s easy t o check t h a t the t h r e s h o l d s have t h e same 
o r i g i n . Since the anomalous threshold and the normal threshold are inde-
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pendent of t we can put p. = 0 . 
Then we decompose Im Τ into two terms. 




у^ ( kf+ηξ ) +xy
 1 ( n^-m^-H^ ) +x
2i ή y2y ( kl+πξ ) +xy, ( Пц-т^-М^ ) +χ2Μ^ 
Up to a factor 5 — 5 - this expression equals the difference of two 
2{n2k.m23) 
tr iangle diagrams (see V.2.7)· 
The analysis i s now straightforward (see sect ion 2 ) ; we get the same 
normal and pseudo thresholds for both parts of expression (V.3.5). 
However we obtain two different pairs of anomalous thresholds. 
Besides the tr iangle diagram thresholds we have a lso the so cal led 
"box anomalous thresholds". 
In the specia l case that m = mi, we can immediately determine thie 
threshold. Let us therefore return to expreaeion (V.3.O with 
ρ
2
 = -t/U φ 0. 
I f we perform a l l integrations in ( .З.1») we obtain the expression 
ι 1 
τ л. ! 1 , , ( f t s . t ì l ' + t s t s . t ) } 8 , , , , , , . 
Im Τ = -я - Tog I ' J ' ° ' Г ' · (V.3.6) 
^ /-t f (
e
. t ) ' ( f t s . t D ^ i g t s . t ) } ' 








Here s. and s , are the "anomalous box" thresholds: they originate in 
the same way as in the anomalous threshold case for the vertex graph. 
Compare Im F in (V.2.12) with Im Τ in (V.3.6) . 
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/le w i l l now show t h a t we con obtain s , 9 , d i r e c t l y fron the energy 
di f ference across an a r b i t r a r y ver tex · 
For example consider the vertex A13 i n f i g . .З.ЗЪ .The energy di f ference 
across the vertex i s ?iven by 
(ykj^-xPj^J+y n1"+xy(ra'-n^)+x(x-y1 ):i 
ÛE=PA0-p10-p30= Зхуіх-уІР ( - 3 - 7 ) 
Не proceed as in the anomalous threshold case and use the rules at the 
end of section 2. This gives us the equation 
2/ 2^,2,^ 2 2^ ,2 2, .,2 
A(x,s,t) Ξ ^ — ! \
r
 І
 — = 0 for x=x1. ( .З.Э) 
X/^ 1 
In the Appendix we prove that f(s,t) = Us Aix^s.t) A(x ,s,t). So the 
zero's appearing in A occur also in f. 
Let us now evaluate (V.3.3). Using the relations M" = аУіУр ^ 1^ 
2 
m = sx.Xp we can simplify (V,3.8) and obtain 
( xi y2 + " г 7 ^ 3 * ( m3- mr K^ = 0 (V.3.9) 
Substituting x. „ and y, „ we e^t after some algebra 
25(М^-га^-(з+п-^-га^)(з+;^-;ф = I { ( s + m ^ ) 2 - ^ } . 
{(s+f^-M2)2-U(H^).s}]J . (V.3.10) 








(л^-ш^Хт^-т^+М^-М^+р^га^-.^) 2 = O (V.3.11) 
'Hie Solutions of this equation are ths anomalous box thresholds. 
Nov ve give an alternative method to find the thresholds. The result is 
the same as obtained in a recent paper , based on the Cutkosky rules. 
In order to obtain the discontinuity across the different cuts, Cutkosky's 
1 . + 2 2 
rule is to replace every propagator „ by 2ІТІ i (ρ -m ). 
ρ -m -ΐε 
Analogously in time ordered p e r t u r b a t i o n theory we must replace every 
enerfflr denominator τ τ τ r " ЪУ 2тііі{Е-Е- . ) . 
i n t 
We obtain the thresholds by successively putting the energy denominators 
equal to zero 
a) The discontinuity across the normal cut is obtained by 
Р
Л0+РВ0-І,10-р20 = 0 
•k^+m^d-xí+xnig-sxtl-x) = О 
The s o l u t i o n s of t h i s equation are 
? ? o o p 2 '' i 
s+m -mZ + {(s+m^-mip-ltstnij+k^Jr 
χ
 -
 — 1,2 2s 
Substituting χ in our parametrization for p. i.e. 
2 2 
к, +mt' 
P 1 = ( х ? Р + 2 Г Г ' г 1 · X 2 P ) 
we can transform this back to the rest frame of particle С with the help 
19? 
of the boost В ( .Я.З). 
p. is then tranofomed to к 
The Ci!, moraentun |k| : к is equal to 
(s+n^n'J-Usm^ -1 
kCM = T f L-T-i 8- e„^»-e
n l) (V.3.12) 
where s ,s , are the nomai respectively pseudo thresholds. 
b) The discontinuity across the anomalous cat is obtained by putting two 
enerfsy denominators equal to zero· 
PAO+PB0-piO-p2Û = 0 
and 
PA0+P30-p1Q = 0 C r e 3 p· PCO+PU0-p10 = 0 )· 
For simplicity let us put açain ρ, = 0. Substituting our I.M.F. parame-
trization we get 
k^ - sx(l-x) + xtm^-mgj-m^ (V.3.13) 
y^(k^+ra^) + x2H^+xyy{n?3--u¿-^) = 0 (V.3.1U) 
2 
Eliminating k, and solving for χ gives 
ρ о 2 2 2 
У1 ím^m^l + tm -m1-Ml)+syl 
Χ = 7 Ι Ξ Χ 1 
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'Je have made use of identities like зУіУр = !1i ап<1 З(у 1 +Ур) = β+Μ.-Μ,· 
Putting nov in 13) χ = x' we «et the very simple expression 
Υ^ρ-Ι = -ί 3'1(3-st)(3-3t,) ( .З.15) 
3tt
sf.i a r e t''le anomalous resp. pseudo anomalous thresholds. 
c) For the determination of the discontinuity across the anomalous box cut 
we have to put all three energy denominators equal to zero. In this case 
PA0 + P30 - р10 - P20 = 0 
PA0 * P20 - P10 = 0 
PC0 + P¿0 " P10 = 0· 
Translated in I.M.F. variable these equations read 
k^ = sjc(l-x)+x(n^-ng)-m^ ( .З.16) 
^ ( k ^ + r a ^ ) + x y l ( m ^ - n ^ - M ^ ) + x 2 ( M ^ ) - 2 x y 1 | k i | | p i | cos* = 0 (V.3.17) 
у
2 (к^+т^)+ху 1 (п^-т^-іф+х г (М^+р 2 )+2ху 1 | І? і | | р і | созф = О (V.3.18) 





y^kf+m^+xy, (^¡1 -η 2-ΐφ+ x2(M2+pf) - 0 (V.3.19) 
Subtraction of (V.3.17) from ( .З.і ) gives 
It |£jj ІР^Ісозф = m^-m2 (V.3.20) 
0 Г
 2 2 2 
„2 2.2, „2 2 ''У -
kj^ Pj^  sin ψ = k j ^ ^ . 
ig1* 
о 
Substitution of kf ( .З.іб) in expression (V.3.17) and ( .З.і ) leads 
to the equations 
2^ 2 





' • · - ¿ А - _ ' - / _ „ / i -li.. ...'- ™ \ _' ι =2 ζ k^p^sin φ = ρ|"{οχ( 1-χ)+χ nj-m,)-!^) r (V.3.22) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g the s o l u t i o n for χ from equation ( ν . 3 · 2 ΐ ) in (V.3.22), we 
obtain f i n a l l y « 
? ρ 
-I t-(m,+m, ) ")[t-(m -m, ) ] (s-з. ) (s-s . , ) 
L y
 169 k l , з і п ^ 
θ is the scatteriníj an/île in the C M , frane of Λ and 4 (fig. V.3.1). 
ky Hkjjainii (we have chosen pj^ in the y direction) and β. ,ε , are the 
anomalous box thresholds . 
Conclusion. 
In section 2 and 3 we found a method to determine the box and vertex 
graph thresholds by choosing a suitable I.Il.F, If I' = II_ and !·!_ = Ч^ we 
could reduce six diagrons to two. Using that the fractions of A and С 
resp. 3 and D are equal we deduced that the fractions of the opposite 
oblique lines are equal (see fig. V.3.3)· In the case of ladder diagrams, 
describing the nrocess A+H •* C+D where M =M and ¡'l^ Mj, we can extend this 
method to reduce the number of tine ordered diagrams. 
Qne finds that ladder graphs with η loops reduce to 2 time ordered dia­
grams in the I.M.F. limit and this follows again from the equality of 
the fractions belonging to opposite oblique lines. An example is shown 
in fig. .З.І4 and V.3.5 for two loops (the dashed linea refer to the 
energy dencminators in the amplitude). 
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We have seen that for one loop the thresholds are very easy to find. 
For -ноге loops it becomes логе complicated but if the masses, belonging 
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4 P P E M D I X I 
CO'JVENTIOnS A4D NOTATIONS 
Че use, except for the normalization of particle states the same 
conventions as Bjorken fc Drell in "Relativistic Quantum Fields"· 
For completeness we quote here the most important conventions: 
coordinates: χ = (χ ,χ ,χ ,χ ) « (t.x.y.z) » (t,r) 
X
u




χ2 , Χ3 ) * ( t»- xt-y«- z ) B (t.-r) 
υ 
χ = % χ 
v uv 
"ux" ^ W Ì t h β00 = '• e11 =«22" S33* -1 
monenta: p u = (Ε,ρ
χ
,ρ ,PZ) » (/p +m', p) 
.2 U _ _2 
Ρ = ΡμΡ = ω 
О О 
р1 р2 = р 1
и
р 2 = Р1 р2 - Р1 р2 
іРх -іРх 
Translation fomula: F(x) = e F(0) e 
r U V i « UV 





 ( i=1,2,3) 
Y 0 = S 
0 σ 1 0 
vhere о ,6 are the Dirac matrices: α = i В =
 0 . 
α are the Pauli apin 2 x 2 matrices 
5 . o 1 2 3 
γ » ιγ γ γ γ 
Υ = Ύ ι Υ~ = - Υ 
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Dirac equation· (jS-'-Ouíp.s) = О 
(¿+-n)v(?,s) = О 
и(р,з) and Со.э) are the positive гезр. negative energy solutions of 
the Dirac equation: 
u(p,3 ) = VL+m' 
This implies: 
E+m A s (р ,з) =y¡ Z+m.' 
u(p , s ) u i p . s ' ) = 2m δ , 
v ( p t s ) ( р , з ' ) = -2n δ , 
Г u(p,s) u ( p , s ) = jS+m 
s=1,2 
Γ v(p,s) v(p,s) = ji-n 
3 = 1 , 2 
We use the normalizat ion of s t a t e s , which is n a n i f e s t l y c o v a n a n t and 
corresponds t o 2¿ p a r t i c l e s per un i t volume: 
< р , в | р , з ' > = (?тт)3 ?E δ , δ ^ ρ - ρ ' ) 
|р,з> = a ( p , s ) | 0 > 
l а(р,з),а+(р',з,)1 = (2π) 3 2E в
д з
, δ^ρ-ρ' ) for spin 0 particles 
{b{p,s)ib
+(p,,s·)} = (2ir)3 Sb ä3s, δ3(ρ-ρ·) 
{d(p,s),d+(p,1з
,)} = (2ιτ)3 '': δ 3 3, δ
3(ρ-ρ·) for spin J particles 
The free fields are then. 
3+ 
,(x> = — Ц / 4 / Τ I e- l p x u(p,3)b(P,9)+ e
l p X
 v(p,3)d+(p,s)] 
(2^I):, '-'' s 
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Φ(χ) = - Ц SÌ? tl е- І р Х а(р,.)+ е І р х а+(р,з)] 
( 2 π ) 3 2 " 3 
These fields aatisíy the usual equal time commutation or anti commutation 
relations. 
The advantage of these normalizations is that they are valid even when 
m = 0. 
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Λ Ρ Ρ " Ι Ώ Ι Χ II 
Λ) Calculation of T. ,· 
1) ΐ Κ ρ ' ) ^
 λ
 u(p) = ϋ(ρ,)γ
λ
(ΐ5?+Γ)γι)(^1+ιπ)γλϋ(ρ) 
Γ 13 given bv: 
U 
ισ 
2) 3(ρ')Γμϋ(ρ) = йЫ)\ Y^F, + -gf- aV F21 u(p) 
Using the cordon décomposition we can write 2) aa: 
(o+p') 
3) StpMr^utp) = 3(p')i У^^2) S — - F2] u(p) 
CompannR 3) with l) we conclude that F only gets contributions from 
Τ, ,, which is linear in mass and momentum. So we can apply method b) 
to Γ 2 
P1 = p-k+oW 
p 2 = p'-k+Otj) 
к = 4 (p+p') + k, + O(-) 2 1 ρ 




Using the T)irac eiuation in 1 ) we obtain 
1*) u b ' j T ^ u t p ) = ΰ(ρ·)(2ρ· -Yxlí)Yu(2prlÍYx)u(p) 
Fron this we get after sone manipulations 
5) SipMT u(o) = ^{p'JI-Umk +ltK(p+p,-k)i]u(p)+ 0(γ, ) 
ΑμΑ μ μ μ 
* 
ЧеаепЬег that we only consider the good components. 
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Finally we subst itute к = — (p+p1) into 5) and obtain 
6) UCp')^
 х
и(р) = utp'Man xd-xJtp+pMylutp) 
3) The vert ices taken over from the ¡nodel riescribed in ref. 7. ehapter I I . 
They are: 
μ w ν - S - γ (1-γ ) 
μ г/г w 5 
и и Ζ (s1YM-g2Y)JY5) 
e f „ 
μ ψ ν μ ί ( ΐ - Ύ 5 ) 
ψ W γ } яЛе 
U м Ψ J ( Ι - Υ 5 ) 
U Ρ Φ , 
im 
υ ν Ψ2 -
ψ ψ γ etp'+p-Pk) 
μ 
Since λ is of order М^ we can neglect all graphs, in which vertices with 
m 
Τ 
the factor — appear twice 
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A P P E N D I X I I I 
KIMEMATICS OF DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERITO 




monentura i n c i d e n t e l e c t r o n 
" s c a t t e r e d e l e c t r o n 
" t a r g e t proton 
" f i n a l hadronic s t a t e 
q=k1-lip: four momentum of the v i r t u a l photon 
m : t a r g e t raass 
Ξ : energy of inc ident e l e c t r o n ( l a b . ) 
E' : energy of s c a t t e r e d e l e c t r o n ( l a b . ) 
θ : angle of s c a t t e r e d e l e c t r o n ( l a b . ) 
V : t o t a l mass of f i n a l hadronic s t a t e . 
I n v a r i a n t s 
υ » £3. i
n
 iab. frame: ν = E-E' 
ш 
q 2 = -Q 2 < 0 in l a b . frame: Q2 = UEE' s i n 2 | · 
? 2 2 ? 
W = (p+q) = m - Q + 2ra\). 
Crosa-sectiona and i n v a r i a n t s t r u c t u r e functions 
The unpolarized cross-sect ion of deep i n e l a s t i c e lec t roproduct ion is 
given by 
^ 7 = r ( o T ( v , q 2 ) + c o j v . q 2 ) ) 
σ, and σ are the cross sec t ions for the l o n g i t u d i n a l and t ransver se 
v i r t u a l photons, E i s the photon p o l a r i z a t i o n , » h i c h i s given by : 
« = U2 Sb¿
 t e 2 | 
Q 
РОЗ 
Г 19 the flux factor: Г = • - г— К = υ - ;£-
2wV E ' ^ 2" 
The cross sect ion can a lso be written as 
do
 = 
UE Bin -г 
¡^Yj I cos 2 | Wa(v,q2)* 2 s in 2 | M^v.q 2 ) ! 
? 2 
W^Vf^") a i i d ^р(у»(1 І ^*6 defined in chapter I I I . 
The re lat ions between σ
τ
, σ_ and W
 $4 are given by 













 Wrv» í l *" 
For q2 -• 0: σ
τ
 -v. 0(q 2 ) and σ_(ν) = ¿ 2 - ^ W,(v,0). 
The kinematical boundary for deep ine las t i c scatter ine i s 
ο ρ Я" О ρ 
И > га which implies: -J- "S υ < »; q i s spacelike (q < 0) and the 
scal ing variable ω, defined as ω • ^ , s a t i s f i e s : 0 < ω *» 1. 
Calculation of W and \l„ in lowest order 
Covariant way. 
Applying the Feynman rules to the diagrams in fig. 111.2,2 we ob­
ta in 
,2 , d 3 P l d
3k1 , 
w
• • - - -f-3 h ' 2Ê7 2^7S (ч+р-р,-*,) K^toS^uJ μν ( 2 π ) -
where A, ,A,0 and A„ are given by 
20І4 
1 ? 2 A = — „ {^(m -pr>. )(1»Ό. p . -2p, a -2p, q +я π ) + 
luv (η -2rq) - l y H v -"lu4« ^ім^ Ομ\) 1 
( f i g . I I I . 2 . 2 а ) 
e M ( 2 i ' i u P i v - p i M V




 ^ ^ 7 ^ { 8 ( п 2 - ? р і ) ( г р і и г р ь ріи р , л - р л 





 Р 1 ( 1 - р і и Р і Л + 2 р 1 и Р 1
У
) + 1 , ( 1 2 + 2 p 1 ) ( p l u V P 1 v P p ) 
+ 1 і ( а Э - 2 р ^ ) ( р 1 и Р +Р1 | Р и ) } ( f i g . I I I . 2 . 2 b , c ) 
1 ? 
A • — S ^ Wm - ρ , ρ Χ ^ ρ ρ +2p α +2p α +g pq) + 
2иу C^+Spi)2 1 y V " ^ ^ μ υ 
Яр,ч(<? P I - 0 Î - з 1 - 2 P Ρ ) + l »(q 2 + 2pq)(p, Ρ + P , Ρ )) ( f i g . I I I . 2 . 2 d ) 
1 uv μ υ υ μ μ υ 1μ υ 1ν μ 
rhu Btruoture functions '/ find W яге given by 
V / v . q 2 ) = L2 ^ l - ( 1 - - T ) C • D] 
2 ( 1 - V / q 2 ) * 
W j v . q 2 ) = Ц [-^- ν?/Ί2Κ * 3D] 
2 ( 1 - У / q ' ) 
С = 'í nnd ') = —- ρ ρ W 
uu μ ν μν 
I f we put for s inyi l ic i t ; ' the pion .пачз equal t o zero, we obtain 
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(?v)i im 1 , 2
+
?mv*n 3 0 
(2π) л 
I and I, are defined by 
d3p d3k
 h 
An elementary c a l c u l a t i o n ді ез us 
ρ j π 2тц+д 
° " 2 - ^ 2^ 2 
^ 2 ^ / 2 2 
Γ
 π πν+ra +η/υ -a 
1 =
 " | y 2 Ρ l0* Ρ ,2 2 
íSubstitutiníc С and D i n t o t h e above ехргезэіопа for W and W gives 
V (U q 2 ) = - S Ì - ' { ( Л 2 ш )(2 2 - д г ) ci2(mv*m2)(q2*2mv*2a2) . 
1
 í-, іЗ ¥Г l , 2 ?> ^1! 2, 2 ^
 ж
 2 , о ' 
( 2 τ ) (q. - ν ) m (<i +2mv+m ) 
(2n) (<i - ν ) 
6 2 2h 3 l t 2 6 U U - 3 3 2 І і Э г ! 
2, 2 2 , 2 , 2
Ж
- . 2 , о ' * 
m [q - ν J (q +2m>+m ) 
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I n f i n i t e lomentun frane method. 
Лргіуіщ? t h e I.M.F. rules t o the graphs in f ig . I I I . 3 . 3 we obtain 
for <i (see I I I . 19) 
0 2 , , x ( l - x ) 2 [ k f + ( l - x ) ? n 2 ] 
( 2 π ) 3 U 1 i [ к [ + ( 1 - х ) 2 п 2 + х и 2 ] ? 
(a) 
P l k ^ + ^ d - x ) 2 * ^ . ^ ) (1-х) (q 2 -2rKi)(l-x)+y 2 
CMv-l 2 ) ! k 2+( 1-х) V + χ μ Ί (?mv-q^) ? 
( e + i ) ( n ) 
) 
W i s equal t o : ( I I I . 2 . 1 3 ) 
2 
? . , 4l-x)1kf+(l-x)V)lkfsinV-r4 
W 1 ( v , q 2 ) = ^ - 5 ^ / d x , 2 k i M A ) { S - + ( 'π) x l k , + ( 1 - х ) η +χμ | 
(a) 
, ( 1 - X ) I ' » к ^ з т ' ф - ? ^ . ^ ) if I (q^-2nv)(l-x)+u 2 ] 
xl kj^+d-x) га +ху') (2mv-qp 
(b) (c+d) (e) 
M^^+f l -x îq 2 ] 
χ + 2 
2nv-q, 
(f) (<5+h) 
2 ( k | . q L ) (k, . q . J . q , , q, 
2(l-x)( 2 k [ q f 3 i n V І ^ І - + - J L _ ¿ i - q 2 ^ . ^ ) - ^ [ к 2 + ( 1-x)2m2l ] 
(2m\)-q2) [k 2 +(1-x) 2 m 2 +xy 2 ] 
(l+"l) 
20T 
ЗІк, .q .+d-xJl f ) I акГяіг^ф-к, .q. ) 
_ ρ i — i i - -2(1-x) = = — = — } 
x{2m\>-q.p [k^+(l-x) m +χμ ] 
(j+n) (k+0) (1+p) 
Δ Ξ IkL+O-xJqJ^tq^-anxOxO-xWl-x^a^+XM 2 
2 
For u = 0 the calculation of W ia easier in the Ι·Μ·Κ. than in the 
covariant way. On the other hand the computation of W in the I.M.F. 
із really awfull. 
?0θ 
A P P E N D I X IV 
We show here t h a t c a l c u l a t i o n s of absorpt ive p a r t s in the I.M.F. 
are simpler than in covariant p e r t u r b a t i o n theory . 
The advantage i s t h u t we have t o carry out only t h r e e i n t e g r a t i o n s i n -
i t e a d of the usual four in c o v a m m t p e r t u r b a t i o n theory . In the case 
of the t n o n s l e Kraph thinRS are very simple because the integrand i s 
l i n e a r in the i n t e g r a t i o n v a r i a b l e s . There are in general severa l t h r e s ­
h o l d s , so we nust be c a r e f u l l with the cont inuat ion of the absorptive 
p a r t below these t h r e s h o l d s . I t i s very well known t h a t t h e u n i t a r i t y 
r e l a t i o n does not give the cor rec t absorpt ive p a r t below the normal 
t r e s h o l d i f an anomalous threahold i s p r e s e n t . 
Th" cor rec t d e t e m i n a t i o n of the d i s c o n t i n u i t y across the anomalous 
cut i s given by СиШочку'з p r e s c r i p t i o n . There i s however an ambiguity 
in the phase in eva luat ing Cutkosky's formula in the unphysical region. 
To solve t h i s we r e f e r t o the references U, 5 and 12 of chapter V. 
'Ve w i l l not e n t e r t h i s l a s t question and give only the c a l c u l a t i o n s and 
t h e i r r e s u l t s . 
As an example wo choose the hyperon-nucleon v e r t e x function and the 
amplitude for hyperon-nucleon s c a t t e r i n g (see f ig . V.2.2 and V . 3 . 3 ) . 
In the case of the box graph we obtain the same r e s u l t s аз in re f . 3 
of chapter V. 
A Triangle diagram. 
The absorpt ive par t of t h e v e r t e x function i s already given i n 
(V.2.12). fhis expression i s va l id for the d i s c o n t i n u i t y across t h e 
2 2 
cut above s = (Ч.+М,,) . I t i s i n r o l i c i t l y understood t h a t (Μ,+Μ„) > 
c i d - 1 ¿ 
(п^+п^) . 
Let us now t r e a t the hyperon-nucleon ver tex . In t h i s case we have: 
:, = !;_, Il 2 = ГЦ, m, = И л , n 2 = ' Ц , П3 - m, . 
The thresholds are 
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з = (М. + М„) " (normal threshold) 







)2 (pseudo " ) 
2и 
TT 
2 о к 1 
Ι ΊΜ m -η ] * (anoraalous thresholds). 
j j TT ff 
To continue the absorptive part helov s we must divide the Hep axis 
in three regione: Region I: э > s ; Region II: s "ί s "ί s ; Region 
с n e 
III: з. 'ί s "5 s . t η 
Region Ι· 
The absorptive part is siven by expression (V.2.12) i . e . 
i
m F i ( 3 ) . ' „ ( . H l o g {siiiiUiâid ) . 
ι 6 π
 е (з ) . | f i s ) ) 1 
Region I I . 
Since we have an anomalous threshold ve must continue Im F (s ) such that 
Im ?1(з ) = Im F I I ( 3 ) and In F I I ( s ) ?» 0. 
с с η 
It i s еазу to verify that the continuation below s gets the imaginary 
part 
І т Г
І І ( з ) = і - { - h ( 9 ) ) - j { g + arctg [ - g ( 3 ) ι ] } 
IT 1 1 
which inplies that Ira F (β ) = ττ {-h(s ) } " 5 . 
n o η 
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Пекюп I I I · 
To obtain the discontinuity across the anomalous cut we apply Cutkosky's 
prescription 
replace p p ^ l p ^ . p j ЬУ ^^Ы^О'^О^Ю^ l n ( V · 2 · 6 » · 
This leads to 
Im F I I I ( s ) = j (2π)"2?πι ƒ dx/d2^«(9x( 1-x)-( 1-x)42-xM^-k2) 
о 
* ( у Х + , ; > х у / т 2 - » 2 ^ 2 ) * x212)xy1 . 
Піе coraDutation of this integral is very easy; ve give only the result 
I-i F I I I ( s ) = ¿ (-hts)} - 3 . 
3 Box diafirnm. 
The calculations oí the discontinuities across the cute of the box 
diagrara will be niore tedious than in the triangle graph. Due to the pre-
sence of p. we must now also integrate over the angle φ. I t turns also 
out that the χ integration is more complicated. However also in this 
case the integration is simpler in the I . J . F . than in the usual coven­
ant perturbation theory. 
Just as for the triangle diagram we divide the real s axis in different 
regions, which are bounded by the thresholds. For the correct signs of 
the absorptive parts the reader is referred to ref. 5 in chapter V, 
/le calculate the absorotive part in the following regions: Region I : 
s > s , Пе^юп II s. "ΐ s "ί э ; Region I I I : s, < s -ί в . 
η t η ö n 
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ЛИ thresholds in the triangle diagram occur also in the box graph; 
moreover ve have the anomalous box threaholda 
a. - (M^)+2(ra 2-t)- 1{m 2(M^-m2)+ [ ikm2.t.)ii2Mlê.MZrm2)2] i . b ^ ' Λ Ν π π Σ Λ π - π Λ Σ Λ π 








 Μ2=ΜΝ· тГМЛ· V S C тЗ=Ш1»*т1г
)
 * 
Region I . 
Vie can read the expression for region I in (V.3,U) 
1) IraT1 - --— ƒ dx/d2k16(sx(l-x)-k^-(1-x)M2-xM^) • У — 
ΐ6π о (А -В cos φ) 
A(k 2 ,x ,s , t )= (xy 1)" 1{y 2(k 2+M 2)*x 2(p 2+M 2)+xy 1(m 2-M 2-M 2)} 
B(kf,x,e,t)= \ÎL\\PL\ 
Let us f i r s t integrate over φ (d k. » J афак,). Using the elementary 
integral 
ƒ αφ / . ^
n




В с 0 3 ф )
 (А2-В2)* 
1 ™ 
2 ) l Q Т І
 - - lh ' d x f dk1
2
«(ex(l-x)-k2-(1.x)M2.xI4) 1 , . 
ο ο A(A -Β ι 
о 
The integration over k. is now trivial, see Θ) section 2 ; we end up 
with 
x 2 & 
3) Іи T1 - - -Л- Г dx • j-
^
1
' χ, А ( х , а ^ ) { К ( х , з ^ ) } а 
A(x,s , t ) = ACk^.x.a.t)« 7^a*M2K-lfy* ха[у2-у,)* m2-M2-M2 
F ( x , s , t ) i A 2 ( k 2 i , x , B , t ) - B 2 ( 4 2 i , x , s , t ) . 
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where к , ία given by the arf^iment of the δ-function in 2) 
It) k ^ = зхО-х) - (1-x);.^ - xll^ . 




, s, t) = 0. 
This implies that 
5) Ш х 1 ) 2 . s, t)}* = A(0,xli2ls,t)= У / з ^ - М ^ ^ - М ^ ф х ^ ^ С ^ . ^ ) . 
Because A i s l i n e a r in χ and F i s quadrat ic in χ we can make the sub­
s t i t u t i o n 
г = A(x,3, t) which leads us t o the elementary i n t e g r a l . 
6) /dz — J — = . _L l 0 R [ШЬ£['+ JL· } 
wher*· {jix ) = F ( x , s , t ) = cz'+bz+.4. 
We can now check that 
"Pi 
7) а = —• — AUj.s.tMxp.s.t) 
зСУр-У,)"" 
i) αηΊ A(x1,s1t)A(x0,i>t.) = i s"1(s-4b)(s-!¡b, X'm^-t) = 
^ — 1 —1 
ra'-fs-s. )(з-з. , Ь -it.(3-s )(s-3 J.s . 
π t «jt η η 
Using <J), 7) and T) we get finally 
9) In T 1 : i- ' IO, [ tf(4,t)}MB(,,t)}^ , 
ο π
 /-tf t^t)" {f ís . tHMsís . t )} 3 
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whpre f ( 9 , t ) = (Um"-t )(s-3_ )(з-з. . ) 
π O D 
ami g ( s , t ) = - t (a-3 )(ч-в , ) . 
Недюп III 
In th i s region we apply Cutkosky's trick by replacing one of the two 
denominators in 1) by a S function 
π&φ&η?* 2-^ p¿o<Pco*p¿o-*io )) 
Ira Γ becomes now 
1 
,ο) ι, τ " . - fc ; dx /
Л
\ 4 ( . ж ( , - . ) ^ - d - x ) « ^ ) i í ^ g l 
where Λ and 3 are defined in 1) 
Since we do not want to dwell upon technicalities we only sketch the 
calculation. First we integrate over φ using the integral 








 ( B ? _ A V 
2 
After doing the integration over к. we make again the eubetitution 
z= Αίχ,β,ΐ); Im Τ takes then the form 
.
 z2 
12) In T 1 1 = --Л- fiz e(-g(z)) 1 = ^ - ƒ dZ- • 
" sCy^-y^zZ-glz)" z1 styg-y^z^-gtz)' 
g(z) is defined in (6)· This integral is elementary and gives 
1 . , -bz-2a , 
arcs m ( ——ттшщЁ, i. — arcs m t ig y 
s(y2-y1 )/a z/b -a 
The final result becones then 
21U 
,3) ι-, τ 1 1 - 1 --J-
^ /tfís.t)' 
Region III. 
In this region we nuot replace accordina to Cutkoaky both denominators 
іт l) by δ functions. 
In Τ reads then 




Performing the integration over ф, к, and χ, which are all trivial, we 
end up with 
15) I-i Τ Π Ι - -A !—_ {sxMl-x'Ml-x'ÍM^-x'M^ Η 
where χ' i s the s o l u t i o n of the equation A(k , , x , 3 , t ) = 0 which i s given 
by 
y^.M^-sMMK-^) 
Χ ' Ξ 
3íy0-y 2'V 
de can check t h a t 
1б) s x ' ( 1 - x ' ) - ( l - x ' ) M ^ - x ' M 2 = ~ 
k4 
Substituting this in I1») we have 




De inhoud van het proefschrift gaat over de toepassing van de zgn. 
infinite momentun franc mpthode op renornaliseerbare veldentheorieën. 
In hoofdstuk I wordt aan de hand van een aantal voorbeelden de infinite 
momentun fraile (I.'l.F.) nethode uitgeleßd. Serst wordt φ theory behan­
deld en daarna bediscussiëren we de extra complicaties die zich voor 
doen in renomzlioeerbire veldentheorieën zoals quantum electrodynamica, 
Verder zullen we laten zien hoe men stralingacorrecties voor een aantal 
klassen van diagrammen kan berekenen· Aangetoond wordt dat deze methode 
in sommige ßevallen vanuit rekentechmsch oogpunt bezien sneller gaat 
dan in de gewone covariante formulering. 
Ken toepassing op stralingscorrecties vindt men in hoofdstuk II· Hier 
zullen we aantonen dat de I.M.F. techniek erg handig is in het berekenen 
van de zwakke wisselwerkingscorrecties op het anomale magnetische mo-
ment van het electron of muon. Hierbij kiezen we voor de zwakke wissel-
werking de renormaliseerbare Yang-Hills veldentheorie. Ook geven we een 
voorbeeld hoe men een diagram met een overlappende divergentie kan re-
gulariseren, ofschoon dit in het algemeen niet kan met de I.M.F, methode. 
In hoofdstuk III zullen we laten zien dat de I.M.F. methode zowel vanuit 
rekentechmsch als fysisch oogpunt zeer waardevol ie bij het beschrijven 
van de sterke wisselwerkingen bij hoge energieën. Deze toepassing Ptaat 
bekend onder de naam partonmodel. In dit hoofdstuk geven we een inleiding 
tot het partonmodel zoals dit ontwikkeld is door Π.Ρ, Feynman, S.D. Drell 
e.a. In het tweede gedeelte van dit hoofdstuk passen we dit model toe 
op het zeer inelantische verstrooiingsproces e+p •* e + "anything" en 
tonen we aan dat de I.M.F. technieken tot schaalinvanantie lelden voor 
vW en met voor V , waarbij vi en Wp de struktuurfunkties zijn die dit 
proces beschrijven. Het partonmodel impliceert dat dit proces verklaard 
kan worden door parton compton verstrooiing. 
In hoofdstuk IV behandelen we een ander zeer inelastisch proces, n.l. 
zeer hoog energetische muonpaar productie: p+p •* w w + "anything". 
Dit proces kan verklaard worden door twee andere elementaire processen: 
te weten parton anti-parton annihilatie en bremsstrahlung. Aangetoond 
wordt dat belde processen de data kunnen verklaren althans voor het 
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energiegebied waarvoor het partonmodel geldig zou z i jn · 
In hoofdstuk V gebruiken ve de liM.F. methode om de anomale drempels in 
verstrooiingsamplitudes te toerekenen. Het b l i j k t dat we een aanzienlijke 
vereenvoudiging kunnen raaken als de uitwendige deel t jes twee aan twee 
dezelfde massa hebben. De recels ora deze drempels te bepalen zijn een-
voudiger dan in de covariante formulering. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
I 
De reductie van het diracveld,zoals dit is gedaan door J.D. Bjorken e.a., 
ie onjuist.Deze reductie is uitgevoerd in het stelsel.waarin de impulsen Ρ 
van de deeltjes naar oneindig gaan.Het blijkt,dat termen in het diracveld 
van de orde ρ niet verwaarloosd mogen worden.Dit is de reden waarom hun 
2 
uitdrukking voor de pauli-dirac-vormfactor F (q ) van het electron fout is. 
J.D. Bjorken.J.B. Kogut and D.E. Soper ;Phys. Rev. D¿, 1382 (19T0) . 
II 
De drell-yan-relatie,die een verband legt tussen de elastische en inelasti-
sche vormfactoren van de hadronen,berust op een specifieke aanname over het 
spectrum van de geproduceerde hadronen in zeer inelastische verstrooiing.De 
duale resonantiemodellen zijn een van de voorbeelden»waarin de drell-yan-
relatie niet opgaat. 
S.D. Drell and T.M. ïan ;Phye. Rev. Lett. 2^, Ιθΐ (1970) . 
Ill 
De argumenten,die S.D. Drell in zijn partoranodel gebruikt bij de afleiding 
van schaalinvariantie voor W.Cv.q ) ,zijn gevaarlijk en leiden tot de foutieve 
conclusie dat een bepaalde klasse van diagrammen ijkinvariant zijn.Deze klasse 
2 bestaat uit de diagrammen(die van de orde Ρ zijn in het stelsel waarin de 
impulsen Ρ van de deeltjes naar oneindig gaan. 
"Inelastic scattering,asymptotic behaviour and sum rules" door S.D. Drell, 
verschenen in "Subnuclear phenomena" .International School of Physics "Ettore 
Majorana" in Erice.Redacteur A. Zichichi ,19б9 . 
IV 
In verscheidene publicaties wordt een bepaald verband gelegd tussen de elasti­
sche vormfactoren van het proton en de differentiële werkzame doorsnede van 
elastische proton-proton-verstrooiing bij grote impulsoverdracht.Dit verband 
wordt veldentheoretisch (partonmodel) niet bevestigd. 

T.T. Wu and C.N. Yang ;Phys. Rev. 137. B708 (196Θ) 
H.D.I. АЪахЪапеІ, S.D. Drell and F.J. Gilman;Phys. Rev. Lett. 20, 2θθ (1968) 
M.J. Holwerda, W.L. van Heerven, R.P. van Royen ;Nucl. Phya. ВІИ_, 166 (1972) 
V 
Het stelsel.waarin de impulsen van de deeltjes naar oneindig gaan, heeft in 
lepton-hadron-verstrooiing een andere Ъеіекепіа dan in hadron-hadron-ver-
strooiing.Bovendien ie dit stelsel voor lepton-hadron-verstrooiing veel be­
langrijker dan voor hadron-hadron-verstrooiing. 
VI 
De bevering van V.N. Bogoliubov en D.V. Shirkov dat de formulering van de 
renormalisatiegroep door M. Gell-Mann en F.E. Lov onvolledig is berust op 
een overschatting van hun eigen formulering. 
"Introduction to the theory of quantized fields" ,(InterBcience,Nev York, 
1959) hoofdstuk VIII ,V.N. Bogoliubov and D.V. Shirkov. 
M. Gell-Mann and F.E. Lov ;Phys. Rev. 2¿, 1300 (1951·). 
К.G. Wilson jPhys. Rev. D^, 1818 (1971) 
VII 
De formulering van de renormalisatiegroepvergelijkingen is een van de voor­
beelden ,vaarbij formele redeneringen dikwijls tot foutieve resultaten leiden. 
Arbuzov, Logunov, Tavkhelidze and Faustov ;Phye. Lett. 2, ISO (1963) . 
D.V. Shirkov ¡Phys. Lett. ¿, 273 (1963) . 
K. Huang and F.E. Low ;Sov. Phys. J.E.T.P. J£, 579 (1961») . 
VIII 
De uitdrukking "asymptotic freedom" «zoals recent gebruikt in de veldentheorie, 
is misleidend en eigenlijk onjuist 

IX 
ID eonmige Russische natuurkundeboeken wordt in het nawoord beweerd dat de 
behandelde natuurkunde gefundeerd is op de werken van W.I. Lenin en У. Engels. 
Het zou interessant zijn om de criteria te achterhalen waarom bepaalde Russi­
sche auteurs dit doen en anderen niet. 
X 
Bij somige katholieke theologen ziet men soms de meest merkwaardige argumen­
ten om de kruistochten te rechtvaardigen.Het "Handboek der Kerkgeschiedenis" 
van kardinaal de Jong is hiervan een voorbeeld. 
"Handboek der Kerkgeschiedenis" tweede deel door kardinaal de Jong .herzien 
en verbeterd door prof. dr. B.R. Poet .Ue druk.Dekker van de Vegt N.V. 
Nijmegen (I^T) · 
XI 
De bewering van veel hedendaagse marxistische studenten,dat H. Marcuse on­
gelijk had met zijn bewering dat de arbeiders verburgerlijkt en geïntegreerd 
zijn in de consumptiemaatschappij.wordt niet door de feiten bevestigd. 
XII 
Het is didactisch onjuist om, zoals in een aantal natuurkundeboeken op de 
middelbare school gebeurd, het corpusculaire gedrag van de natuur in de on-
derbouw te introduceren. 
"Natuurkunde op corpusculaire grondslag" deel 1 en 2 door dr. J. Zweere en 
drs. P. van Vianen .Malmberg Den Bosch . 
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